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CHAPTER I  -  PRELIMINARY  REMARKS
rrr/ 2?2/ 80-EN
This Convention  suppLements  the Convention on Jurisdiction and the
Enforcement  of Judgments in Civi L and Commerciat Matters ("GeneraL
Convention")  signed in Brussets on 27 September 1968 and amended by
the Convention on the Accession of the Un'ited K'ingdom, Denmark and
IreLand signed in Luxembourg on 9 October 1978. '  Bankruptcies,
compositions and other anaLogous  procedures hJere excLuded from the
scope of the Judgments Convention. The common origin of these two
Conventions is AnticLe 220 of the Treaty estabLishing the EEC by
which the Member States had agreed "to enter into negotiations with
each other with a view to securing for the benefit of their nationaLs
the simpLification of formaLities governing the reciprocaL recognition
and enforcement of judgments of ord'inary courts on tlibunals and of
anbitration  alvards".
As is pointed out in a note from the Commission of the European
Economic Community sent on 22 Qctober 1959 to the Member States
requesting them to undertake negotiationsr  "a genuine internal
market between the six States wiLI not be achieved unLess sufficient
Legal protection is ensured. Disturbances and difficuIties  in the
economic Life of the Community are to be feared unless it  is possibLe
to ensure the recognition and enforcement, if  necessarY by necourse
to the courts, of individuaL rights which wiLL arise from the
formation of muLtipLe LegaI reLationships. Since judiciaL power
depends on the sovereignty of the Member States and the effects
of judiciaL acts are Limited, even in civit  and commerciaL  matters,
to nationaL territory,  judiciaL protection and, therefore, LegaL
certainty in the Common Market, depend essentiaLLy on the adoption
between the Member States of a satisfactory so[ution as regards
recognition and enforcement of judiciaL decisions". As a resuLt of
this note the Committee of Permanent Representatives decided, on
8 February 1960, to set up a Working Party of experts-
1 0.J,E.C. No L
Mr. SCHL0SSER
304 of October 1978 '  Reports by Mr. JENARD  and
: 0.J.E.C. No. C.59 of March 1979.
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This t,lork'ing Party, composed of governmentaL deLegates from the six,
subsequentLy nine, countries and observers from the BeneLux Commissjon
for the study of th,e unification of law and from the Hague conference
on Private InternationaL  Law, has been assisted by the departments of
the commission. It  heLd its  first  meeting in BrusseLs from 11 to 13
JuLy,196A. In view of the compLexity of the problems posed by
bankrup'tcy, and the concern not to deLay work on the GeneraL Convention,
-it was cons'idered pr"efenabLe not to prov'ide fon the recognition  and
enforcement of bankruptcy decisions in the Latten but to draw up a
special Convention reLating to bankruptcy and proceedings which must
be grouped with it  either by reason of their simiLar.ity or because
their aim was to forestaLL bankruptcy and to prevent decLarations
of bankruptcy. It  was agreed, h,cwever, that this Convention  was to
be guided as far as possibLe by the principLes [a,id down in the
GeneraL Convention.
For th'is punpose, and under the authr:r'ity origirraIly of a pLenary
Joint Committee pre:;'idr:d over b,y Pro'fessor BUL0W, then Secretary of
State at the Federa[. Gr:rman Ministry ol Justi ce, a lrlorking party
on tsankruptcy was set up wh'i ch has been chaired, s'i nce 1963, by
Mr" NOEL, CounseLLor,o'f the French Cour de Cassation, by Mr.
ABILDTRUP in 1978 arrd by Mr. LE|40NTE\/ si nce 1979.
A List
Party
of t he expe rt s who have Fra rt i c'i pated
is  annexed to this  Reoort.
in the work of the WorkinoThe
may
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CHAPTER II  -  REASONS FOR THE CONVENTION
same grounds which justified the drawing up of the GeneraL Convention
aLso be advanced in favour of the Bankruptcy Convention.
t,rlhat is generaLLy true for individuaI proceedings in civ'il  and commerciaL
matters appL'ies with even greater fonce to coL Lective proceedings,
nationaL rules in respect of which ane extremely complex, particutarty
as they are entwined t^lith different branchgs of the Law.
A. Differences in internationaL bankruptcy  Law in the Member States
The question arises in intennationaL  law of whether a bankruptcyz
dec'ision given in a certain State shouLd take effect wherever a debtor
has property or creditors, which impLies that a singLe procedure can
be foLLowed, or whethen, on the cont?ary, the debtor may be dectared
bankrupt in each of the States where his insoLvency  has been
establ'ished, at least to the extent that a f ore'ign bankruptcy
decision has not been made enforceab[e there. The first  concept
is that of the un'ity and the universality of the bankruptcy,
whereas the second is based on the princip[e of ternitoriaLity
and invoLves muLtipLe bankruptcies whereby the same debtor can be
decLared bankrupt in severaL countries.
2 For sake of convenience, and subject to what wiLL be said in
Chapter II  concerning the scope of the Convention, the term
"Bankruptcy" (fai Llite)  is used. It  goes without saying that
depend'i ng on the ci rcumstances it  might be 'a case, f or exampLe,
of a preliminary composit'ion, judiciaL arrangement or suspension
of payments procedure.- 4\- 7rr/D/222180-EN
The substantive  Law 6f the Membet" States of the European Community is
divicled between these,tr,/o conceprt*.3 t"hor" States (Luxembourg and,
more recentLy, BeLgium) which consider that bankruptcy deprives the
debtor of Legal capacity have retainecl, as has Danish {.aw, the
principle of u;riversaLity,  whereas ther French courts, which regard
bankruptcy as an enforcement proc;edurer/ are incLined to adopt that
of ierritoriaLity.  German,  Uniteci Kingdom, ItaLian and Dutch Law
take account of both sys;tems.
Tne two opposed concept:;, the territorial  or the un'ivensaL character
of bankruptcy/ give liser in internatignal Law to comptex probLems,
eithelin  con6ection w'ith the operning of internationaI bankruptcy
proceedings in a given country or"in connection with the recognition
and enforcement in the s;ame count.ry of' banknuptcies decIared abroad.
In the f.irst pLace, the ruLes of international -Lgri.sdiction  w'iLL
diverge according to th€'system erdopted. AppLied as strictLy as
poss'ibLe, the principLe of univensaIity  and of unity t4,ouLd Lead
to a situat.ion in whi ch the matte'r cou,Ld onLy be brought bef ore
the court of the place where the debtorrs principaL  estabLishment
was situated. ConverseLy', and aLso'laken to its  LogicaL concLusion,
the territoriaLity  of bankruptcy r^iouLd enable a debtor to be
declared bankrupt in any country where assets lJere situated.
in this regard, aLthough under the Laws of certain countries such
as Bploium onl.,r the court of the domiciLe or of the principaL \Y  rer"  vrr!/
estabLishment of the rJebtor has jurisdiction (ArticLe 440 CommerciaL
Code), it  'i s suf f i cierrt uncjer the Lauls or accord'i ng to the case
Laws of the other Member States of the Eunopean Community, in
the absence of domiciLe in. or a princ'ipaI estabtishment  on their
3 Tnavers, "Le Droit commercial InternationaL"  1935/ t.  VII,  ho
11A31; La FaiLLite, 'in Travaux du Com. tr"  du DIP 1936'37 p- 9
et seq.; VALENSi, Rdperto'ire de Droit Inter. of NIB0YET and
LAPRADELLE, Vo FaiLl"ite, no 8 et seq.; ALberic R0LItti in Rec-
des Cours de LiAcad,, de La Haye, 1926, t.  IVo P - 22 et seq-;
sAFA, La Fail.Ljte en DIP, Beirut, 1954; MULLER-FREIENFELS/
AirsLandskonkr-irs und InLandsfoLgen,  in:  Vom deutschen  zum
europbischen  Recht, Festschrift fUr ilans D6LLe, Band II,
o. 359 et seq.-5- TII/D/222180-EN
territory/  that there is a secondary estabtishment  or that a commerciat
or professionaL act'ivity is carried on (Art. 2, F.W., o'f the Netherlands
30 September 1893, Sect'ions 1 (2) and 4 ()  of the Bankrupt cy Act 1914
and Sections 218 of the Companies Act 1948) or even that certain assets
exist, (paragraphs 71 and 238 German K0) (RrticLe 9 (2) Italian
Bankruptcy Law of 16 March 194D. The French courts here managed,  by
the far-reaching appLication of Art. 1 of Decree no 67.1120 of 22.12.1967
to international relations or by reLying on the provisions of ArticLes
14 and 15 ol the Civil Code, to exercise their own jurisdjction solely
on the strength of the Location of a debt in France.*
Moreover, the recognition and enforcement of foreien judgments is
Eoverned by very different ruLes in each of the Member States.0n
this subject, reference shouLd be made to the very thorough Reports
drawn up by Mr. JENARD and Mr. SCHLQSSER on the Generat Convention.5
It  wiIL be sufficient to recaLL, by way of exampLe, that in the
NetherLands  the Code of CiviL Procedure  Lays down the principte
that foreign judgements cannot be rendered  enforceabLe within the
Kingdom except by virtue of a treaty. In the absence of a treaty,
disputes must be brought afresh before the Dutch Courts (Art.  431
of the code of civit  Procedure).
It  foLlows fnom these differences that, outside the State in which
it  was given, a decision decLaring a debtor bankrupt remains, in
general, w'ithout effect or produces only Limited effects until  it
has been rendered  enforceabLe there.6
GAVALDA, Lr6,tat actueL du droit internationaL de La f ai LL'ite, in
Trav. Comite fr.  de DIP, 1962/64, p.215; TRoCHU, ConfIits de
Lois et confLits de juridictions en mati6re de failLite,  sIR0Y
1967, p.82;  HUSS, op. cit.  p.632. Certain ltaLian authors,
Like SATTA (Instituzioni di diritto  faILimentare) and PR0VINCIALI
(ManuaLe di diritto  faLLimentare)  take the same view-
0.J.E.c/ C. 59 of 5 March 1979.
NADELIVIANN,  Codif ication of Conf Iicts  ruLes for bankruptcy, Ann.
Suisse droit internationaL 1974' p. 57 et seq.
5
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In the absence of enforcement,'it is necessary for the debtor to be
decLareC bankrupt'in every country irr which he has assets or may
'incur f resh t.iabi Iities.  ivluLtipt.e barrkruptcies  are f ar f rom satisf actory,
as a resuLt f i rst and 1:oremost clf ther f act that cessation of the
debtorrs power to deaL with his propernty and suspension of individuaL
proceeci'i ngs are not contemporaneous erverywhere.  The accumuLation in
each country of assets and Liab'iLitiers, the ratio between which can vary
considerably, aLso Leacls to ver)'unecluaL distributions. True, creditors
are permitted to ctairn in each Lrankruptcy, but this'invoLves considerabte
exoenditure and numeroLrs difficuLtiesr. FinaLly, the muLtipLicity of
procedures increases costs unduLy.
The advantage of a Law basecj on cor'rventions in this fieLd was aLready
recognised at the end c'f the se!'enteenth century and since then many
conventions have been e'ntered into, incLuding the Franco-Swiss
Convention of 15 June 1869 rep[acirrg the previous conventions of
1803 and 1828, the Treaty concLurde<J  between France and BeLgium on
8 JuLy 1899, the Convention beti"ieen BeLgium and the NetherLands of
28 March 1925 and the Franco-ItaLian Convention dated 3 June 1930
repLacing the Franco'-sardinian Treaty of 1760 confi rmed by the
decIaration on interpretation of 1 September 1860.
But aLthough it  may be a step forwai'd, the concLusion of biLaterat
agreemenrs or rri Latr:raL treaties, such as the Scandinavian  Convention
of 7 November 1933 oi" the Benetux Treaty of 24 November 1961, can
onLy provide an unsal!isfactory  soLut'ion to the probLem of bankruptcy
in'i nternatir:naL  Law" Numer"ous  stucl ies have therefore been undertaken
wit h a view to drawing up muLti latera L convent'ions  containing
rrrovi sions ca Lculated t,c reduce the drawbacks r^esuLt'i ng f rom
differences betr^ieen  nat'i onaL Laws. It  is sufficient to ment'i on,
apart from the Bustarnante Code adopte,C in Havana on 28 February
1928 by tne Sixth Pan-American Conference (AnticLes 414 to 422),
the studies of the Inst'itute of lnternat'ionaL  Law (Sessions heLd
in 1888, 1894, and 1t)12) and those of the Hague Conference on Private
intennationaL Laur. In parti cutar, the Fifth and Sixth Conferences on
Private International. L-,aw heId'irr 192:1 and 1928, appeared to have
achjeved considerabLer prr.ogress b'/ prorJucing a EeneraL draft convention,
whi ch has not, howeverr, been rat i fi ed.-7- ITT/ D/ 222l80-EN
Pending the appearance of universal or, at teast, very wide scope, the
adoption of which is st'ill  fraught with difficulties,  it  was necessary
to settLe the probLem of bankruptcies within the European Economic
7
Community.'
B. Economic advantages of a Community Convention
Since the laws of the nine countries of the Community differed appreciabty
on a number of important points (conditions governing the opening of
bankruptcy, their effects, the course of the proceedings and, in particuLar
the suspect period)", the task to be accompLished t"ras necessariLy  a
Long-term one and the question that arose at the outset was whether such
an attempt was fu[[y justified  from a practicaI point of view.
The uncerta'inty of international  bankruptcy Law on many important po'ints,
for exampLe, secured debts, and the scarcity of case Law on the subject,
is expLained by the fact that up to the pnesent only a very smaLl number
of bankruptcies have genuineLy had internationaI  repercussions. ALmost
the only bankruptcies of this kind that have occurred in the Last few
decades are those of BarceLona Traction, Intra Bank and Rolts Royce.
TransnationaL undertakings rarety become insotvent. Moreover ,  tor various
reasons, not aLL of a LegaI nature, commerciat activities abroad are
often canried on by subsidiary companies,  LegaLty distinct from the
parent company.
However, the effect of the Common Market must be preciseLy to bring about a
radicaL change in this situation. The Member States of the European
Economic Community have agreed to estabLish between themseLves a genu'ine
and vast internaL market conforming to the ruLes of free competition.
Every effort must therefore be made not onLy to eLiminate obstacles to
the funct'ionjng of this market, but aLso to promote its  deveLopment.
7 It  should be noted that the transformation  of nationaL units into a
wider federation  has generaLLy entaiLed the drawing up of uniform ruIes.
Thus, the United States Constitution of 1787 deprived the various States
of the right to [egis[ate in the field of bankruptcy. Under the Canadian
Constitution of 1867, as under the Sh,iss Constitution of 1871, bankruptcy
LegisLation became a matter for the FederaL authorities.
8 Ganshof, le droit de La faiLLite dans Les Etats de ta CEE, Bruxettes 1970.l i
I
I
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Thus, the Treaty of Flom,e provides for the free movement of persons'  goods,
capitaL and servjces,, Freedom of estabLishment  and freedom to provide serv'ices''
coordination of company Law and the impLementation of the other provisions
of Art'icLe 220 of ther Treaty of Rome neLating to the mutual recognition of
companies, the retentiorr of  LegaL pensonaLity in the event of the transfen
of a companyrs seat and the possibiLity of mergers between companies
governed by d'ifferent n,ationaL  Laws, not to mention the future European
company (societe orofl/m3 europ6enne),  wh'ich wiLL doubtLess own property
in severaL wlember States, must ensure the mobiLity of undertakings and
encc)urage them to carry on thei r activities  'i n other Commun'ity countries
ie the form of establ,ishments or branches. Thus the assets and creditors
of many undertakings  wi L L increasingLy be spread over different States'
However, in a system of free competition, the existence of the Common
9
[larket aLone is no guar,antee that aLL undertakings wi LL prosper. If
some under"takings of0 flr)t in a positign to meet thei r obL'igations,  the
effects of bankruptcy or simiLar measures taken against them wiLt extend
beyond the frontiers of a singLe State-
C. The shor!cqryfrgs of rexi sting Conventions
At pnesent, the onLy bankruptcy conventions in existence between the nine
lviember States of the European Economic  Community are the five enumerated
'in Art icle 76 of this; Convention. In iaddition, there is the BeneLux Treaty,
wh'i ch has never come in'Lo force.
An examination of ther five conventions in force reveals pfofound dlfferences
between them.0n the one hand, some, Like the Franco-BeLgian Convention of
18gg, the BeLgo-NetherrL,ands Convent'ion of 1925 and the BeneLux Treaty of
1961, contain direct ruLes of jurisdir:tion, whereas the Franco-Italian
convention of 1930 does not in pr.incipLe contain such ruLes.
9 H0UIN, ProbLdmes pos6s
des Trib. (BeLgium) 21
par La faiLLite dans Le March6 Commun, JournaL
May 1961.-9 III / DI 222/ gO.EN
Moreover, some of these conventions aItow recognition and enforcement
onLy of decisions that have become,.poncLusive,  whereas the Benetux Treaty,
for exampLe, appLies to aLL enforceabLe judgments In the fieLd of
bankruptcy, in order to prevent any possibiL'ity of fraud, decisions are
automaticaLLy  enforceabIe, that is to say, irrespective of any riEhts of
A^ ,  tu
appea L.
ALso, treaties
provi sions to
Fi na L Ly, some
provisions on
Like the Franco-BeLg'ian Treaty restnict the scope of their
bankruptcies involving nationats of the Contracting States.
of the conventions in force contain onLy very fragmentany
bankruptcy and are for this reason difficutt  to app[y.
The members of a singLe economic  Communfty therefore required a muLtiLateral
convention Laying down common rutes.
D. General scheme of the Convention
1) SeveraI approaches were open to the draftsmen of the Convention.
In addition to the solutions drawn from the princip[es of the territoriaLity
or the universaLity of the banknuptcy, another sotution could be found by
attempting, w'ithin the framework of Artic[e 100 of the Treaty of Rome, to
achieve if  not unification, at Least harmonization or approximation of the
Laws of the nine countries. In the circumstances, this undertaking wouLd
have been far too ambitious, preciseLy because of the differences between
nationaL Laws; moreover, bankruptcy is an institution of pubLic poLicy
which is concerned with the Law of persons, company [aw, property Law,
rules of pnocedure and methods of enforcement. At the very teast, such
unification presupposed the unification of the taw of obligations, wh'ich
constitutes one of the principal tasks facing the European Community.ll
Art.1A7 of the French decree of 22.12.1967. Art.465 Belgian
commercial code and ArticLe 16 of the rtaLian bankruptcy  Law.
See, for exampLe, Dinective no T06A/80  SOC 156
10
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AccordingLy" the members of the WonkinE Party acknowLedged, as soon as
uork was comrnenced, that any systematic attempt to unify the Iaw of
bankruptcy 1a1ouLd take a vepy Long time, and they unanimously agreed,
after receiving a favor,irabl"e opinion frorn numeroUs prOfess'i  onaL
orEanizat lons, br:th European and n,ltional"r't to draw Up a cOnventiOn
necognis.ing tire unity and univensaLity o'f bankruptcies. The aim of
the Convei-it ion therefore i s not tO create a "Eunopeanrr type of bankruptcy
or to moclify riie substantive ruLes of nationaL laws. Its  fundamentaL
o,r!-pore js to gi,;e ef{e'ct at [:uropean LeveL to bankruptcies by settLing
c,Jrrf L i cts 'ihai: ar ise bet,,,leen the Laws and bett^leen the courts of di f f erent
contract'inq states  " 
113
This means, _[[_er- aLj?, the r,in'i on of Industries of the European
commurrity, tfrr st;nEfig Conference of Chambers of Commerce of the
EEC, the Standing Conference of the BeLgian, French and ItaLian
Chamners of Cq:mmerce and Industry. The Banking Federation of the
5[,J avoided tak'inq s ides in ihe conf Lict negard'ing the system to
be adopted" C{. aLso the InternationaL CoLloquium of European Jurists
hei.d in Nir:e rn June 1960 (Rev. Inttr  Dt. Compa16 1960, p. 782) -
#.  some of tiie articLes which have aLready appeared on the draft
Convent ion :  R0;-lLE-STAIviSCHRADER,  Vr3n Binem Konkursabkobben der
Ii,jc-Staaten  (196t*');3ERGES,  Kcmmt es zu einem ElnlG-Konkursablommen  ?
in Konkurs*Tneunand  u*schiedsgerichtswesen,  1965' p. 73-79;
tt.G, BIi-INFAI',rTE/  Fa'i L Lissementsrecht in de EEG in Europ. monog;raf  ieBn,
no 4 cf )ec.1965; J. N0[L ani J" I-EM0NTEY, Apergus sur Le projet de
(ionvention europ€'enne  feLat jve *; L,l f ai Llite,  in Rev. Trim. Dt.
*urof;r:r€11  1968" p" 703-19 and 197'5, p. 159-'180; articLes by M. tdESER
and ":, VAli DEFI GlJ(HT, in Jurisp" Com. Belgique 1968, p. 15O, 264,
i61 ;nd 607; l-iIRS{lH : Vens lr,:niversalite  de La faiLLite au sein
du iviarche Comnun, in Cahiers Dt. europ. 197A' p. 50"60. See aLso
"Idees norrveL'tes  cJans Le dro'i 'l de La f ai LLite" Trav. de La IVdme
Journee cJ rt!tucies j urid'i clues Jr:an DAB.tN de touvain (BruxeL Les 1969)
ei tes nnoblbnres intr:rnat'i onalrx de la faiLLite and Le March6
Comrnun, Pariua 197"t (i\ctes du rloL Lo<lue internationaL  Mi Lan, June
1970); PAST0R RIDFlUE,i0,  La faiLLite en DIP, Rec. Cours Accad. Dt.
Int ",  197 1 ,  II,  F " 1,:*1 ;  GANSH0F, L'r € l"aboratiorr dr un droit europ6en
Ce La faiLLite darrs i.e cadre rje la CEE, Cahiers St. Eunop' 1971'
rl. 146; MUNCH,  Udk,asriet ti L El:-Konvention  om konkurs, Ugeskrift
for Retsvaesen, 2 September 1972; f'I. HUNTER, Draft Bankruptcy
Convention o'i' the IEl], Int,  arrci Corn. Law Quat. 1972' p. 682;
J. V0ULGARIS, De La i:crmp6'tenctl jud., internationaLe en matiere de
fa"if Lite dans le cacjre de La {lEE .,,."  CLUNET 1974, p.52;  M. tdESER,
Convent'i orr Ccmmunautai re sur i.a conrpetence jud. et Lrex6cution
des j ugement s/ Bri,rxe l. Les 19l5,,
IJTTI/ D/ 222l80-EN
The question arises, however, whether it  was necessary to choose onty
"European bankruptcies", that is to say, those hav'ing repercussions
on the territory of other member countries. This Limitation, wh'i ch
might have been just'ified by the desire to nefain from imptementing
very compIex ruIes unnecessarily,  had to be abandoned, since it  is not
aLways possibLe to teLL, at the time a banknuptcy is decLared, whether
it  witI have internationaI  imoLications or not, The situation of
property representing the debtorrs assets is not the onLy factor to
be considered; the Location of cLa'ims, and the fact that the bankruptcy
couLd take effect with regard to acts done by the debtor abroad must
aIso be taken into account. These diverse implications do not
necessariLy appear as soon as the proceedings are instituted.  Moreover,
the Convention contains some uniform ru[es and it  was not oossibLe to
contemo Late having in consequence two sets of
substantive  ruIes. Most parti cutarLy, moreover, the chief advantage
of the Convent'ion,  which is based on the principLes of unity and
universaLity, is to ensrlre, immediately and in every country that the
debtor's power to deat with his property ceases from the moment he is
decIared bankrupt, the bankruptcy enta'iIing the voidab'il'ity of his acts,
disoosaLs or administrative  measures with the nesuLt that it  wouLd have
been disastrous if  the debtor had been able to take advantage of the
ostensibLy nationaL character of the bankruptcy to make arrangements
for his insoLvency in the other member countries.
2) The principa t  di f f i cuLties encountened by the I'Jorking Party of
Experts, wh'ich caLLed for important decisions, arose in connection
with the determination of the competent court and the choice of the
appLicabLe law, and with the machinery for enforcement.
a. The unity and universaLity of tha bankruptcy presuppose that
jurisdiction is exerc'ised by the courts of a singLe State. From the
outset, it  had been agreed that the rules to be adopted governing the
jurisdiction of courts must be direct rules of jurisdiction. But it
was stiLL'hecessary to work out a criterion appticabLe to tnaders and
non-traders, to naturaL persons and legaL persons. This is why the
tlorking Party adopted, as the main criterion, the debtorrs centre of
admini stration. If  there i s no such pLace within the Community,
jurisdiction  wiLL be based on the existence of an estabLishment  on its
territory.  II
\
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Since the order of inrpor"tance of these criterion does not excLude the
possib'ii.'ity of conf Licts of jurisdict'ion, the Convention contains ruLes
on thi s subject that are as complr.ete as possibLe.
b. The unity and uni!'ersatity of the bankruptcy suggest recongition,
Js a generaL ruLe, of the appLication of the Lex fori  concunsus.
f'lowever, although this r:hoice of the appIicable taw raises few
di f f i culties in reLat'ion to the conditions governing the opening,
organ'isatjon and course of the bankruptcy, it  was necessary, preciseLy
because of the substant'ive differences; between the Laws in question,
to afford creditors and their thjrd parties protection apart from
advertising the bankruptcy throughout Europe. For this  reason the
hJork'ing Party adopted another Law, wh'ich seemed to it  the most
eppropriate one for that punpose., Funthermone, in matters of such
'importance as set-off, ernd the vaL'id'ity as against the general body
of creciitors of cLauses of reservation of titter'it  wouLd have been
unsatisfactory to adherer to a confLict rule which wouLd, moreover,
have been very difficuLt to choose. Tc, appLy the law governing set-off
(or saLe) wouLd have res;uLted in cons'iderabLe uncentainty  and
di scriminatory  treatmenti in the same set of bankruptcy proceed'ings;
tr: choose the law of the,bankruptcy,  u,hich uLtimateLy depends on
the place where proceed'i ngs are ins'tituted,  wouLd have underm'i ned
cornmerciaL certainty.0rr these pc' ints the t,rlorking Party has drawn
up uniform ruLes designe'd to repLace, once the Convention  has come
into force, the corresponding  provisions of nationaL bankruptcy Laws.
These uniform ruLes nay, on secondary points, be accompanied by
certain reservations, the list  of which is exhaustive.
The problem of determininq  the Law aopLicabLe to secured cLaims and
rights of prefenence obviousLy constituted a major di ffi culty for
the draftsrnen of a Convent'i on based on the un'i ty and universality
of the banknupt cy, since bankruptcy is a coLlect'ive procedure for
the reaLization of thr: assets and is designed to satisfy creditorsr
cLairns according to tlre'ir ranking. ALthough the appLication of the
Lex rei sitae to spec'iaL rights of preference, a soLution in-13- TIT/ D/ 222l 80-EN
conformity with the provisions of the different systeme of private
internationaL  Law, does not appear ro raise great difficuIti 
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the question is by contrast extremeLy controversiaL  in reIation to
generaL rights of preference.  There are three traditionat points of
view- according to the first  view, the lex nei sitae should be appLjed
excLusiveLy,  accord'ing to the second view, onLy the Law of the
bankruptcy is reIevant and the third view is that a middLe course shoutd
be adopted and both appLied simuItaneousIy.
Faced with the imposs'ibi L'ity, f i rst Ly of working out a soLution that
is entireLy satisfactory  from the point of view of private internationat
faw and, secondly, of considering in the immediate future, the
harmonization of rights of preference, the l,,lorking Party confined
itseLf to recognising existing nationaL practices by subjecting the
assessment, extent and cLassification of generaI rights of preference
to the Law of the place where the encumbered property is situated. It
pointed out, however, that in civiL and commerciaL mattens, creditors
couLd invoke against assets situated in each of the Contracting States,
the general rights of preference provided for by the Law of that State
in respect of the debts owed to them.
As a result of making generaL rights of preference subject to the Law
of the situs, it  became necessary to estabLish, for accounting purposes,
as many sub-estates as there are Contracting States on whose territory
there are assets to be reaLised. It  was therefore necessary to depart
from the principle of the unity of the bankruptcy to some extent, but
this disadvantage has been offset by draw'ing up ruLes for distribution
that are sufficientLy detaiLed to take account of the fact that the
same debt m'ight be secured in severaL countnies for different amounts
or by securities of different kinds or ranking.
14 German Law does not recognise the
preference" but onLy the excLusion
assets for the benefit of certain
( cf.  observati ons on Art . 43) .
concept of "special rights of
from the bankruptcy of certain
credi tors (Absonderungsrecht  )I
I
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c. Another important deciision to be taken by the t^Jonking Party concerned
the machinery for recogn'ition and enforcement of bankruptcy decisions.
One of the fundanrentaL principLes adopted by the Working Party and
directLy derived from thtl adoption of the rules on the unity and the
universality of the bankruptcY, wi:s that the decision decLaling the
debtr:r bankrurpt and substlquent decisions must take effect in aLl the
iontracting States.0rrce this principLtl had been accepted, the question
erose whether it  was rtecessary to subject these decis'ions to a procedure
for enforcement or whether it  was possible to give them fuLL effect
witnout any prior formaLity" mereLy by Laying down a procedure for
terminating, in certain exceptionaL cases, the automati c effects of
e bankruptcy in a Contrar:ting  Sta'le-
There are serious drar,tbatks to an'rexequatur"  procedure as a precondition
for any recognition or enforcemen'!  measure since in bankruptcy time is
cf the essence.  The derbtor must not be aLLowed any opportunity to transfer
his assets eLsewhere;  L'i i<ewise, certair-r creditors who are better informed
rnust be prevented from t,aking swift ac"lion to the detriment of the others.
This expLains  why,, in most of the States, every bankruptcy decision is,
in principLe, prp6yjsignalLy enforceabl,a. No doubt it  would have been
possibLe to restrict the "exequatur" that wouLd have resuIted from a
rnuch simoLified pr"oceclur,e based orr the GeneraL Convention (ArticLe 31)
scLeLy to measures for r,ealizing the dr:btOr t s assets, whi Lst provid'i ng
for the automatic recognition of ther pr"incipaL effects of the bankruptcy,
such as the cessation of the debt,rrts power to deal with his property
and the suspens ion of in,CividuaL  proceedirigs.
However, it  was neces$ary to bean in mind that the machinery  impLemented
by the Convention, concerning both the jurisd*etion of courts and the
choice of Law, wh'ich'is binding on the court hearing the bankruptcy,
wouLd have reduced to a rninimum the roLe of the court of enforcement
and wouLO not have ju:;tified compuLsony recourse to an "exequatur"
procedune, however sirnpLified. Moreover, bankruptcy takes effect ergg
omnes and the onLy Legitimate objector to an apptication for enforcement
wouId have been the dr:btor, hardLy quaLified, after being decLared
banl<rupt, to represenil his creditors, and aLL too often tempted to
take advantage of eveny opportunity afforded by such a procedure to
dei.ay matters.-15- TTT/ D/2221 80-EN
In order to ensure that bankruptcies are fuLLy effective, and that provision
is made only for such control as is necessary  and having agreed to the
mutuaL confidence between the judiciaL institutions of the Contracting
States, which is the basis of the Convention, the Working Party has
unanimousty endorsed the principLe of automatic  enforcement, whiIst
aLlowing, where necessary,  recourse to an action to chaLlenge the
bankruptcy which aLready exists in some systems of private internationaL
Law. The advantage of the system of chaLLenging  the bankruptcy is that
there is no break in the continuity of the effects of bankruptcy, and
that it  wiLL be a matter, for the person seeking to oppose recognition
and enforcement to decide, at his own risk,  whether to take such action.
However, as far as decisions on disputes arising from the bankruptcy
are concerned, and to avoid practicat difficuLties where it  becomes
necessary to effect compuLsory  enforcement against third parties, the
hlorking Party had to agree to prior apposition of nationaI enforcement
orders in accordance with the Generat Convention.
It  nemained for the Working Party of Experts to define the conditions
in which action to chaLLenge the bankruptcy might be taken and its
effect s.
XX
Some further comments are caLled for.
It  has already been observed that the Convention was in the field of
private internationaL  taw and that its  draftsmen had finaLLy abandoned
the attemot to harmonize the substantive Laws of bankruptcy even with
regard to those aspects where harmonization was most caLLed for.  It  is,
however, to be hoped that the out[ine uniform taw contained in the
Convention to ensure that the Latter is applied as effectiveLy as
possibLe wiLL heLp to bring about a more comprehensive  approximation
of the Laws of the EEC Member States more rapidLy.
XX
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The aim of the Eunopean Economic Community is to set up a vast internal
market enjr:y'ing f reedom of estabL ishment and f reedom of competition. But
this market rnust not be distorted by differences between the measures
aciopted to ensure LawfuLness and f ai rness 'i n competition in trade. In
this regard, it  is necessary, tor the reasons partiaLLy set out above,
to suppLement the convention in at Least two respects.
To beg jn with, iaLthr:ugh national  Laws are, as they stand, suf f i cientLy
c Lose w'ith regard tr: the conditions governing the opening of the bankruptcy
stli,:to  sensu, this does not appLy to the other proceedings referred to
'i n the Convent'i on, for exampl.e, the conditions governing judiciaL
arranEements,, preLiminary compr:sitions  or susoension of payments. It
-ic to he honpd that nationaL  m€,asures which enabLe a debtor who has
defauLted to avoid the realjzation of his assets and to pursue his
act.ivit jes wi LL soori b,e harmonized. This aLso applies to disquaLif ications
ani,j restrictions of the rights of those directing or managing companies/
resuLting from the barrkruptcy c,f the Latter"
The Conventir:n does not deaL with the criminaL aspects of bankruptcy.
The jncLus'i on of provisjons of a penaL character wout,d have encumbered
'its generaL Layout anci deLayed its  compLetion. It  should, however,  be
noted that tlre appLication of the Convention will  inevitabLy raise many
oroblems in th'i s nespeci, parti cuLarLy with negard to the institution
of proce*dinqs fr:r criminaL bar,kruptcy and simi Lar offences, in countries
other than tirat where the bankruptcy was apened, in which, according to
the laws of those States, the adjr.:dication of bankruptcy, and not mereLy
the cessation of oavments is a constituent eLement of the offence.
It  seems LogicaL that an adjudication of bankruptcy which takes effect
automaticaL Ly under civi I  Law in the other Contracting  States couLd
aLso enable criminal proceedings to be instituted in those States.
0therwise, the unacceptabLe  concLus'ion wouLd have to be drawn that
of f ences connected w'i th bankruptcy, rth'i ch are not amongst the Ieast serious,
wouLd often remain unpunished. It  is therefore to be hoped that a
suppLementary  measure wi L L be negotiated resuLting, if  not in Community
ruLes on offences connected with bankruptcy or on the prosecution of
such offences, at any rate in a satisfactory coordination of the
qeographicaL appIication of the various criminaL Laws.-17- TTI/D/222/80-EN
CHAPTER III -  THE SCOPE OF THE CONVENTION
TitLe 1 defines the scooe of the Convention.
According to ArticLes 1 and 2, the Convention is to appLy to bankruptcy,
compositions and other anaLogous proceedings, In principLe it  reLates to
naturaL persons, companies and firms and Legat persons against whose
assets bankruptcy proceedings may be instituted, i rrespective of the
nationaLity of the parties. It  has a binding character, with the resutt
that the oroceedinqs are universa L and exc Lusive.
- Bankruptcv composition and anaLogous  proceedings
The terms empLoyed in the title  of the Convention, the third paragraph of
the preamble and the first  paragraph of ArticLe 1 are, for reasons of
terminoLogicaL concordance, the same as those aLready used in the BrusseLs
Convent ion of 27 September 1968 (ArticLe 1 Q) )15 with regard to matters
excLuded from the scope of that convention, which taLLy w'ith those empLoyed
in the Hague Convention of I  February 1971 reLating to the recognition and
enfoncement of foreign judgments in civil  and commercial matters
(ArticLe 1(5) ).
ALthough usefuL, this terminoLogy  does not, however, def ine the preci se
scope of the convent'ion, which in actuaL fact encompasses proceedings
designed to ach'ieve different, and even opposed, objectives but whose
common aim- subject to the reservation mentioned beLow- is to deaL with
the financial difficuLties of undertakings.
The convention appLies not onty to bankruptcy or the reaLization of assets
in the French sense/ which constitutes its  first  objective, but aLso to
the other anaLogous  proceed'ings which are based, under the different Iaws,
on cessation of payments, insoLvency, excessive indebtedness or bLows to the
of debtorrs credit, and entaiI the intervention of the judiciaI authorities
which resuLts both in the suspension of individuaI proceedings and the
compuLsory and colLective reaLization of the debtorrs assets.
15 See the report by Mr. JENARD, p.11 and by Mr. SCHLOSSER,  no 53 and 54.-  18 - TIT/ D/ 222/ 8O-EN
However, the convention aLso appLies to the compositions and schemes of
arranqement referred to in ArticLe 1(b) of the ProtocoL. This covers
vanious proceedings, inr:Luding "traditional" proceedings for exampIe,
those which resuLt'irr compositions (rAgLement judiciaire, VergLeichsverfahren,
etc.) or except'ionaL proceed'ings,, for which provision has recentLy been
made in nationaL Laws', llh'i ch, whether on not based on insoLvency,  are
designed to rescue certain undertakinSls in view of their economic'importance
(provisionaL  suspension of proceedings under French law) on their activities
in the credit or insurance sectons (for exampIe KWG and VAG proceedings
uncier German {.au, noodregeLing under Dutch Lau and amministraz'i  one
straordinaria under Ital.ian Law) " The w'ide range of these proceedings
is refLected by the fact that they can be of a LegaL or administrative
nature, or both (see, for the consequences/  ArticLe 55).
A specific probLem aros€l in connection with the L'iquidation of compan'ies
in the United Kingdom and in Iret.and, which is not covered by the
1A
Bankruptcy Acts'". Compernies are subjerct to winding up 'i n accordance with
the Companies Acts even where they have not been registered. f',inding-up
proceedings are not pecLrL'iar to insoLvency but can take severaL forms
and are based on various grounds. The common feature of alL winding-up
proceedings is the reaLizat'ion of the companyrs assets and the distribution
of the proceeds amongst those entitLed to them (members and creditors)
in crder to bring about the companyrs  dissoLution.
A cLear d'istinction  must be dnawn betureen compuLsory winding up and
voLuntary wind'ing up. The latter is carried out without any intervent'ion
by the court by tne members of the company, who appointed a L'iquidator.
0nty a variant of this form of winding up, which appLies to.cases of
'i nsoLvency, nameLy cr,editorsr voLuntary winding upr comes t^lithin the
scooe of the convention.
16 See the report by f'lr. SCHL0SSER, no 55 et seq.III/  D/ 222/ 8O-EN
converseLy, the dissoLution of a company by the court, stricto sensu,
nameLy compulsory wind'ing-upr presupposes the fiLing of a petition by the
company or a creditor, but may be based on grounds other than insoLvency
(reduction in the number of members beLow the statutory minimum, cessation
or proLonged interruption of its  activities and, in generaL, whenever the
court considens that it  'is just and equ'itab[e to wind up the company).
As a resuLt of the practical impossibiLity of distinguishing between these
cases covered by the compuLsory winding-up order, the working party has
incLuded this procedure without attempting to draw any distinction in
reLation to'insolvency,  which accounts for 951l of the cases in which such
proceed'ings are i ni t i atedl T.
Disputes which may arise from amicabLe or out-of-court compositions of a
pureLy contractuaL nature come within the scope of the GeneraL Convention.
In view of its  character, the same is true of peesonaL insoLvency
("deconfiture")  under French 1."18.
To simptify the wording of the articLes of the convention, the term
"bankruptcy" has been adopted throughout.  Accord'ing to ArticLe 1(2),
however, these articLes aLso appLy to the other proceedings governed
by the convention. It  became apparent that, as a genenaL rule, it  was
unnecessary to adopt speciaL provisions w'ith regard to these proceedings,
either because the prov'isions reLating to bankruptcy a?e, in view of their
subject matter, distinct from other proceed'ings (for exampLe, cessation
of the debtor's power to deaL with his property, suspect period and
reaLization of the assets) or because the appIication of these provisions,
mutatis mutandis,  does not invoLve any difficuLty.
This soLution runs counter to the one incLuded in the GeneraL Convention
and g'iven prom'inence in the EngLish version of point 2 of the second
paragraph of ArticLe 1 of the Latter, which reads "proceedings reLating
to the winding-up of insoLvent companies..."  (See the Report by Mr. SCHLOSSER,
no 57)" If  the company is soLvent, computsory winding-up is covered by
both conventions...).
Thus contractuaL agreements of vanious kinds between a debtor in
financiaL difficuLties and creditors (deeds of arrangement)  exist in
the Laws of the djfferent component parts of the United K'ingdom.0nLy
the proceedings which exist in Northern IreLand have been'incLuded,
since they involve the appnovaL of the court.
17
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It  has been otherwise provided, accord'inq to the actuaL wording of ArticLe
1(2), onLy in  :
- ArticLe 6(2) in respect of the transl'er, whiLe a composition is  in
progress,, of the centne of administration;
- ArticLe 52, in respect of the date for determ'ining the situation of
pi^operty charged with nights of preferrence or secured rights with a
view to thei r sati sfaction;
- ArticLe 54 in respect of the invaLidity as against pneferentiaL  or
secured creditors of celrtain effects of proceedings other than bankruptcy;
- ArticLes 561 6A and 67 in respect of the enforcement of compositions
approved by the court zrnd of certain orders for enforcement in favour
of creditors;
- ArticLe 81 in respect of the incorporation of the uniform Lauls into
nationa L Law;
- ArticLe IV of the ProtocoL in respect of the contents of extracts from
judgments for PUblication.
Reference should be made hene to the fact that the Convention is also
applicabLe to certain actions arising directLy from the bankruptcy or on
which the oankruptcy has a speciaL bearing and which are exhaustiveLy  set
out 'in ArticLes 11''  and 15 (vis attnactiva concursus). 0ther actions that
can arise under the Laws of the Member States as a result of the "vis
attractiva" are excLuded fnom the "Bankruptcy" Convention  and come within
t he scope of t he Genera L Convent'i cn.
19 This soLution t^ras arrived at by the Count of Justice in its  judgement
of the case of NadLer by interpreting  ArticLe 1 of the GeneraL Convention:
C. J . E .C. 22/ 2/ 1979 Case 133/78; 0p'in'ion of Rei sch L, (1979) ECR 733 and
Rev. crit.  DIP 1979, p. 657 n. LEM0NTEY.-?1 - III/D/222/8O-EN
II.  -  Undertakings concerned;  probLem posed by insurance undertakings
The convention appLies to aLL undertakings which may form the subject-matter
of one of the proceed'ings referred to in the ProtocoL.
Under ArticLe 1(3), onLy direct insurance  compan'ies  covered by the first
Coordination Directives of 24 JuLy 1973 (indemnity insurance) and 5 March
1979 (life  assurance) are provisionaILy excLuded from the convention.
The grounds for this excLusion are not based on the fact that, according
to the above mentionned irectives, 'insurance undertakings are subject to
supervision exerc'ised by the pubIic authorities by means of a coordinated
authorization procedure. That is aLso the case, since the adoption of
Directive 77/78A of 12 December 1977, w'ith regard to credit estabLishments,
which have nevertheLess  been incLuded in the convention, Insurance companies
differ  from such establishments,  howeverr'in that the withdrawaI  of
authorization in the event of insoLvency entaits the compuIsory initiation
of speciaL proceedings, more or Iess administrative in nature or excLud'ing
bankruptcy depend'ing on ,1t" 51ate concerned, designed primariLy to guarantee
uniform protection for insunance creditors. 0nce the probLems pecutiar to
insurance undertak'ings,  which are compLicated by the concentration of the
assets of the guarantee fund in the country where the undertaking has its
seat, have been resoLved by the directive on the L'iquidation of companies
which is being drawn up, the convention wiLL atso apply to the impLementation
throughout the Community of the speciaL compuLsory winding-up procedure for
insurance undertakings,  and of proceedings governed by ord'inary  Law, to
the extent alLowed under the directive, just as it  witL to the special
proceedings provided fon in the ProtocoL'in respect of other categories
of undertak'ings;
However, re-insurance companies, wh'ich do not give rise to such problems,
are, except for certain mutuaL insurance companies referred to'in  the Last
paragraph of ArticLe 1, covered by the convention in the normaL  way.-22- TII/D/2?2/8O.EN
III.  Mandatorv  Nature of the Convention
The Convent'ion aims to harmonize, as regards bankruptcy and winding  up
the ruLes of contracting states concerning confLict of  Laws and jurisdiction,
and the joint decLaration  which appears at the end of the Convention recat[s
the desire to "ensure that the Convent'ion is applied as effectiveLy as possibLe".
Wh'iLst Article 1 does nc,t expressLy say so, the Convention,  which is entended
to estab L i sh a di st i nct lega L f ramewor'k.
Amongst the Member State's of the Community,  i s automat'icaLLy appLicabLe.
Government  experts have, particuLarLy in titLe II  of the Convention, eLaborated
a prec'ise body of ruLes as to jurisdiction, the appLication of which shouLd
not be frustated by the negLigence or ignorance of the parties. This princ'ipLe,
speLt out in ArticLes 13i and 14 on confLicts of jurisdict'ion, pnesumes
that judges of contracting states wiLt. ascentain that they have internationaL
jurisdiction.
Apart from the fact that rules of international jurisdiction come within the
scope of pubL'ic poLicy, for example in Germany and Italy,  bankruptcy'is per se
a matter of pubLic poLicy and this feature extends in nationaL Law, even
to ruLes of territoliaL jurisdiction.
The court must therefore appLy these prov'isions  even if  they are not relied
upon by the parties" Thel same binding character extends to recognition and
.4U enTorcement .
IV. Jrrelevance of the nationaLity of the parties
UnLike certain other conventions, thi:; convent'ion, according to ArticLe 1,
appLies irrespective of the nationalitly of the parties. The term "party"
must be understood iri a very wide sense. No account is taken of the nationaLity
of the debtor and therne must be no discrimination against creditors or third
parties on the grouncls of their tlationaLity (cf.  ArticLe 7 of the Treaty of Rome).
20 See in connection wi'th ArticLes 26 and 31 of the GeneraL Convention,  CJEC
30 November 1976, Ca:se 42/76.-23- IIT / D/ 222/ 8O-EN
The Working Party of experts might conceivabLy have exceeded its  terms of
reference, since Artic[e 220 of the Treaty of Rome prescribes that States
shouLd enter into negotiations with a view to securing "for the benefit
of thei r nationals" the simpLifi cation of formaLities governing the
recognition and enforcement of judgrnents.
But the solution adopted meets the same requirements as those which guided
the draftsmen of the GeneraL Convention (ArticLe 2) and which have aLready
been anaLysed by Mr. JENARD in his Report2l (q.v.).
A specific provision, which was des'ired by severaL deLegations,  woutd not,
however, be purposeless in respect  of certain national provisions, such
as paragraph 5 of the German K0, which, in certain circumstances,  prov'ides
for di scriminat ion22 .
V. SingLe, universaL and excLusive character of proceedinqs opened
ArticLe 2 contains the principLe of the unity and exc[usive character of
the proceed'ings neferred to in the convention. subject to what is said
beLow reganding jurisdiction, onLy one set of proceedings must in principLe
be inst'ituted,  and the measures adopted in one State take effect in the
others, thereby precLuding the opening in those States of  any other proceedings
provided for in the convention untiL the first  proceedings have been
terminated. However, this ruLe cLearLy does not precLude the opening of
severaL proceed'ings in the orig'inaL State and their recognition in the
other States. ArticLe II  of the ProtocoI specifies, in the case of certain
United Kingdom proceed'i ngs, when such proceedings ar'e to be regarded  as
having been opened.
21 JENARDT op. c'it. p.14.
22 Cf. NADELMANN,  De Ia discrimination, dans Les tois sur La failLite,
contre les cr6ances dites 6trangeres,  Rev. Trim. Droit CommerciaL,
1973, p. 741.-24- III/  D/ 222/ 8A.EN
It  has not been possilcle to pnevent aIL proceedings from overtapping
especiaLLy where the counts of different States cLa'im jurisdiction.
The unity of the bankruptcy means preciseLy that, where there are
severaL judgements,,  onLy one wiLL be recognised at European LeveL pursuant
to the ruLes Laid cjown in Art'icLes 51 and 52 and wi LL be enforced.
Furthermore, it  is necessary to read ArticLe 2 in conjunction  with
Articfes 6 (1), 66 and 78" Article 6(1), lor reasons which wiLL be
discussed Later, provides for cumuLative jurisdiction, provisionaLLy,
in the event of the transfer of the centre of administration within the
EEC. Art'icLe 66 makes provision for a bankruptcy to have pureLy territorial
effects in the event of a foreisn judgrnent being decLared void in a
Contracting State. FinaLLy, ArticLe 78 reLaties to internationat
undertakings  entered jnto with a non-member State prior to the convention
where two bankr"uptcy decisions, one given in an EEC Member State and the
othen in a non-memben count?y, a?e enforceabLe in the same State; this
exception derives from the generaL principLes of pubLic'internationaL  Law.-?5- rrr/ 222/ 80-EN
CHAPTER iV.  THE JURISDICTION  OF THE COURTS
I.  Genera t  considerations
In'impLementing the principLe of the unity of the bankruptcy, the convention
provides for ruLes of direct and generaI jurisdiction and has recourse to
an independent  Community criterion for determining jurisdiction, the
debtorr s centre of admini stration.
A" Jurisdiction - direct and gene
Where it  was a matter of resoLving the probLem of territoriaL jurisdiction,
the tJorking Party of Experts had to choosebetween  indirect and direct ruLes.
Indirect ruLes of jurisdiction  wouLd not have been compatibLe with the
principLe of the unity and the universality of the banknuptcy, since they
are reLevant onLy at the recognition and enforcement stage. They wouLd not
have prevented muLtipLe bankruptcies from cont'inuing to be decLared  throughout
the EEC.0nty the system of direct jurisdiction couLd be adopted and it  was
necessary to appLy it  without taking account of the national'ity of the debtor
or his creditors to ensure the absotute and uniform recognition and
enforcement of bankruptcy decisions.
A new soLution was therefore adopted:
The system of direct jurisdiction is founded ontheprincipLe  of the debtorrs
centre of administration.  This rule is based dinectLy on the generaLLy
acceptedprincipLeof''@'.ItexcLudesexorbitant
rules of jurisdiction  such as those Laid down in Artictes 14 and 15 of the
French and Luxembourg CiviL Codes, which have been retained simp[y to deaL
with residuaL cases (Art. 5).-26- rrr./ 222/ 80-EN
The convention thus defines the direct jurisdiction of the courts of a State
but not that of any particuLar count in that State. From this point of view,
therefore, the Member Statesr nationaL ruLes remain appL'icabLe. It  is for
th'is reason that 'in ArticLe 3 et seo. of the convention the term "the courts
of any Contracting States in which..." is used. It  is therefore a matter of
"general" jurisdiction and not of "spec'iaL" jurisdiction.
B. The criterion of the debtorrs centre of administration
The choice of the criterion for determ'inS jurisdiction to be included
in the convention wi:s the subject of Long d'iscussions within the working
Pa rty.
An examination of tlre existing Lr"r23 and conventions on this matter reveaLs
that, in the ca:;e of natunaL persons, jurisdiction is generaLly exercised by
the court of their domiciLe, i.e,  in the case of traders, by the court of
their princ'ipaL commerc'iaL  estabLishment; with regard to companies, it  is
in principLe the count of the pLace where the companyrs head office is
situated which must decIare the company bankrupt.
23 -BeLgium: ArticLers,i40 Code Comr 36 and 631 Code judiciaire.
Denmark:  Laws Nos. 51 of 25/3/1872 (most recentty amended in 1975) and 123i
of 15/4/'1930 (amended in 1952). A new Law entered into force on
1/4/197',8.
F.R.G.: SS 71(1) and 238(2)K0;9 2(1) VgL0.
France: AnticLe 1 of Decree No. 67-1120 of 2?/1?/1967.
Irefand: Sections 2113,256,344 and 345 Companies Act, 1963.
ItaLy:  Articles 9,161 and 187 1.f.  (Royal Decree of 16/3/1942).
Luxembourg: ArticLes 440 Code Com. -L. 217/1870) and 3(1) of the Law
of 14/tr/ 1886 amended in 1911.
NetherLands: Art'ic[.es 2 and 214 F.tll. (Law of 30/9/ 1893).
United Kingdom: Sections 1(1) and (2) and 4(1) Bankruptcy Act' 1914.
Section 218 Companies Act, 1948.-27- IIr/222/ 80-EN
Three soLutions were studied by the l'/orking Party:
to grant jurisdiction to the court of the State where the debtorrs principaI
commerciaL estabLishment is situated or, in the absence of such an estabLishment,
to the court of his domiciLe, especiaLLy in the case of non-traders.  However,
aLthough in BeLg'ium and Luxembourg,  where the court with jurisdiction is that
of the debtorrs domiciLe, the term "domicile" is used in LegaI literature
and in case Law in a commercial sense, that is not the case in the NetherLands'
where every distinction between traders and non-traders  has been aboLished
and, according to case Law, onLy the civit  Law concept of domiciLe  was
intended as far as naturaI persons were concerned;
to prov'ide, foLLow'ing the exampLe of the BeneLux Treaty (Arti cte 22), f or
the jurisdiction of the court of the principat commerciat estabIishment and
of the domiciLe, any confLict between two courts which base their juris-
diction"on one or the other being reso[ved by recourse to the principLe of
which court'is seised first.  However, the main drawback to this solution  was
that it  increased the number of courts having jurisdiction and enabLed
proceedings to be brought before a court which might be badLy situated
geograph'icaLLy  for the purpose of opening the bankr uptcy and supervising
the course of the proceedings;
to introduce a new criterion which had the duaL advantage of defining the
permanent and undisputed seat of thedebtorts economic activit'ies  whiLe at
the same time best respecting the established criteria of nationaL Laws.
0nLy the Last soLution was finaLLy deemed to be satisfactory. The criterion that
has been adopted is that of the "centre of administration", a term derived
from the works of certain authors and from texts prepared by the Institute of
Internationat Law in Paris in 1894 and in Brusse[s in 1902, as h,eLL as from the
1930 Franco-ItaLian Convention (ArticLe 28) and the 1979 Franco-Austrian
7L convention'*. Artic[e 3(2) of the Convention contains a definition of the centre
of adm'inistration, which constitutes an essentiaI element. AccordingLy, it
ca L Ls for a detai Led examination.
24 It  is true that in these texts the term "sidge principaL des affaires"
is used (cf.  Yearbook of the Institute of InternationaL Law, VoL. XIII,
o. 27il L. HumbLet is the first  author to speak of "centre des affaires"
(Trait6 des f ai L Lites 1880, No. 104D. A, Rotin has substituted it  in
commerciaL matters for that of domiciLe (op.cit. p. 49) -  cf. Leurquin:
La notion de centre des affaires dans Le droit europ6en de la faitLite,
Mem. Louvain 1969 and especiaLLy p. 112 et seq.-28- fir/?22/ 80-EN
The centre of administration is "the pLace (a) where the debtor usuaLLy (e)
admin'isters (b) his main (d) interests (c)".
(r) _l-!:."'-  this is a physicaL criterion for determining territorial  Location.
It  shouLd be recaLLed that, under ArticLe 1 of the Convention, the latter is
appLicabLe regandLess of the nationaLity of the parties. The pLace may,
moreover/  be situated outside the EEC.
(b) ,'where the debtor administers...": this term was adopted in preference to
"manages" and is sufficientLy neutraL to be appLied to naturaL and LegaL
persons, to traders and non-traders. Everyone administers his property.
This eLement of the definition juxtaposes a physicaL criterion and an
.irrteL Lectua L criterion (admini stering by tak'ing deci sions). The centre
of operations shouLd therefore be ruLed out.
In the case of subsidiary companies, the pLace from which instructions for the
management and administration of business are given must aLso be excLuded. The
centre of administration of a company is the pLace where it  has its  main centre
for adm.inistering and managing'its affairs, even if  the decisions taken there
comp Ly with instnuctions given by sharehoLders residing eLsewhere.
With regard, more part'icuLarLy, to firms, companies and legaL personS, ArticLe
3 Q) ra.ises a straightforward presumption: "this pLace shaLL be presumed"
untiL the contrary is ppovedr "to be their registered office".  Since the objectives
concerned differ  from those reLating to the recognition of companies, the
Working party has not referred to the criteria  contained in ArticLe 58 of the
Treaty of Rome suppLemented by the GeneraL Programmes of 18 December 1961
reLat.ing to the aboLition of restrictions on f needom of estabIishment
and servi ces.
These criteria have been Laid down in order to ensure that companies which
reaLLy beLong to the Community benefit from freedom of estabLishment, as
prov.ided for in the Treaty, by be'ing pLaced on the same footing as nationaL
companies.-29- rrr / 222/ 80-EN
The centre of administration therefore corresponds for companies and LegaL
oersons to their actuaL head office25 in accordance with the bankruptcy Laws
of severaL EEC States. Proof to rebut the presumption in ArticLe 3(2) must,
where necessary, be adduced by the company itseLf whene the registered office
is not situated in the same pLace as the actuaL head officeand onLy the Latter
is to be taken into account for the purpose of determining the Location of the
centre of administration.  This wiLL aLso be the case in the Contract'ing States
where the concept of registered office either does not correspond or no longer
corresponds to the Community concept of the centre of administration.
However, as a resuLt of the administrative supervision  exerc'ised over insurance
companies and credit institutions, it  can be said thatr'in  the case of such
companies and institutions, the two concepts coincide (Article 3 G)26.
(c) ,,interests": The hJorking Party agreed to avoid the word "business" which is
too suggestive of commercia L or industria L activity.  0f course, defining
jur"isdiction, it  is the pLaee where the "administnation" is situated and
not where the interests are situated that is  important'
(d) "main',: in a case where the debtor carnies on severaL activities from
different centres of administration, the one from which he admin'isters
his ma'in interests is the relevant one.
(e),'usuaLLy": this term implies continuity in the same way as it  quaLifies
the concepts of residence or profession in the definition which is often
given of a trader.
Cf The Hague Convent'ion of 1.6.1956 (ArticLe 2 (3) and the BrusseLs
Convention of 29.2.63 (ArticLe 5): these Conventions define the actuaL head
offi ce as the p Lace where the centra L admini stration i s estabLi shed.
ArticLe 26? of the Draft ReguLation on the Statute for a European  Company,
however, transfonms  the presumption in Arti cLe 3(2) into an ab-soLute
;;i;"i"'"i!,  br t'd'; sltlf,..jJral  -prov.ioea uy the incorporation of the
European ComPanY.
Where an insurance company has its  seat outside the EEC, "the oLdest
establishment" in the EEC may be assimiLated to the head office of an
undertaking'in the EEc in the event of the company requesting'its
soLvency mirgin to be verified in re[ation to the whoLe business which
it  ca..i",  on within the Community (ArticLes 26 and 27 of the First
counci L Di rective of 24 JuLy 197r. By ana Logy, the o Ldest establi shment
couLd be assimiLated to the centre of administration for the purposes
of thi s convent'ion.
25
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Thus the concept of centre of adm'inistrat'ion,  that'is  to say the actual pLace
from which the one-man business or the firm or company'is  managed, often comes
very cLose to sat'isfying the broadLy divergent criteria for determining
jurisdiction Laid down irr the Member States: it  seems to correspond fairLy
exactLy to the definition in French case Law of the principaL estabLishment
in the case of traders who are naturaL personsz7 
"nd the definition in Italian
case law of the principaL seat of the undertaking2S.
In the case of a debtor" whose principaL  commerciaL estabLishment  is situated in
Antwerp, whose centre of administration is in Rotterdam,  and who is resident at
The Hague, the Convention mereLy netains the excLusive jurisdiction of the Dutcfr
courts'in generaL, and the Dutch ruLe reLating to the speciaL jurisdictjon of
the court of the domiciLe may be appLied.
The talorking Party wished to approximate  the various national Laws and to avoid
creating, in reLation to those Laws, an entireLy new Law which would be difficul.t
to incorporate in nationaL Law.
The courts wiLL, however" have to be on their guard against the poss'ibiLity  of
being misled by apparent simi Larities. This caLLs for two nemarks.
Paris 14. 11.1957 D. 1958, p.277, note by Houin "pLace where the trader
administers his activities,  where he concLudes contracts with h'is suppLiers,
bankers and cLients, and, therefone, where his LegaL and externaL centre of
administration is s'ituated". Art. 1 of the Decree ol 22. 12. 1967, adopting
the terms of the formen Art.437 of the Code Com., also uses in retation to
compan'ies the expression "principaL estabLishment" where the head office
is not situated in France. It  is cLear that this expression must be under-
stood to mean a secondary establishment or a branch and, in the case of
there be'ing more than one estabti shment in France, the pninc'ipLe or most
important estabLi shment.
Acconding to ltaLian case [aw, -Cassazione 19 January 1963, No. 64; 28 June 1961
No. 1563), the "principLe seat of the companyrs operations" shoutd be under-
stood as meaning the actuaL centre of the companyrs commerciaI L'ife, i.b.  the
pLace where its  management and administrative bodies are situated and where it
carries on aLL its activities or at Least'its principaI activity with regard
to the operation of the company,, even though its  officiaL reg'istered office
i s si tuated e Lsewhere,.
27
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The centne of administration,  r],;nich is the pivot around which the machinery of
the convention revoLves, must fe, for the reaSons expressed above' in principLe
the primary criterion to be.obferved, if  necessary' by the court of its  own
motion, for aLL bankruptcies tp Ue opened in the Contracting States'
This concept must be examinea from a Community point of vi"" "!3 
in the true
spirit of the Convention,  and lot  Uy reference to the Lex fori-"  in order to
I
avoid, as far as possibLe, diflferences of interpretatjon and confLicts of
jur^.isdiction which are particlLarLy undesireabLe in bankruptcy matters' For
guidance, it  shou[d be pointeJ out here that it  foLLows from the definition
in Article 3 that at any given moment there shouLd be onLy one centre of
acmjnistration, whether it  is situated within or outside the European  Communities30'
ArticLes 13(2) and 58 cover situations where this is not the case'
II.  Examination of tfre Sections of fl
:iii::!lglI  - GeleraL Provisions
i;ris lirst  section estabtishes
of jurisdiction Provided for in
the essentiaL djfferences giving rise to the ruLes
the Convention-
IY As regardS the autonomous, and therefore uniform, nature of the concepts used
by the,,GeneraL  Convention", cf the decisions of the court of Justice since
thejudgementofl4.lO.l8T6inCase?9/76"EurocontroL"'
30 cf. the opinion of Prof. Beitzke, Doc' EEC 4958/IVl62 F p' 18' Difficulties
might exist for certain internationat.compan'ies, such as the Franco-German
"union charbonnidre  sarro-Lorraine (saarLor) in respect of which the Treaty
of 27 october 1956 on the Saar (Art. s4) provides fon two registered offices'
and an sE, which might have a number of registered offices' (Art' 5 of the
clraf t  reguLation).-32- III/22?/80-EN
ArticLes 3 - 5:
The basic principte of the Convention rests on a hierarchy of rules of
jurisdiction at the head of which is the centne of administration.
1. If  a debto?, a naturaI or [egaL person, has his centre of administration
one of the EEC States, e.g. Ita[y, the ltatian courts have exclusive juris-
diction to dectare the bankruptcy open, conduct the bankruptcy proceedings
and pronounce their cLosure. ALI the courts of the other Contracting States
must therefore dectare, if  necessary of their own mot,ion, that they have no
junisdiction, subject to the provisions of ArticLe 13 (1).
2. Suppose on the other hand that the debtor does not have a ,,centne,, in any
the EEC States, it  being located in the United States or having been transfe
there more than one year ear[ier (cf. ArticLe z beLow), but has a singLe
"estabIishment"  either in Germany or in BeLgium; in this case onty the German
or Betgian courts necessariLy have junisdiction to open bankruptcy  proceeding
which witt take effect in the other EEc states31.
ArticLe 4(2) has attemptld to define,,estabIishment,,. This definition, which
is fair[y concise, puts forward a [egaI factor and a substantive factor.
FirstLy, the activitjes are carried on directLy by the head of the undertakind
on his representative,  which impLies, in the Latter case, that aLthough the
estabLishment  may have a certain degree of independence vis-A-vis the
registened office, it  is necessarity directty dependent  on it;  consequentty,
since the establishment has no LegaI personaLity of its own, it  cannot
31 This being contrary to BeLgian Law (which bases the jurisdiction of the Betgian courts soLeLy on the situation in Betgium of the domicite or principaI estabtishment of the debtor: Art.  tr4O C. Com.) and German law (which in a simitar case would inc[ude in the assets on[y property found in Germany, the principte of territoriaIity  derived from 238 par. 1 K.0.).
f
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have separate debts. SecondLy, the secondary activities  have to show
a certain degree of continuity or repetition, which appears to excLude a
temporary or provi siona [  'insta L Lation32.
The same undertaking, whether an individuaL, a firm or a company, may have
estabLishments  in severaL Member States. In this case the courts of these
different States have equat jurisdiction whatever the reLative size of
the estabLishments. It  m'ight have seemed more LogicaL to give exclusive
jurisdiction to the courts of the country in which the Largest estabLishment
i s s'i tuated. 0verriding practi ca L considerat'i  ons, however, precLuded such
a solution, which wou[d have required d'ifficult  checks with a risk of
deLaying the open'ing of proceedings unduLy. Thus, when the centre of
administration is not on EEC territory,  the mere presence of an estabLishment
gives jurisdiction  subject to the provisions reguLating confLicts of
jurisdiction which witL be examined tater.
The convent'ion, which Lays down generaL ruLes of jurisdiction, did not
need to take account of the situation where severat estabLishments exist
in the same State. It  is then the internaL orovisions which determine
wh'ich court of this State should have jurisdiction, without any need to
refer to ArticLe 13(2), wh'ich reLates to the existence of estabL'ishments
in severaL Member States.
32 Cf. CabriLLac, Unity or pLunaLity of the concept of "branch" under private
Law, Commercial law studies presented to Joseph HameL, 1961, p.1.19 et seq.
This definition shouLd be compared with the interpretation  g'iven by the
Court of Justice to the concepts of branch, agency or other estabLishment
used in ArticLe 5(5) of the GeneraL Convention and considered  equivaLent,
which "impLies a p[ace of business which has the appearance of permanency,
such as the extension of a parent body, has a management  and is materiaLLy
equipped to negotiate business with third parties so that the Latter,
aLthough knowing that there wiLL if  necessary be a LegaL tink with the
parent body, the head office of which is abroad, do not have to deaL directLy
with such parent body but may transact business at the pLace of business
constituting the extension". -Judgement of 2?/11/78 in Case 33/78, Ets Somafer,
(1978> ECR 2183,opinion of Advocate-GeneraL  Mayras, CLunet 1979, p.672'
note Huet).-34- ITT/D/222/80-EN
This subs'idiary ruLe of jurisdiction, which is based on the existence of
an estabLishmentr'is  subject to an important exception which is encountered
again Later in reLation to the recoqnition of judgements and is derived
from Arti c Le 78 mentioned above. It  effectiveLy concerns onLy France,
which is  Linked with SwitzerLand, the Principality of Monaco and Austria
by conventions which Lay down rules of direct jurisdiction  and ensune the
unity of the bankruptcy,
3. It  is only in the absence of a centne of administration  and of an
estabLishment in the EEC that the subsid'iary connecting criteria  endorsed
by the LegisLation or case Law of the Member States fon opening bankruptcy
proceedings  may be applied exclusiveLy ("pureLy nationaL" jurisdiction)40.
An express provision  was necessany in ArticLe 5 to avoid a narrow
interpnetation to the effect that these pureLy nationat jurisdictions
were aboLished as a consequence of the exctusive nature of Artictes  3
and 4. This witL be the case in particuLar with ruLes which aLLow one
of the parties to be summoned before the nationat courts by reason of
his nat'ionaLity, the existence of assets or his Last domiciLe (cf.  Art.
9(1) and Secs. 71, ?36 and 238 K0) or of debts (French ."r"  lu")33.
0nly the Laws of BeLgium, Denmark and IreLand do not recognize the
possibiL'ity and consequentLy ArticLe 5 wiLL be of no significance to
them. However, judoements given on the basis of these jurisdictions,
which are often considered exorbitant, wiLL no'r faLL within the scope
ofof the convention. They may, however, be enforced'in the other Member
States on the basis of biLateraL conventions (Art.76)  or the generaL
Law. It  may aLso be observed that these pureLy nationaL ruLes of
juri sdi ction wi L L be the onLy ones per^mitting possibLe pronouncement
of bankruptcy in the case prov'ided for in Articte 66 of the Convention.
33 ALl legistations contain provisions for bankruptcy after death,
parti cuLarLy by pnovid'ing for a fixed time for openino bankruptcy
proceed'in.qs.  German LegisLation is different from the others
particuLarLy  in so far as it  reLates to the conditions for opening
a banknuptcy, the oet'ition for opening and jurisdiction (NachLasskonkurs
Secs 214 et seq. K0). It  is the same in Dutch Law (ArticLe 198 and
202 Ft^,.). ArticLe 9 of the convention expressIy prov'ides for bankruptcy
of the estate of a deceased person-37- III/D/222/8O.EN
This provision is,  however, not mandatory but mereLy permissive; for whiLst
in cer.tain systems of taw such as the French  "rdgLement judiciaire"
(scheme of arrangement) the canceLLation of the "concordat" revives the
former procedure of "rdgLement jud'iciaire" and Leads of necessity to alL
the creditors being in a state of union. In other LegisLations,  such as
that of the NetherLands, the finaL approvaL of the composition in bankruptcy
or in suspension of payment in principte cLoses the proceedings, and
although the canceL Lation of the composition may nevertheLess  be pronounced,
such canceLLation  does not automaticaLLy entaiL the resumption of the former
procedure of bankruptcy or suspension of payment.
It  was not therefore a question of mod'ifying the various internat [aws
reLating to the jurisdiction  and powers of the originaI court which had
opened proceed'ings other than bankruptcy; this is what is meant by the
expression "retain junisdiction to substitute"l the neutraL tenm of
"substitution" thus appLies to the conversion of a scheme of arrangement
into reaLization of assets (ArticLe 79 of the French Law of 13 JuLy 1967),
to subsequent  bankruptcy (AnschLusskonkurs),  etc.
The only difficuLty to be nesoLved was that arising from the existence of
new debts resulting from new business activities in the country of transfer,
incurred by a debtor benefiting from a composition. The Working Party
agreed on a soLution which departs from the normaL operation of the ruLes
of jurisdiction taid down by the convention onLy if  the original court,
whose jurisdiction is virtuaLLy paramount, itseLf takes appropriate action
on the debtorrs new situation in good time. The rule incLuded in the last
sentence of ArticLe 6(3) therefore became necessary to avoid the possibLe
survivaL of the fonmer proceedings which, but for this provis'ion,  wouLd
have had to be considered to take priority.
If  bankruptcy or any other measure has been pronounced in the country of
transfer, the court which formerLy had jurisdiction in the country of
o1igin "ceases to have it"  in the sense that although it  may cancet the
composition, it  no Longer has power to convert, for exampLe, a scheme-38- IIT/D/222/80-EN
of arranlrement into reaLization of assets. Any deci s'ion nevertheLess
pronouncing  such a conversion wouLd have to be declared invaLid (cf.  p.
136 beLow, ArticLe 58). The composition creditors wiLl be abLe to prove
thei r unsati sfied debts in the new banknuptcy. ConverseLy, the new
creditors wiLL have to prove for debts arising'in the former proceedings
if  these oroceedinqs have been resumed before neh, ones have begun.
Section II  -  SpeciaL provisions
This section contains speciaL provisions reLating to jurisdiction, firstty
in the case of certain categolies ofdebtors of a particuLar capacity
(ArticLe 10) and secondLy members and managers of firms, companies or
LegaL persons (Art. 11 and 12).
ArticLe 10 must be read in conjuction with ArticLe 62 in order betten to
understand the system which is after aLL fairLy simpLe, appL'icable  where
the particuLar capacity of the debtor or of certain undertakings forms an
obstacLe, in certain Contracting States, to the opening of one of the
procedures  pnovided for in the Convention. This system rests on the
distinction  between jurisdiction to open the bankruptcy of these debtors
and the recogn'ition of such a bankruptcy.
The problem is,  above aLL, that of the bankruptcy of non-traders or "smaLL
businessmen"  r^rithin the meaning of ItaLirn 1""34.
It  is weLL known that, as regards the opening of bankruptcy proceedings
against non-traders, the laws of the Memben States are divided. Belgian
and Luxembourg  Law regard the prohibition of bankruptcy of non-traders  as
a pninciple of pubLic policy whereas German, Danish and NetherLands Law,
Like the common Law systems,  make no distinction according to the category
34 "SmaLL business"  means one whose income is  Less than the taxabLe
minimuL or in which the invested caoitaL does not exceed 900 000 lire
(FERRARA, IL FaLLimento no 69) cf.  aLso ArticLes 2083 and 2195 of the
ItaLian Civi L Code.-39- IIT/D/222/80-EN
of the debtor. The deveLopment of NetherIands Law is characteristic  in this
respect; not only has it  aLLowed, by the F.h,. of 1893, bankruptcy of non-
traders, but it  has gradual[y removed any distinction between traders and
non-traders and has aboLished the concept of a commerciaL act; the new
CiviL Code wiLL ambrace  aLL commerciaL Law and the Commercial Code wiLL
be repeaLed. Since the Law of 13.7.1967 France has accupied an intermediate
position. ALthough it  now altows the reaLization of assets owned by LegaL
pefsons in private Law, even non-traders,'it has retained for naturaI
persons the distinction between tradens and non-t.rd"rr35.
0n the other hand, the case Laws of States which do not altow the opening
on their ternitory of bankruptcy proceed'ings against a non-trader do not
raise any obstacle against the recogn'ition of fore'ign bankruptcies of
non-traders, since pubLic poL'icy'in the internationaL  sense has different
requirements according to whether it  is a quest'ion of giving effect on
nationaL territory to a situat'ion properly created abroad or directly
creat'ing it  there36. This particuLar appL'ication to bankruptcy of the idea
of the attenuated effect of pubLic poLicy is accepted in modern LegaI works,
which see in it  a consequence of the universaLity of bankruptcy.
To restrict the convention to bankruptcies of tradens, as certain conventions
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have done-', would have struck an unjustified  bLow at the fundamentaL
principLe of universaLity. Arti cLe 10 therefore prov'ides simpLy for a
possibLe shift of jurisdiction if  the non-trader has his centre of
adm'ini stration in a country wh'ich proh'ibits bankruptcy of a non-trader
Save in the speciaL legisLation appIicabIe in the three departments of
ALsace-Lorraine.  French taw aLso a[[ows the extension of reaLization of
assets of companies to their directors and managers who are not always
traders in taw (Artictes 100 and 101 of the 1967 Law).
civ. 20.5.1967, Rev. crit.  DrP 1968, p.87,  note GAVALDA;  cLUNEI 1967,
p. 629, note BREDIN; Jur. com. Belgique 1968; IV. p. 493, note LEMONTEY.
The draft convention prepared by The Hague Conference in 1925-28 did
indeed envisage the reciprocaL recogn'ition and enforcement of bankruptcy
decisions in reLation to non-traders, but Left it  open to each State to
lim'it the ef f ects of the Treaty to trad'ing debtors (Arti c le 9(2) ).  The
Benelux Treaty is appLicabLe to proceedings reLating to traders aLone
and makes provision for rutes governing qualification (Art. 28).
1q
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However, according to Art'icLe 62, which obviousLy reserves the case in
Articfe 10(2), an action to chaLLenge the bankruptcy may not be brought
in any Contracting State on the grounds that the foreign bankruptcy
judgement is contrary to pubLic poLicy for the sole reason that it
concerned a non-trader (Art. 62(2) (d) ).
Some examples wiLL givtl a better understanding of the combination of these
two ruLes:
-  If  a non-trader has his centre of administration in Germany, ort in the
absence of a centre'in the EEC, has an estabLishment in Germany, his
bankruptcy can be opened in Germany and wiLl take effect in a[[ the other
Contracting States.
-  If  this debtor has his centre of administration in France and an
estabLishment in Germany, the banknuptcy can be opened in Germany
(AnticLe 10(1)) and wiLL take effect in the other States, with the
exception of France (Arti cLe 10(2) ).
-  If  the same debtor has two estabLishments within EEC territory,  one in
Germany and the othen in France, his bankruptcy can be opened onLy in
Ger.many but wiLL take effect in aLI the other Contracting States incLuding
France (combination of ArticLes 10 and 62).
Thus, aLthough there is no'imposition of a uniform system of bankruptcy
of non-traders, the enforcement of a foreign bankruptcy decision wiLl be
ineffective onLy'in the country where the centre of administration  is
located if  such a measure couLd not be taken there.
Given the generaL nature of the terms used in ArticLe 10, the same reasoning
has to be appLied to aLL other LegaL situations where the law governing the
centre of administration does not permit the opening of the bankruptcy of an
undertaking, or any o{ the othen proceedings referred to in the ProtocoL,
whereas this wouLd be possibLe in one or mone other Contracting  States--41 - III/  D/ 222/ 8O-EN
It  may invoLve, for exampLe, banks or other financiaL establ'ishments,
buiLding societies or, as is the case in France, undertakings  treated
in the same lvay as insurance undertakings  with regard to the superv'ision
exercised over them (cap'itaLization and savings undertak'ings  .)  or
the winding-up conditions (deferred credit undertak'ings). It  couId also
invoLve insurance undertakings  themseLves if  the future directive on
winding up atLowed each nationaI Law the poss'ibiLity of opening residuaL
bankrupt cy proceedings.
Articles 11 and 12 deat with the financiaL consequences, from the point
of view of jurisd'iction a[one, of the bankruptcy of a company or LegaL
person for directors or certain members. These are originaL provisions
which, to our knowLedge, have no precedent in prev'ious convent.ions, apart
from the Franco-Austrian  Convention of 27 February 1979 (ArticLe 4) which,
on many points, is based on the Community draft.  The aim is to centraLize
on the courts of the country of the bankruptcy, for obvious reasons of
principle and convenience, most of the individuaL property impIications
arising from the bankruptcy of a company. In the event of bankruptcy, this
jurisdiction  based on the forum deLecti becomes excIusive, whereas in cases
othen than bankruptcy it  would be onLy optionaL (ArticLe 5 of the GeneraL
Convention). It  is,  in fact, a case of the appLication of the vis attractiva
consursus which is the subject of ArticLe 15, which ArticLe 11 couLd have
fo L Lowed.
The f irst  prov'ision reLates to aLL actions concern'ing Iiabi Lity made
avaiLabLe to the generaL body of creditors or the company itseLf where
they have suffered Loss or damage as a result of the management of one,
severaL or aLL of its  managers or directors. Such actions may include
both actions for civiL liabiLity  under the generaL Law and those spec'iaLly
prov'ided for under company Law (company actions, including those brought
by sharehoLders individuaLty).-12- rrr/D/222l80-EN
They may again be those provided for under certain Laws on bankruptcy,  such
as the so-calLed "action en combLement du  "  (action to make
3R
good a deficiency in the companyrs assets) under French Law--. IndividuaL
actions which can be brought for personaL and separate  damage ane not
therefore  covered.
The expression "persons who have directed or managed the affairs of that
'(irn", used in sub-paragraph (a), refers to aLI those who have participated
de facto or de jure in the management or direction, whether overtLy or
covertLy. Such directons may be either naturaL or LegaL persons. It  excLudes,
however, the supervisory bodies, unLess they intervene in the management  or
di rection of the company.
The second provision concerns the particutar case of the effects of the
bankruptcy of compan'ies or firms on their members where the Latte? are,
unden the Law governin,q the company or firm, personaLLy jointty  and
severaLLy LiabLe: commerc'iaL partnerships (partnersh'ips, Iimited partnerships)
or joint  ventunes, etc...  The Laws of sevenaL States Lay down that the
bankruptcy of such companies or firms necessariLy  results in that of the
.39 members"', which is opened by the same court. The idea of "LiabiLity of
members for the debts of the company...." apparentLy covers both the case of
individuaL proceed'ings (a case which in principle is aLready covered in part
in sub-paragraph (a)) and the opening of colLective proceedings; the "joirit
bankruptcy" of the members is in fact onLy an aspect of their  LegaL LiabiLity
for the debts of the company or firm. Such a sotution is caLLed for on the
grounds of unity of the system and appLicable Law; it  would be scandatous
if  those rnembers jointLy and severaLLy Liable with.their centre of administrati
in the country of the bankruptcy of the company or firm were to be decLared
bankrupt whiLe the others couLd not be.
Cf. Anticles 99 of the Law of 13.7.1967 and 95 to 97 of the Decree of
22.12.67. See aLso the judgement of the Court of Justice in Case 133/78
NADLER, see note 19 above.
Cf . ArticLes 97 of the French Law of 1967, 4 (2) of the Nether[ands F.lrJ.
and 147 of the ItaLian Bankruptcy  Law. See a[so, for BeLgian case Iaw,
COPPENS, Lrextension de la faiLLite du maltre de La soci6te in "Id6es
nouveLLes dans Le droit de La faiLLite" Trav. IVe Journde drdtudes juri-
diques Jean DABIN (BrusseLs 1969) o.171 et seq.
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However, the idea of "extensions" of the bankruptcy of companies to their
directors,  wh'ich is recognized under certain Lu,rr40, is not derived from
the provisions of Articte 10 but from the generaL rules of jurisdiction
in the convention.
This being said, it  should emphasised that the prov'isions of ArticLe 11
reLate onLy to jurisdiction to hear actions for LiabiLity. They are without
prejudice to the Law applicabLe to such actions. The judgements thus
deLivered are recognized and enforced, Like those resuLting from ArticLe 15,
in the manner prescribed in ArticLe 67, i.e.  by having the GeneraL Convention
appLied to them, and not in accordance with the mechanisms defined in
ArticLe 56 and 60.
The jurisdiction defined in Articte 11 is subject to derogation when its
raison dr6tre does not exist. The normaL nuLes of jurisdiction provided for
in Articles 3 to 9 of the convent'ion may a[ready have been applied to the
bankruptcy of a member or director in respect of business of his ot.rn distinct
from that of the company. In this case, Article 12 Lays down a rule of
convenience to avoid a situation where creditors who have aLready cIaimed
in the bankruptcy of the company have to cLa'im individuaLLy once again.
Cfaims in the bankruptcy of the director one then made onLy by the Liquidator
in the company bankrupt on behatf of the generaL body of creditors and for
the amount of the sums he[d recoverabLe.
40 These are the extensions provided for in ArticLes 100 (non-payment  of
the debts of the company in the event of an onder to make good the
deficiency) and 101 of the French Law of 1967 (directors behaving  as
if  the company were personaL business). More or Less simiLar resuLts
are obtained in Luxembourg and BeLg'ium by means of fiction  and figureheads,
in ltaly  by using the concepts of "covert member" or "despost", in the
FederaL RepubLic of Germany by the theory of "Durchgriffshaftung".I
\
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ConfLicts of jurisdiction or confLicts between courts give rise to different
problems and present differing degrees of d'ifficulty  depending on whether
several courts consider that they have concurrent jurisdiction (confLicting
cLaims of jurisdiction) or none considers itseLf competent (confLicting
disclaimers of jurisd'iction).
Under nationaL Law these confLicts are effectivety resoLved by a number of
proceduraL devices.  t^Jhen a matter is brought before the court, the ruIe of
priority or the interests of the sound administration of justice resuLt in
one of the two courts referring the matter to the other. Any confLict of
jurisdiction which persists is resoLved by the procedure for referring the
matter to a higher court. When judgment is given, the priority  rute together
1,1'ith the force of the judgment which has become finaL and beyond appeaL,
makes it  possibLe for onLy one judgment to be recognized. FinaLLy, the French
procedure of "contredit" (a technique common to the discLaimer  procedure and
to that of referraL of proceedings)  and the "regoLamento di competenza"  atso
make it  possible to obtain, from the outset, a prompt ruLing on any pLea
averring a Lack of jurisdiction, through mandatory determination of the
l+1
competent court
AppLication at internationaL leveL of the ru[e of the priority  of the
bringing of proceedings  or the judgment deLivered wiIL probabLy nesoLve
reLativeLy satisfactori Ly conft'icting cLaims of jurisdiction between
counts having concurrent jurisdiction  according to ArticLes 3 to 9 of
the Convention.
41 It  shouLd be po'inted out in this connection that according to Artic[e
96 of the new Code of C'ivi L Procedure on appticat'ion of the "contredit"
procedure in internationaL matters, the Cour drappeL cannot ruLe on
the jurisdiction of a foreign court;'in such a case it  must confine
itseLf to estabLishing the tack of jurisdiction of the French court.- 45 -  III/D/222/80-EN
The rank.ing of jurisdictions prov'ided for in these artic[es must naturatLy
resuLt in the eLimination of confLicting cLaims of jurisdiction  even where
the juri sdi ctions are not concunrent.
It  must be observed, however, that the criterion of priority  is not the
most rational so[ution when deciding between tt^lo courts, each of whjch is
seised pursuant to ArticLe 3 (conftict between centres of administration).
It  has, however, the advantage of speed. A procedure for referraI of
proceedings or the mandatory award of jurisdiction, which wouLd be
preferabLe,  wouLd presuppose the existence of an internationaL court
which atone couLd resoLve confticting discLaimers of jurisdiction  where
confLicting judgments are $iven. At present, however, there is no
jnternationat court with such powerr42. *a.ourse to the Court of Justice
of the European Communities, which appears to be the court best qualified,
would entaiL an extension of its  powers which are defined at present'in
the Treaty of Rome. It  has been pointed out, however, that confLicts of
jurisdiction can frequentty be resoLved by un'iform interpretation  of the
criteria governing jurisdiction, which is the subject of TitIe VI, taken
from the ProtocoL of 3 June 1971 -
Be that as it  may, the Working Party has endeavoured to frame rutes for
resoLving the greatest possib[e number of confIicts and for preventing
at Least duoLication of LegaL proceeding.43 and deniaL of justice'
Observance of these ruLes must be ensured through the exhaustion of
LegaI remedies at national teveL-
- ArticLes 13 and 14, Three types of case must be cLearLy distingu'ished
in thi s connection.
The internationaL reguIat'ions proposed in 1959 by the InternationaL Law
Association provided for an InternationaL TribunaL'
The term Lis Pendens has not been used, in contrast to its  use in
ArticLe 21 of the GeneraL Convent'ion,  since there can be Lis Pendens
only where the cause of action and the parties in both courts are the
same. In the situation covered by the Bankruptcy Convent'ion,  bankruptcy
petitions, wh'iLe directed at the same debtor are, in most cases, not
Lodoed in the different countries by the same creditor or creditors'
42
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1. The first  is where one court seised pursuant, for exampLe, to ArticLes  4
(estabLishment) or 5 (pureLy nationat jurisdiction) considers, either at the
request of one of the parties, or of its  own motion as required by the
Convent'ion, that the courts of another State have jurisdiction which is
better founded than its  own because, depending on the circumstances,  the
centre of administrat'ion or an estabLishment is situated in that State.
ArticLes 3 to 8, which reguLate junisdiction by determining the ranking
of courts by estabLishing their reLat'ive prinacy, and the derogations
provided for in the subsequent artic[es, a[one make a soLution possibLe.
Ar"ticLe 14, however, which can be appLied where onty one court'is seised,
contains two provisions designed to prevent confLicting discIaimers of
jurisd'iction.
In the first  pLace, rather than confining itseLf to dectining jurisdiction
t^lith the nisk that no other court wiLL regard itself  as competent, the
court seised is entitl.ed to stay the pnoceed'ings  and fix  e period within
which the court which appears to have jurisdiction may be seised. The choice
between these two soLutions depends on the circumstances of the case and
espec'iaLLy on the extent to which the court seised cLearly lacks
jurisdiction.
SecondLy, ArticLe 14(2), contains a provision aLready to be found, though
differentLy worded, in severaL convent ionr41, the aim of which is to
avoid successive discLaimers of jurisdict'ion, resutting in a denial of
justice.
44 See the Germano-BeLgian  Convention of 30 June
Convention of The Hague on the recognition  and
judgments in civi L and commerciaL  matters (Art
Convention (Arti cIe 28(2) ).
1958 (ArticLe 5(1));
enforcement or foreign
icLe 9); GeneraI-47- III/D/222/80-EN
It  might perhaps have appeared desirabLe, in the event of a confL'icting
discLaimer of jurisdiction, for the court which stays proceed'ings pursuant
to Articte 14(1) to be abte to order interim measures modeLLed on those
provided for unden German (106 K0 and 12 Vgl0) and Netherlands  Law
(Article 7 Ftd) or even open the bankruptcy provis'ionaLLy.
Agreement t'tas not possibte, however, on the actuaL principte of such a
bankruptcy opened provisional[y, s'ince certain deLegations saw more
drawbacks than advantages in it.  The princ'ipaL objection was that it
wouLd be difficuLt to accept that a court which regarded itself  as not
hav'ing jurisdiction shoutd neverthe[ess be abte to open a bankruptcy
wh'ich, if  it  couLd not be pursued Later in the country in which it  had
been opened, wouLd be very damag'ing to the debtorrs interests. Interim
measures, varying in scope from one Contracting State to another, woutd
produce effects broadLy simiLar to those of a bankruptcy and it  seemed,
moreover, difficuLt to introduce such measures at internationa[ [eveL,
with the result that the matter has been teft  to be dealt t^rith under
each nationaL legal system.
2. The first  paragraph of Articte 13 deaLs with cases where courts of
different Contracting States with non-coordinate jurisdictions pursuant
to Articles 3 to 8 have actuatty been r"ir"d45. The provision is based
on the principLe that the court of inferior jurisdiction  must in principLe
declare that it  Lacks jurisdiction if  there is a court in the EEC whose
jurisdiction is preferabte. This is further confirmation  of the principLe
embot'ied in ArticLes 3 to 8. This reiteration is usefuL, however, in that
it  makes it  easier to envisage the possibiLity of the jurisdiction of
the court which appears to be preferabte being contested or contestabLe.
It  is stipuLated that the court whose jurisdiction is inferior,  instead
of disctaiming jurisdiction immediateLy, shaLl stay the proceedings in
order to take account of the decision to be given by the other court. This
provision thus makes it  possibte aga'in to eLiminate the risk of conflicting
discLaimers of jurisdiction.
45 Art'icte 13 deLiberateLy  avoids use of the concept of "bringing proceedings"
which would have been difficult  to define in the case of a bankruptcy
opened by a court of its  own motion. The expression chosen in both
paragraphs of this Article: "courts...  are considering whether to open
bankruptcy proceedings"  does not therefore prejudge the different
procedurat concepts under the nationaL Iegat systems.-48- rrr / D/ 222/ 80-EN
It,  'in sp'ite of these provisions, compet'ing courts each decLare the same
debtor bankrupt, either because one of them is unah/are of the existence
of a court whose jurisdiction shouLd prevaiL, or because the ruLes referred
to above have not been observed, there is then a confLict of judgments
which can be resoLved by Artic[e 57 on recognition; the reader is referred
to the reLevant commentarY.
3. The second paragraph of Articte 13 deaLs with the situation in which
two or more courts of Contracting States having concurrent junisdiction
are seised (e.g. on the basis of two centres of administration  under
ArticLe 6 or, more frequentLy, two estabLishments).  Preference is then
g'iven to the court which opened the bankruptcy fi..t46  and the other
courts must stay proceed'ings untiL the first  judgment  can no tonger be
the subject of any of the appeaL proceedings set out in Articte XII of
the ProtocoL.
The situation where a bankruptcy has, nevertheLess,  been opened by more
than one court is covened by ArticLe 58 which deaIs with recognition,
The consequent  aLignment  between the two paragraphs of ArticLe 13, and
the soLutions for confLicts of jurisdiction  together with the rutes one
recognition effectiveLy safeguard the unity of the bankruptcy.
It  shouLd also be added that these provisions  cLearLy do not appLy where
successive bankruptcies are spread over a period of time, but onLy to
bankruptcies reLat'ing to the same assets and in respect of debts which,
white not identicaL, are at least simitar or coexistent.
Let us take a few exampLes to iLLustrate these different provisions  which
h'ighlight the arrangements for staying proceedings common to them.
46 See, in this connection, the BeneLux Treaty (AnticLe 6(3)) and Article
565 of the Belgian Judicial Code, Section 71(2) K0 and ArticLe 100 of
the French NCPC give preference to the first  appLicat'ion.-49- TIT/ D/222/ 80-EN
First exampLe: If  the court in Mi[an, the city in which a company has its
head office and the court'in Lyons, the place whene that company has an
estabLishment,  are both seised, the Lyons court must declare that it  lacks
jurisdiction  and withdnaw in favour of the Mi[an court, or if  it  is  cLaimed
before the Latter than the Milan head office is fictitious  and that the
centre of administration is in fact in Panis, it  must stay proceedings untiI
a finaI decision has been taken on the jurisd'iction of the MiLan court. If
the jurisdiction of the latter is confirmed after alL avaiLabte means of
appeaI have been exhausted, the Lyons court wiLL terminate the proceedings
and decLine jurisdiction in favour of the Mitan court after deciding on
the costs of the proceed'ings in Lyons. It,  on the contrary, it  is confirmed
that the centre of administration of the company is in fact in France and
not'in MiLan, the Mi[an court wilL dectare that it  tacks jurisdiction  and
the French nationaL rules on confLicts of jurisdict'ion wilL determine which
French court wiLt u[timatety have to ruIe on the appIication.
Second exampte: Let us suppose no1.t that the company had its  centre of
administration in MiLan but that this had been transferred to Lyons. The
Italian creditors petition for the bankruptcy of the company in MiLan
1^1ithin the six-month period provided for in Articte 6 of the Convention,
whiLe, at the same time, the company  makes a dectaration of suspension of
payments to the Lyons court. The two courts are equaL[y entitLed to deat
with the matter but one one of them, the MiLan court for example, has
opened the bankruptcY, the other, the Lyons court in this case, must stay
proceedings untiL no further appeaL Lies against the MiLan decisions or
untiL aLL modes of appeaL have been exhausted. If  the ruLe stipuIating
the stay of proceedings has not been observed by the Lyons court and it
has ordered the administration in insotvency of the company, the bankruptcy
opened in MiLan wiLL neverthetess  be the onLy one recognized and enforced
in aLL the Contracting States pursuant to ArticLe 58(1) and the Lyons court
wilL, at the instigat'ion of the Liquidator  who first  takes action, have to
dectare that its  or^ln judgment is without effect and void (see p. 136 below
re Art. 58) .To sum
sucn a
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the differelt  arrangements in the Convention are organized in
as to resoLve aLt confLicts of concurrent jurisdiction.
The generaL princip[e of the ranking of the connecting criteria,  the stay
of proceedings  by the court whose jurisdiction  does not prevaiL or which is
seised aLthough the bankruptcy has atready been opened in another EEC
country musr provide a satisfactory sotution to the probLem of a confLict
between courts of different Contracting States-
If  it  shouLd happen, however, in spite of these ruLes, that two decisions
to open bankruptcy proceedings are taken, the Convention provides that the
judgment which is deLivered Later or which is given by the court whose
jurisdiction does not prevaiL, must not be recognized nor be effective-
Section IV - Actions arisinq from the bankruptcy
ArticLe 15 is based, at internationaL  LeveL, on the theory of the "vis
attractiva concursus", recogn'ized to varying degrees by the nationaL  LegaL
systems, and according to which the court which opened the bankruptcy
has soLe jurisdiction to deaL not onLy with the bankruptcy proceedings,
but aLso with disputes arising out of the bankruptcy, Apart from the
question of jurjsdiction, the chied advantage of this theory Iies in the
fact that such d'isputes are subject to the proceduraL arrangements governing
the bankrugtcy, especial.Ly in relation to the legaL remedies avaiLabLe.
The BeneLux Treaty (ArticLe 22(4)) has already conferred jurisdiction
on the court in wh'ich the bankruptcy is opened to decide on "aLL actions
arising directLy out of the bankrupt"Y"47.  The mere incLusion in th.e
Convention of a generat provision of this kind wouLd not be sufficient,
however.
47 See aLso ResoLutions of the Institute of Internationat Law adopted at
its  meeting i n 19AZ (Art'icLe 7), the Franco-ItaIian  Convention of 1930
(Articte 25) and the 1960 InternationaL Symposium of European Lawyers
(RlDC 1960 p- 78D. The GeneraL Convention does not necessanity excLude
from its  fieLd of appLication aLt disputes reLating to a bankruptcy;
onLy those which denive directLy from the bankruptcy are exctuded (see
JENARD, Report P.12, SCHLOSSER,  Report no 54; see aLso p. 20 above).- 51 -  rrrlD/222/80-EN
In pract'ice, German and NetherLands taw scarceLy or no Longer recognize the
"vis attractiva concursusr'. The nationat Laws of the other Member States,
in most cases suppIemented by case Law which can be uncertain, differ
considerab[y as to the meaning and effect of the concept "actions arising
or deriving directLy from the bankruptcy.
Not define expressty proceed'ings which, without strictLy forming part of
the bankruptcy procedure, must be reganded as having arisen from it,  wouLd
have meant that certain cases wouLd have been governed neither by the
Bankruptcy Convention nor by the GeneraL Convention. The authors of the
draft Convention agreed therefore on the princ'ipte of a common exhaustive
List of actions and disputes which wiLl come within the excLusive jurisdiction
of the State in which the court which opened the bankruptcy is situated. Here
again the system of generat jurisdiction is the onLy one capabLe of resoLving
the majority of the difficutties  that resutt from apportioning jurisdiction
between the different courts jn a singte State, especiaLLy if  that State does
no.t recognize the vis attractiva concursus or sets littLe  store by it,  so
that ArticLe 15 incorporates, at the LeveL of internationaL jurisdiction'
one aspect on[y of the vis attractiva concursus, the concentration of
territoriaL jurisdiction, The other aspect, concentration of jurisdiction
based on the ratione materiae is determined  by nationaL ruLes alone.
It  shouLd be noted, finaLIy, that the vis attractiva concursus thus
envisaged'is,  in principLe, a ruLe of jurisdiction and procedure onty. It  does
does not prejudge the Law applicabte to disputes faLting within its  scope'
as this  Law wilL be determined  by the taw of the State in which the bankruptcy
1^1as opened incLuding its  conflict ruLes (see ArticLe 37 with regard to actions
to set aside frauds on creditors). It  shouLd be noted that in the majority
of cases the Law of the bankruptcy wiIL appty dinectty to the substance of
the case by virtue of the spec'iaL attaching force of bankruptcy and the
purpose of the institution,  as for exampte, with regard to actions to
chaLLenge  the suspect period.
Actions alising from the bankruptcy are those whose object is to determine
the assets in the bankruptcy or which concern the LiabiLities  and their
administration.-52' rrt / D/ 222l 80-EN
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This item on the common List is typicaL
in that they'invoLve the rules pecuIiar
nts recoverl es arl s'l t herefrom
actions arising from the bankruptcy
bank rupt cy.
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The actions involved are those:
-  sanct'ioning  cessation of the debtorrs power to deaL with his property after
the bankruptcy (see ArticLe 20);
-  chalLenging certain transactions entered into by the debtor in fraud of
the r.ights of his creditors prior to the bankruptcy: actions to set aside
such transactions (sree Articte 37) or,suspect period" actions simitar to
t hem;
- for payment or recovery aris'ing from them provided they are instituted
against the fi rst Purchaser.
The vis attractiva concursus wiLL appLy even if  the transactions in dispute
relate to immovabLe property. In opting for this soLution the Committee
considered that in the case in point the question is not to ascertain
whether the transaction is vaLid of itseLf according to the generat provisions
of the civiL Law of tlre Lex rei sitae, but whethen, according to the provision
of the Law of the State where the bankruptcy was opened, it  may or may not be
invoked against the generaL body of creditors.
The'invaLid'ity as against the general body of creditors of an act of the
bankrupt is subject to different ruLes in the various Contracting  States.
GermanLaw  provides, in principLe, that there'is an obLigat'ion to restore
that which has been tr,ansferred, donated or abandoned  by the bankrupt (see
Section 37(1)K0). The purchaser must, in principLe, restore the assets to
the pos.ition that wout.d have existed if  the transaction had not been entered
into. It  js uttimateLy possibLe that recovery might be sought by means of
proceedings instituted by the Liquidator on behaLf of the generaL body of
creditors aga'inst the purchaser in order to obtige him to agree to a
compuLsory  saLe by auction of the immoVabLe property to be restored. In
that case, the compulsory saLe by auction can take pLace without ownership-53- rrr/D/222l80-EN
of the property first  being retransferred. In the case of a transfer of
immovabLe property situated in the FederaL RepubLic of Genmany, the
provisions of German Law must be observed: the consent of the seL[er and
purchaser and registration in the Land register of the change in the tegaL
situation are necessary (Section 873(1), Section 925(1) of the German CiviL
Code). In addition, and depending on the circumstarices of each particuLar
case, other conditions may be required, e.g. authonization  by pubIic
authorities (e.g. in town pLanning matters). It  shouLd be pointed out,
moreover,, that when mortgages o;' land charges in respect of immovabLe
property are retransferred or where such rights are canceLted or waived
the provisions of the Law of property and the LegaL rutes relating to the
tand register provided for under German Law must be observed, and that these
derogate in part from those relating to the transfer of ownenship. As regards
c[aims as to the invaLidity of transactions entered into during the suspect
period, the defendant is specificaLty ordered to produce the decLarations
of intent required of him and to carry out the acts incumbent on him.
()ncF iiuch a Judrjnrerrt lrus becoRre fJnal 1t replaceer 6ccord'lng to Sect{0fl
894(1), ftrst  sentence of the ZPO (Rutes of CiviL Procedune), those
dectarations of intent. hlhere a judgment is enforceabIe  provisionatLy on[y,
it  gives authority to record a pre-emption entry or objection in the Land
register (see Section 895 para. 1, ZPO), In addit'ion, and, depending on
the circumstances of the particu[ar case, certain acts on the part of the
Liquidator or the approvaL of third parties are necessary in order to
comptete the change in the LegaL situation.
Where the defendant has, for example,  been ordered by a iudgment which has
become finat to produce the dectarations of intent re[at'ing to the retransfer
of immovabte prepgrty, the Iiquidator accepts the defendantrs  decIaration
of consent (repLaced by the judgment) before a German notary or'  outside
Germany, before a German consu[ empowered to take official  note of agreements
of parties regarding the transfer of ownership of immovabLe  property
(Section 925(1), para.2,  German Civit Code). The tast phase of the transfer
of ownership can then be effected by having an entry made, upon request,
in the tand register.-54- trU Dl 2221 80-EN
For further information, this report contains in an annex exampLes of
judgments shotring hou the operative part shouLd be worded so that the
change in the LegaL situation of the property can be effected in the
FederaL ReoubLic of Germany  t^rithout difficuLty.
(3) and (4) CompLaints
of the Liquidator
These points do not require any comment.  The prerequisite for such
compLaints or disputes is the state of bankruptcy and they hrou[d not
arise if  the debtor were sotvent. Disputes retating to the sate of
immovabLe property are excLuded, however, for reasons that wiLI be
exoLained Later.
The exoress reference to ArticLe 33(3) enables the provisionaI jurisdiction
of the foreign LocaL court to be preserved.
(5) Claims ai nst he rat OT editors in re f  movabte
p rope rt y
These incLude not onty certain cLaims under bankruptcy Law which may be
[odged against the generaL body of creditors, but, by virtue of the generaL
nature of the terms used, aLL cLaims reLating tO or for the recovery of
movabLe pnoperty under ordinary faw, incLuding those of a civiL nature such
as cLaims for the recovery of movable property beLonging to the bankruptrs
spouse.
Even though such extension is questioned in countries which recognize  the
vis attractiva, th'is aspect has nevertheless been inctuded on account of
the substantive connection that may exist ryith bankruptcy law. For exampte,
where a cLaim for recovery is based on a cLause reserving titLe,  the courts
of the countryjn which the bankruptcy was opened wiLt be required to give
a ruling on whether such a c[ause can be invoked against the generat body
of creditors. The frequent apptication of the Iaw governing the bankruptcy
to such claims made it  desirab[e that the courts of the country in which
the bankruptcy was opened shoutd have jurisdiction,  subject to the prov'isions
of ArticLe 22(3) in the case of ctaims already Lodged prior to the bankruptcy.-  55 -
In addition, the jurisdiction thus accorded to the State
bankruptcy Has opened coincides with the customary ruLes
jurisdiction on the court of the defendant, in this  case
representing the generaL body of creditors.
(6) Actions brought aqainst the spouse
IIT/D/222/80-EN
in which the
confe nri ng
the Liquidator
As indicated in the Convention, these consist soLeLy of actions invoking
a particuLar prov'ision of bankruptcy  Law (see Artic[e 35 of the Convention)
and not other possibLe actions which the tiquidator may bring against the
bankrupt  t s spouse.
(7) Actions re[atinq to the admission of debts
The principLe of proving and admitting debts exists under aLL the nationaL
legal systems. These formatities must of necessity be comp[eted and
centraLized before the authorities administering  the bankruptcy. They differ
only as to the nature of the debts which, of necessity, predate the bankruptcy
and are subject to this requirement (especiatLy as to whether or not a right
secured by a charge in rem exists. The so[ution in this respect is, of course,
determined  by the Iar,i governing the bankruptcy.
The admission of debts frequentLy invotves disputes retating to those debts
and the same ru[es of jurisdiction  must app[y.
The onLy exceptions to the vis attractiva are actions reIating to certain
debts regarding which the courts of the country in which those debts (fiscaL
debts of the State or of other LocaI authorities or pubtic institutions,
sociat security contributions  and fami Iy al"Lowance) are payabIe have
jurisdiction  according to its  Law on according to the Law appLicabLe to
contracts of emptoyment (7(a)). In view of the sensitive nature of such
debts it  did not seem feasibLe or appropriate to depart from the customary
ruLes of jurisdiction of the country to which such cta'ims re[ate, in the
same 1n1ay as under nationa[ [aw the junisdiction of the court in which the-56- trr / D/ 222/ 8A-EN
bankruptcy was opened'in frequentLy Limited by the exrslus'ive juriscjiction
of another court or another type of court. It  shouLci be stnessed that this
exception concerns not onLy disputes reLating to the existencs and amount
of a tax or sociat secrlrity debt or debt arising under a contract of employment
but aLso those concerning the existence and extent of any preferentiat right
whi ch may secure it.
An identicaL soLution providing for an exception has been adopted for
actjons reIating to preferentiaL or secured rights over property subject
to reg'istration (7(b) ).
Article 16 stipuLates, with regard to jurisdiction, that judgments given
by courts whose jurisdiction is reserved in this way and which wiLI be
recognized under the GeneraL  Convention in accordance with ArticLe 67 do
not in any 1^1ay preclude the final  stage in the admission of debts in regard
to which a dispute has been settLed, where this is provided for under the
Law governing the bankruPtcY.
(8) Di es reLati to the termination of curr€n!--qsntracts
tfris Foint does not caLt for any speciaL comment in so far as it  is  made
ctear that terminatiorr  must be based on the Law governing the bankruptcy'
It  is onty to this extent that, for exampLe' the ruLe of jurisdiction
prov'ided for in this F,aragraph repLaces those contained in Articlesl3
to 15 of the GeneraL convention reLating to Qontracts concLuded by consumers.
The two exceptions ta.id down confirm, as in the previous pojnt, the mandatory
nature of excIusive jurisdiction in certa'in matters (see AnticLe 16(1) of
the GeneraL Convention referred to above)'- 57 -  rrr/D/ 222l80-EN
(9) Actions based on the LiabiLity of the Iiquidaton
These incLude not on[y disputes reLating to the submission of the
tiquidatorrs accounts but aIso civiL Liabitity actions aga'inst him
for professionaL  negLigence.
It  seemed most appropriate to inc[ude these in the common Iist  since the
country in which the bankruptcy was opened is best suited to deaLing with
matters that are frequentLy of a quasi-discipLinary nature. In any event,
here again, the same comment appties that ordinary jurisdiction  and that
derived from the vis attractiva wiLL, in most cases, coincide, save in
the situation, provided for in ArticLe 29(3), of jo'int Liquidators h,no
are nationals of States other than that in which the bankruptcy was opened.
It  shouLd be po'inted out that in addition to these nine types of proceedings
arising out of a bankruptcy, actions retating to the Liabitity of managers
of companies or of members are, under the terms of ArticLe 11, matters for
the courts of the State in which the bankruptcy of the company  t.ras opened,
and constitute a tenth type of proceed'ing arfsing out of the bankruptcy
within the meaninq of the Convention.
ALL other actions which, acconding to the different nationaL Laws, are
regarded as actions arising out of the bankruptcy but are not incLuded in
the exhaustive List in ArticLe 15 of the Convention must fatt  within the
scooe of the GeneraL Convention.
The Bankruptcy Convention, on the other hand, governs not onLy confLicts
of internationat junisdiction reIating to the actions Listed in Articte
15 (without conseguentIy  changing the nationaL Laws in any way) but subjects
them to specific ruLes negarding their recognition  and enforcement, as
provided for in Sections I  and IV of Title V, the commentary on which
should be referred to.-58- rrr/D/222l80-EN
CHAPTER  V -  THE APPLICABLE  LA''^} AND THE EFFECTS  OF THE BANKRUPTCY
GeneraL remarks and examination of Tiql III  of the Convention
The purpose of TitLes iII  and I\r of the Convention is to determine the
Law apoIicabLe to the proceclure an,C to the extraterritoriaL effects of
the bankruptcY.
TitLe III  Lays down,general  ruIes for deterrnining the appLicabLe  Law by
reference to ihe ruLes of private internationaL  Law of the Contracting
State whose court has jurisdiction accot'ding to TitLe II.  The Law of the
State in which the bankruptcy has been opened determinesr'in generaL, the
proceciuraL law and the tq_Llsl'i. The Law appLicabLe depends on the court
havi ng j uli sdi ct i on.
TitLe IV elaborates r:rr certain consequences of these general principLes"
cspecia t Ly in reLat'i on to the ef f er:tiveness of the bankruptcy as against
th'i rcj parties, ancl Li:ys down derogations/  as to the effects of the
b;nkruptcyn frorn ar-,pLication of the princ'ipLe of the Law of the country in
wh'i ch tfre bankrupt cy was opened.
Ar^,i'icLe 17 provicJes:[hat  the judgmr:nt  opening the bankruptcy or one of the
cther procedures  pro',rided for in the Conventicn is rCeLivered pursuant to
"rhe internaL law of the l--7  State in whjch the corlrt having jurisdiction
.is situated". Since 'its wording ha:; been determ'ined by The Hague Conf erence
on private'ifiternationaL  Law this expression means the law of the State in
ouest'ion excluding tts private internationaL  law--59' rrll D/ 222/ 3A-EN
This witI certainIy be the position, firstLy,  for ascertaining the grounds
for open.ing the bankrupt.y48. It  might at first  appear that the diffenences
between the [egaL systems regarding these requirements are profound but in
fact they are more apparent than reat (see the resuLt in ArticLe 62(2)(c)).
48 See VAll DER GUCHT, op.cit.  1964, pp. 143 etleq,  and GANSHoF' Le droit
de La faiLLite dans Les Etats de La CEE, BruxeLLes (1969) pp.49 et seq'
The folLowing is a summary of current nationaL ruLes:
France: Cessation of payments is the prerequisite for "['iquidation  des
F#3" 
"nJ 
iregtement' jlaiciaire".  The Latter order is made on[y if  the
debtor is in a position to propose a cogent arnangement or composition'
Cessation of payments exists where Liab'iIities due cannot be met out of
the avai labIe assets.
BeLgiu!!Land Luxembourg: In addition to the cessation of payments, i.e; '
the debtor's iiE1:iTfr to meet his obtigations, his credit must be shaky.
The court must decide whether "the cessation of payments adverseLy affects
the debtorrs credit and sotvency and jeopardizes his transactions as a
whoLe".
Denmark: cessation of payments means a situation haLfway  between
Ti6Gncy  and def icit.
The Nethertands:  A bankruptcy is opened if  facts and circumstances
Ta#rft-.t.  that the debto. l'rr  ceased to pay his debts- It  is neither
necessary nor sufficient ihat the l"iabiLities  shouId exceed the assets.
Federal Repub_Llg_gl_igl  ,: The onLy ground fon the opening of a bankruptcy
r  :'-; .lnrespeclorlGTffinsorpartnershipsjsinso[vencY,i.e.the
probabLe permanent inabiIity of the debtor, owing to Lack of resources'
to settLe the bulk of his debts which are immediateLy due for payment'
Cessation of payments is not of itself  a ground for open'ing a bankruptcy
but simpty an inOication of insoLvency (see BOHIE-STAMSCHRADER,  Konkurs-
ordnung, bintn edition, Section 1O2, notes 1-3)'
In the case of companies and other LegaL persons insoLvency is not the
sote ground for opening a bankruptcy. A bankruptcy may aLso be opened
where the Liabi Iities  exceed the asiets (UberschuLdung).  Speciat provisions
appIy, however, in this connection to producen and consumer cooperatives
("Erwerbs -  und t,.tirtsehaftsgenossenschaften")'
Itaty:  InsoLvency is the determining factor. A person is insolvent  who
L;;;;;  aU[e to fuLfiL his obIisations proper[y and in sood time.
cessation of payments may be an indication of insoLvency.
rJnited Kinqdom and IreIand: UnLike the situation obtaining under the
continentaL and scots systems, a decLaration of bankruptcy under EngLish
law is not based on cesiation of payments or the debtorsr insolvency but
on the occurrence of an act of bankruptcy  Listed in the Bankruptcy  Act'
AS fOr tne various forms of winding up, we have seen above that some of
these may be empLoyed on grounds other than insotvency.-60- IIT/D/222/80-EN
Examination of case Law shows that disputes reLating to the requirements
for open.ing a bankruptcy brought before the courts of the nine countries
are resoLved 'in much 'the same way, with the resuLt that uni f orm provi sions
!,/ere not necessary in this area. There is no derogat ion conseguentty  f rom
nationaL Laws. Two points deriving cJirectly from the universaLity of the
bankruptcy must be mentioned however. FirstLy, the Law governing the
bankruptcy wiLI appLy'irrespective of the pIace where the events occurred
on which the judgment is based" secondly, uhere the ground for opening
the bankruptcy is the shakiness of the debtor's cred'it or the fact that
L.iabiLities  exceed assets, account rnust be taken of alL the debtorts
assets throughout the territory of the contracting states. The extent to
which effect must be given to the bankruptcy as regards property situated
in non-contracting  States wiLL be determined by the Lex fori.
Simi L arLy, the possibi litY of dec
undertaking, a non-tnaden and the
ditore" (smaL I busine:ssman)  wi L L
the bankruptcY.
Laring bankrupt a particuLar type of
definition of trader or "piccoLo impren-
be qoverned by the natjonaI Law governing
That same lai^r wi L L atso determine by urhom a bankruptcy may be initi ated,
whether this right.is  vested in the creditors onLy or if  the bankruptcy
may be opened ex offir:io, the forms in which judgment must be given and
the remed'i es that are avai Lable aga'i nst it '
The measure to be ordtlred from among those pnovided for in the Convention
w'iL L aLso be determined by that Law,,
According to ArticLe '18(1), the Law governing the bankruptcy, as the nationaI
Iex fori,  wiIt also determ'ine the generaI procedure to be foILowed,  the
condit'ions for the appointment of the authorities administering  the
bankruptcy and their powers and the formation of creditors into a singLe
group. It  wiLL aLso Lay down the cond'itions under which debts must be
proved, verified and admitted and the effects of admission' The appropriatenes
of th'is Law for detenrnining the conditions and effects of the different method
of terminating the procedure,  part'i cuLarLy arrangements and compositions
appea ns equa  L LY secure .-61 ' III / D/ 222/ 
'O.EN
It  is this taw too which should be appLied in relation to the enforceabiLity
of debts for future settLement and the suspension of interest rates'
The un'ity and universaIity of the bankruptcy which aLready justify  the unity
of the jurisdiction of the court must therefore resuLt, as far as possibLe'
in the unity of the applicabte taw in favour of the Lex fori.
ArticLe 1g(Z) reintroduces the possibiIity of appLying the ruIes of private
internationaL  Iaw of the forum concursus with generaL scope as regards the
effects of the bankruptcy ',ris-ir-vis the debtor, creditors or third parties'
The expression  "Law governing the bankruptcy" or "[aw of the State in which
the bankruptcy has been opened" in the Convention must therefore generalLy
be understood in this sense, in contrast to the express'ion "internaL Law"
which is referred to only in ArticLes 17 and 18(1). AccordingLY,  the LalJ
appLicabLe to a particuLar effect of the bankruptcy wilL be that determined
by the confIict ruLes of the court which opened the bankruptcy  (which wi[[
refer frequentLy and directLy to the national tex fori)  unless this has
been predetermined and unified by the speciaI ru[es of TitLe IV which are
atready either in conformity or not in conformity with those of the forum'
It  wiLL be noted that in certain cases the Law thus determined  wiLL differ
depending on whethen the property at issue is movab[e or immovable. The
question of characterization of property thus arose and is deatt with in
Art'icte 19.-62- III/D/222/80-EN
II.  Exam'ination of the TitLe IV f  the Conventi
Section I  -
ArticLe 20
I,lhi Le the purpose of ,Cepriving the debtor of power to deaL with his property
is the same under aLl the nationaL LegaL systems, the techniques  empLoyed
diffen. Thus under thr: Latin based systems cessation of that power does
not entaiL transfer o'f ownership. 0nLy the right to administer and dispose
of the bankrupt's property passes to the liquidator49.  thu Angto-Saxon
LegaL systems are more far-reaching'in that bankruptcy entaiLs the transfer
of ownersh'ip of the debtorrs property to the trustee who hoLds the property
in trust only, however, and must turn the assets to account for the benefit
of the generaL body of creditors. Under German Law, cessation of the debtorrs
pob/er to deaL with his property entaj[s a generaL prohibition on the right
of disposat and the cneation of a right in rem over the debtorrs property
vested 'in the generaL body of cneditors.
Cessation of this power creares add'itional probLems under international Iaw.
The first  is to ascertain when and subject to what formality cessation
of the debtor's power to deaL with his property appLies in countries other
than that in which ther bankruptcy taras opened. The nationaL Laws aLI
recognize cessation asr an effect of the judgment opening the bankruptcy
which operates immediateLy'" and independentLy of any advertisement.
It  goes without saying that the expression cessation of the debtorrs
power to deaL with h'is property applies equalty to simiLar concepts
arising from measures other than bankruptcy in the strict  sense such
as, for exampLe, rdgLement judiciaire, the compuLsory ass'istance
given to the debtor by the Liqu'idator in respect of aLL acts neLating
to the administration and disposaL of his property.
The French and BeLgian practice is generaLLy that the whoLe of the day
on which the judgment opening the bankruptcy is given is  inc[uded in
the period during which the debtor's power to deal with his property
ceases. Netherlands Law (ArticLe 23 Ft^l) contains an express provis'i on
to this effect. Since 1975 Danish taw has provided that the effects
of the bankruptcy commence at the time at which it  is opened and not
when the petitjon js  [odged (firstdag). The suspect period is stiIL
caLcuLated,  however., fnom the time of admission of the cessation of
payments or from the date of the petition.
/*9
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Hence the sotut'ion adopted at community  LeveL in ArticLe 20. If  cessation
of the debtor,s power to deaL with his property takes effect in aLL
Contracting States independentLy of provisions for advertisement, it  js
accordingLy recognized automaticaLLy  in those States without any formaLity
as a direct and principaI consequence of the bankruptcy judgment itseLf'
In this way an end'is put, in regard to reIations between the contracting
States, to an uncertainty of case Law as to whether or not the extraterritoriat
effect of cessation is subject to the need for an enforcement procedure and'
.if so, whether the time at which cessation takes effect cou[d be the date
of the foreign judgment. This soLution in itseLf therefore represents
co.nsiderable  Progress -
The second probLem concenns the app['icabIe Iaw. Under private internationaL
Law doubts as to the Law appIicable to the cessation of the debtorts power
to deat with his property are permissibLe since the LegaL rutes governing
such cessation vary considerabty from One Legat system to another' French
and, more recentLy, BeLg'ian  Law no Longer regard cessation as an incapacity
govenned by the nationaL Law of the debtor- it  is therefore a question of
an inabiLity to dispose of property in the interests of the generat  body
of creditors.
The convention has impticity adopted the [atter approach since Artic[e 20'
which makes no provision as to the taw appticabte, necessarily refers to
the Iaw governing the bankruptcy pursuant to Art'icLe 18(2)' The Iaw governing
the bankruptcy consequentLy  governs cessation, just as it  governs the suspect
period r^lith t^rhich it  is cLosety Linked'
The question of cessation is deaLt with again in Artic[e 34 which wiIl  be
commented on beLow.
ArticLes 21 to 23
The stay of proceedings brought by individuaL creditors, permitted under most
of the nationaL LegaI systems)1, affects creditors whose uLtimate object is
to prove their cLa'ims or obtain recognition of a right in the bankruptrs
estate in the same lJay as cessation affects the debtor. Their point of
departure is  Linked therefore since they simpLy represent two aspects of
the same princiPLe.
51 See ArticLe 452 -  54 Belgian CommerciaL Code, Sections 11 and 12 K0'
Artictes 35 and 36 0f the French Law of 1967 and ArticLe 55 0f the Decree
of  1967; Articte 51 of the ItaLian Banknuptcy Law and ArticLes 27 to 29
of the Nether[ands Ft4|. See aIso as regards the appLicable  law, TRoCHU,
op. cit.  pp. 143 et seq--64-
Article 21 proh'ibits the institution of any new
cred'itors, who f orm perrt of the generaL body of
be actjons for payment or enforcement measures'
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proceedings bY individuaL
creditors, whether these
Articte 22 deats with actions and enforcement  measures affecting the
bankruptcy assets commenced  before the opening of the bankruptcy. ln most
cases these wiLL consist of actions for payment (paragraph 1) rather than
act.ions for recovery which are specificaLLy  referred to in paragraph 3 and
which do not resuLt in incLusion in the Iiabilities  but in the withdrawaL  of
property from the assets. These two cases have a common feature, however, in
that the proceedings  may be instituted again "broad5z, 
notwithstanding  the
jurisdict'ion conferred on the courts of the country in uhich the bankruptcy
was opened in respect of actions for the recovery of movable property (see
ArticLe 15(5) above) if  judgment was about to be deLivered in the matter' In
viewofthespeciaLfeaturesofthedifferentLegaLsystemsthebestcriterion
appeared to be to a[Low an order to be made upon a point in d'ispute evenif it
concerned onLy a preparatory enquiry, but not to permit judgments regarding
j uri sdi ction.
This provision, which is in Line with certain IegaL systems but not with
others whose ruLes on staying proceedings brought by'individual creditors
are stricter,  was adopted to avoid unnecessary expenditure and detays'
tJhere a court wh'ich has been seised prior to the Opening of the bankruptcy
has given judgment in a dispute, it  is a matten soLely for the courts of
the State in wh'ich the bankruptcy !'las opened to decide whether the c[aim
ar.ising from that judgrnent is a claim to be incLuded uith those Of the
generaL body of creditcfsr a claim aga'inst the generaL body of creditors or'
if  it  is neither one nor the other, whether it  must remain personaI to the
debtor. In other words, that court is unable to order payment but must
confine jtsetf  to finding that a debt exi sts in principle.
52 It  must be bonne in mind at aLL times that there is no derogation from
nationaL Law as regirrds the staying of proceedings'instituted  before
the courts of the couitry in which the bankruptcy was opened. Art'icLes 21
ta 23, which do not corlstitute a unifonm law, appLy only to proceedings
.in States other than that in r,rhi ch the bankruptcy  lv{as opened.-65- TII/ D/ 222/ 8O-EN
Enforcement  measures are among the proceedings brought by individuaL
creditors which are stayed by the judgment opening the bankruptcy. In
view of the mu[tipt.icity of cases to be considered, which are cLosety
Linked to the different national procedures, and the impossibitity of
defining precisely in the text of a convention the stage that each of
these different procedures  must have reached for the creditor instituting
proceedings to be considered as having a "vested right" enabting him to
escape the staying of enforcement  measures atready initiated,  the tdorking
Party decided, in ArticLe 22(2), in favour of apptication, through its
incorporation, of the Locat bankruptcy  Law.
4t!j-g1g-?f protects any preferentiaL  rights'enjoyed  by the tax authorities53.
Arti c Le 24 concerns the interruption of periods of Limitation. This provision
refers, for exampLe, to the sjtuation in which, after the bankruptcy has
been opened but before it  has been advertised, a third party brings
proceedings against the debtor. This wiIt  have the effect of interrupting
any period of timitation which is running. Simi LarLy, if,  within the time
Limit taid down, the third party, after the opening of the bankruptcy but
before its  advertisement, takes up, for exampte, an option for saLe granted
to hin, or places a reservation on a deLivery of suppLies, wh'ich must be
effected within a very short period or wil"L be invaLid, it  wiLI not be
possible to cLaim that his taking up of the option or his declaration are
invaLid on the ground that he shoutd have notified the Liquidator and not
the debtor, whose powers to deaL with the pnoperty have ceased.
The sote object of Article 25 is to [ay down a uniform provision stipuLating
the minimum time aL[owed for opposition or third-party proceedings to set
as'ide the judgment if  those remedies are avaitabte under the taw of the
state in which the bankruptcy was opun"d54.
In France, for examp[e, the Treasury, whiIst subject to the stay ot
proceedings brought by ind'ividual creditors in a "rdgLement judiciaire",
retains the right to institute proceedings in respect of preferentiat
debts in a "Liquidation des biens" (ArticLes 35 and 80 of the Law of 1967).
It  shouLd be noted that German Law does not make provision for thind-
party proceedings to set aside a judgment. As for French Law (cf.  Articte
105 of the Decree of 1967), the admissibi Lity of opposition proceedings
is reserved fon the benefit of creditors and interested third parties
(third-party opposition); the faciLity for parties to oppose bankruptcy
judgments rendened by defau[t against them (opposition in the stlict
sense) is barred; only an appeal is possibLe. See aLso Articte 18 of
the ItaIian bankruptcy  Law on the bringing of opposition proceedings.
53
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It  seemed 'fair, when referring to the Law of the country in which the
bankruptcy raias opened for the purpose of fixing the starting point of
the period within which opposition proceedings must be brought, (g'iving
of judgment, advertisement)  to provide that at Least 31 days be aLLowed
for the exercise of that remedy when the applicant has no connection with
the country in which the bankruptcy rl1as opened. This provision appLies,
however, onLy to persons who have at Least their residence in Community
territory.  It  is poss'ibLe that the Community time timit wiIt  have to be
combined w'ith the "d6Lais de distance" (periods based on distance) for
wh'i ch provision'i s made under certain LegaL systems-'-
The starting point of the period is consequentLy that prescribed by the
Law governing the banknuptcy. GeneraLLy,  the day on r.rhich the period
commences (dies a quo) is not counted. 0n the other hand, the method of
caIcuLation adopted "31 days foLLowing the day which initiated the period"
obviates the problem of whether the day on which the period expires (dies
ad quem) must be incLuded in a 30-day time Limit. The sotution wou[d have
valied from country to country, the majority of them having abandoned the
system of cLear days.
The second paragnaph o1'ArticLe 25 Likewise refers
regarding possibIe exte'nsion of this period to the
We wouLd point out that the European Convention on
Time Limits signed in BasLe on 27 May 1972, whose
with those of ArticLe 25, should make it  possibte
set of ruLes on aLL these points.
to the Lex fori
f i r"st worki ng day,
the CaLcuLation of
ruLes are identi cat
to arrive at a uniform
Section II  - Advertisement and its  effects.
ArticLes 26 and 27
The arrangements  'for the advertisement of bankruptcy judgments are not
entireLy the same in the Community Member States, some of which pubLish
the judgment opening a oankruptcy in an officiaL journal or a journaL
55 See, for exampLe, the increased time L'imits provided for in ArticIes 643
and 644 of the new French Code of Civil Procedune, referred to by, among
others, ArticLe 111 of the Decree ol  1967.-67- trr/ D/ 222/ 80-EN
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of LegaL notices, whiLe others require also that it  be posted up-".
The different means empLoyed can have onLy territoriaL effect however.
Furthermore, there are no arrangements for advertising foreign bankruptcies;
conventions atone provide for some extension of the advertisement
provisions of the law under which the bankruptcy was opened by comb'ining
with them the advertisement provisions of the Law of the other State as
if  the bankruptcy had been opened there.
Once the need to advertise internationaLty  was necognized, three so[utions
were possibte:
- to adopt a system modelLed on the German procedure whereby an individuaL
notice is sent to known creditors;
- to emptoy the various nationat methods of advertisement  simuttaneously;
- to create an officiaL European BuLtetin.
56 The principat forms of advertisement are as foILows:
-  Betgium: insertion of an except from the judgment in the LocaI
', i?lGF-a-pers and in the 'Moniteur beLge" (Arti cLe 472 rev. of the
CommerciaL Code); entry in the CommerciaL Register (ApticIe 25
of the Royal Decree of 20.7.1964).
-  FedelaL RepubLic of Germanv: insertion in the journaL which pubIishes
ing from the Bankruptcy Court (Section 76 K0)
pubLicat'ion in the Bundesanzeiger (Section 111 K0),' entry in various
registers, including the Land Register (Sections 112 and 113 K0) "
-  France: entry in the CommerciaI and Companies Register or in the
ffifer  which takes its  place for this purpose in respect of non-
traaing IegaI persons; insertion in a journaL of tegaL notices and
in the officiaL BuLLetin of CommerciaL Notices (ArticLes 13 and 14
of the 1967 Decree).
- Jlg_U: the judgment i s notif ied to vtrious authorities, such as the
6ffiu  of the negister of undentakings  pending the estabLishment  of
a commerciaL negister. It  is aLso posted up and is published in the
journaL of legaI notices in the province concerned (ArticLe 17 of the
Bankruptcy Law).
-  Nethertfnds:  pubLication in the Nedertandsche  Staatscourant  and in
one or more newspapers (Article 14 FW); entry in the Commerciat
Reoister (Articte 18 of the Law of 26 JuLy 1918).-68- III / D/ 222/ 9O-EN
The fjrst  soLution was regarded as inadequate at international IeveI and
w'iLl appIy onLy if  the Law governing the bankruptcy provides for such
notification (see Article 31(1)). The Last two procedures r^lere adopted
and combined in such a r^lay that the arrangements under ArticLes 26 and 27
openate retativeLy fIexibLy, any automatic operat'ion being excLuded'
Experience  shows that many bankruptcies have LocaL effect onLy and do
not involve foreign creditors on debtors. Consequently, it  did not appear
desirable to make prov'ision, in respect of aLL bankruptcies opened in a
country, tor adventisement  arrangements having effects in the other
Community countries. Ihe fairLy considerabLe  expense that such advertisement
wouLd invoLve for the estate wouLd not be justified.
(1) Advertisement arrqngements  at European Leve[: It  is on[y when a
bankruptcy opened'in a State has sufficientLy important internationaL
impLications -  wh'ich,rne Left to the assessment of the court or tiquidator
(ArticLe 26(1)) or are presumed by virtue of the existence of an estabLishment
in another Commun'ity country - that an extract of the judgment containing
the particuLars specil'ied jn Articles IIl  (judgments opening the procedure),
or IV and VI (in the r:ase of other judgments g'iven in the course of the
procedure) wiLI be pubLished by the Liquidator, the cLerk of the court or
any other person empor,rered to do so (ArticLe 26(5) in the 0fficiaL JournaL
of the European Commurrities.
This adver.tisement alo,ne, which concerns third panties to the exclusion
of the debtor (cf, ArticLe 20), w'itL have Legal effect in countries other
than that in which the bankruptcy has been opened. This advertisement  is
necessary first  of alt  in that'it  notifies foreign creditors that they
must prove their ctaims (see aIso ArticLe 31(1) providing for the
'individual notification of known creditors). But, above aLL, it  alone wiLL
determine the conditions under which debtors of the bankrupt can vatidLy
obtain d'ischarge, w'ithout any possibitity of the reference date varying
from one country to another.-69- III/D/222l80.EN
Any act done from the eighth day foLLowing pubLication in the 0fficiat
Journal of the European Communities wiLI be void as against the generaL
body of creditors without any opportunity fon bona fide third parties to
prove to the contrarysT.  The wording "from the eighth day" tras preferred
to "after a periodof 7 days" so as to avoid, here again, any uncertainty
as to the question whether the period invotved  1aas or was not a clear
one (ArticLe 27(1)).
The outcome in regard to acts done during the transitionaL period between
the opening of the bankruptcy and the time when the Latter is effective
erga omnes w'i[1, according to a provision derived from the Bene[rx Tre"ty58
depend on the debtor's actuaL knowtedge of the bankruptcy. The burden of
proof of such knowtedge Lies on the tiquidator (ArticLe 27(2)). He may
afso avai I himseLf, however, ol the reIat'iveLy stringent provisions of
ArticLe 27(3), according to which such such acts may be chatLenged by an
action to set aside fraud on creditors on by the transposed operation of
the ruLes governing the suspect period. Depending on the circumstances,
the tiqrric{ator wilL therefore have a number of options open to him.
Where any question arises of the effectiveness of the bankruptcy against
third part.ies in reLation to property or rights subject to registrat'ion,
aLL of the provisions of Artic[e 27 are to be combined with those of
Art i c Le 28 (Art i c Le 27(4) ) .
This sotution is stricter than that adopted in the BeneLux Treaty
(ArticLe 24(3) in fine) and under German (Section 8(3) K0) and
Netherf ands taffif  cLe 52(2) Flll) but tess stringent than under French
Law where the bankruptcy aLso takes effect against third parties as
soon as it  has been opened. ArticLe 26 appLies only to third parties in
EEC countries other than that in which the bankruptcy is opened.
ArticLe 24(3), first  sentence of the Treaty. ln order to simptify
matters and in view of the advertising  measures adopted, the Working
Party departed from the BeneLux Treaty by not including a requirement
that the bankrupt have an estabLishment  abroad, non a further one,
cumutative or otherwise, that the third party have his domiciLe in a
country other than that in which the bankruptcy has been opened and
where it  has not yet been advertised, and that payment has been made
in a country where the bankruptcy has not yet been advertised'
57
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(2) SuppLementary_advertisinq arrangements:  The Liquidator is aLso empowered
to advertise in the various officiaL gazettes of the States other than that
in which the bankruptcy has been opened and which are referred to in ArticLe
VII of the ProtocoL, without prejudice to any further advertisement  which
appears to be expedient (Art. 263)). This advertisement, the advisabiLity
of which is  Left to the discretion of the Liquidator, w'iLL not, however,
produce any of the effects prov'ided under nationaL Laws, since the onty
advert'isement of significance is that in the 0JEC, even if  this is subsequent
to the LocaL aclvertisement. Payment of adver^tisement expenses  abroad wiLL
be governed by the law of the country in which the bankruptcy has been
opened, in that the PubLic Tneasury of that State may advance those expenses/
where appnopliate, (see Art. 94 of the French Law) but the PubLic Treasury
of the foreign State where advertisement is effected cannot be asked to
cover them.
SimiLarly, entry of the bankruptcy in the various tnade or company registers
in which the debtor may be registered, which is the onLy compuLsory formaLity
for the liquidator (AnticLe 26(2)>, is effected soLeLy for the purpose of
prov'i di ng f urt hen i nf 13rmat i on.
ArticLe 26(4) pnovides, finaLLy, that aLL these additionaL advertisement
measures are to appLy equaLLy to suppLementary on "t"niing 
decisions wh'ich
occur Later dur"ing thr: proceedings (c losure of proceedings, aLteration of
the date of cessation of payments, canceltation or annuLment of a composition
etc.) whose opening hi:s aLready been advertised pursuant to paragraph 1.
The Latter are listed by category o'f proceedings in ArticLe IV of the
protocoL. ArticLe VI of the ProtocoL refers back to ArticLe III  as regards
the various particulars to be included in the advertisement-
ReasonabLe appLication of ArticLe 26(4) wi LL entai I  the pubL'ication in
registers and gazettes soLeLy of particuLars of dec'isions r.rhich wouLd be
advertised'if the banl<ruptcy had been opened in the country concerned
("...  as necessary ..,.").Article 28
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ConsiderabLe  differences exist between the Laws of the Contracting States
as regards both recording the bankruptcy or the generaL prohibition on
disposaLs of property in pubL'ic registers in which certain assets or rights
reLating thereto are entered (immovabte property, vesseIs, aircraft,
cinematographic fi tms, industriaI property rights, etc.) and the effects
of such entry. Sometimes, as under German Law (Sections 7 and 15 K}r 62
VgL0 and 892 s. CiviL Code), entry in the Land Register transfers ownership
of immovabLe property, and entry in that register of the bankruptcy or of
the generaL prohibition of transfer is the onLy factor to be taken into
consideration  when determining whether a purchaser who.has concLuded a
contract after the opening of the bankruptcy was acting in good faith.
Sometimes it  is mereLy a question, as under French or BeLgian taw, of
reg'ister.ing the statutory Iien of the generaL body of creditors over the
debtorrs property. In the NetherLands,  a[though in the case of property
subject to registration, the act must be recorded in the register provided
for th.is purpose in order to effect transfer of ownership,  NetherLands Law
does not provide for entry of the bankruptcy in those registers. ArticLe
35 FW meneLy Lays down that, after the banknuptcy  has been opened acts
effected previousLy can no tonger be vaLidLy entered or recorded in the
register.
Since it  is  impossibLe to amend nationaL Laws in this area, which is  cLosety
connected with the Law of the property, the onLy reasonabLe  soLution was to
refer, not to the Law of the State in which the bankruptcy was opened, but
to the spec'ial provisions governing bankruptcy of the Law of the State in
which the pubLic registers are kept. lt  is  consequentLy by reference to
those provisions that the entries to be made when a bankruptcy is opened
are to be determined and the Legal effects of such entry or the absence of
it  on property and rights in rem subject to registration are to be assessed.-72- IIT / D/ 222/ 8O-EN
As regards those effer:ts in reLation to third parties, the provisions of
ArticLe 28 are to be r:ombined with those of ArticLe 27, particutarLy
Artjcle 27(2). Either one or the other wilI  appLy, depending on how the
bankruptcy has first  been advertised (in the 0JEC or by entry in a negister).
Thus, recording the bilnkruptcy in the register (Articte 28) wiLt mean that
the third party ought reasonabLy to have known of it  (Ar"ticLe 27(2)). Att
wiLL depend, however, on the nequirements of the Law of the country in
which the reg'ister is kept; for example, in the FedenaI Republic of Germany
where the onLy entry that counts is that in the Grundbuch, advertisement
'in the 0iEC wilL be inadequate  and the tiquidator w'itL aLways be required
to provide evidence ol'the third partyrs specific knowLedge of the bankruptcy
of the oerson with whclm he has concluded a contract.
Sect'ion III  -  Powers;rnd functions of authorities administerin the bankru tc
ArticLes 29 to 33 of the Convention deaL more particularLy with the authoritie
administering the bank,ruptcy and app[y the principles of the un'ity and
univensality of the bernkrugtcy, particuLarLy as regards the powers of the
L i oui dator.
The aLLocation of poh,e,rs among the various authorities administering  the
bankruptcy varies fronr one LegaL system to another59"
WhiLe the LegaL systems under consideration  have recourse to a Liquidator or
trustee (syndic or curateur) (BeLgium, ItaLy, NletherIands), adninistrator
(VerwaLter)  (Germany), trustee in bankruptcy or Liquidator (United Kingdom)
and prov'ide for a creditorsr meeting, Fnance, BeLgium, the NetherLands,
Luxembourg and Italy,  but not Germany, make provision for a "juge-commissaire"
(judge sitting in bankruptcy cases) whiLe Fnance, Denmark and the United
K'i ngdom have "contr6Leurs"  ('i nspectons). In the Latter there is aLso
prov'ision for appointment of an officiaL receiver for the stage between the
neceiving order and the order of adjudi cation.
59 0n aLL the points t,cuched on betow
examination of the different  LegaL
1964, pp. 15'1 et sgq. ahd GANSHOF,
see the thorough comparative
systems inVAN DER GUCHT, op. cit.
Le droit ...,  op. cit.  pp. 53 et seq.-73- TII/ DI 222I 80-EN
In some EEc countries there exists, side by side with the creditorsr meet'ing,
a more Limited committee comprising onLy some of the creditors. In Germany
this is caLLed the "GLbubigerausschuss",  in ItaLy the "Comitato dei Creditori"
and in the NetherLands  the "Commissie uit  de schuLdeisersrr. The functions of
these various committees do not correspond on att points and these d'isparit'ies
nec€ssariLy affect the powers and functions of the authonities administering
the bankruptcy.
In addit'ion, quite cons'iderabLe  disparities exist between the countries, in
parti cuLar regarding:
-  the appointment  and status of the Liquidator60;
- the roLe and capacity'in  which the Liquidator acts.
In certain countries (France, BeIgium, Luxembourg) the "syndic" (Liquidator)
or "curateur" (trustee) represents the bankrupt and the generaL body of
creditors simuLtaneousLy. In the others, academic opinion and case Law are
divided on this point. In Germany, the legaL status of the VerwaLter has
not been expressLy defined by law and basicaLLy there are ttllo opposing
theories: that of representation  (Vertretungstheorie) and that of the
officiat  institution (Amststheorie),  which has prevai Led in case Law. In
Italy the "curatore" discharges a public office;  he is  responsibIe for
securing attainment of the object'ives of the bankruptcy-
The Work'ing Party di.d not regand these differences, which concern practicaL'it'ies
rather than fundamental principtes, as major obstacles to the imp[ementation
of a muIti LateraI convention based on arrangements for nesoLving confLicts
of Laws. The essentiaI point is that there shouLd be provision in the six
countries fon action by a professionaIty quaLified person, subject to
effective controL, who wi L L be responsibIe for admini stering the assets,
the continuation,  where possibLe, of the business, reaLization of the
assets and distribution of the proceeds.
60 It  shouLd be noted that France is the onty country which has an independent
professionaI organization for Liquidators (Decrees of 20.5.1955, 18.6.1956
and 29.5.1959). In the other EEC countries Liquidatons are seIected from
among persons who appear to be quaIified (Lawyers, accountants,  etc.)
or in the case of officiaL receivers or trustees, from among officiats
of the Department of Trade who are, in addition, attached to the court.
In Denmark the court itseLf acts as liquidator in certain situations
if  the creditors decide not to appoint one. In lreland the official
assignee, a court officia[,  acts jointLy with a Liquidator appointed
by the creditors. 
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The tJorking Party did not, therefore, consider it  essent'iaL, at the present
time to bring about a unification or approximation of the Ia1a1s reLating to
the authorities  admini stering the bankruptcy. Such harmoni zation, in an
area cLoseLy assoc'iated with diverse judiciaL arrangements and nationaL
procedures, is regarded as aLong-time undertaking which does not have to
be tackLed in the immediate future-
This is atL more so as the differences noted between the nationaI Laws or,
more preciseLy, between some of them shouLd not, in practice, give rise
particuLan difficuLties  since the La1^1 appticabLe to the bankruptcy procedure
can only be the national Law of the court which opened it.
Thus, according to ArticLe 18 of the Convent'ion, that Law witL govern not
onl"y the organization  and conduct of the procedune (appointment and removaL
of Liquidatons,  consuLtation of creditors, powers of the "jugercommissaire"
jf  there.is one, etc.) but wiLL aLso resoLve the foLLowing points:
-  whether creditons who have an interest distinct from that of the
generaL body may intervene on their oh/n individuaL behaLf in a d'ispute
'in whjch the Liquidator is the defendant or pLa'intiff;
'whether the banknupt may intervene in a dispute concerning the generaL
body of creditors;
-  whether and according to what ruLes the Liquidator or the bankrupt
may bring a civiL action in criminaL proceedings, or whether an order
for payment damages by the bankrupt deLivered by a criminaL court, if
the Liqu^idator is absent from the proceedings, is effective as against
the generaL body of credit"..61, subject in the first  case to an
assessmenr of the admissibitity of the civit  action under the Ia!,1
of State concerned;
6j It  shouLd be pointed out that the princ'ipLe of the un'ity of the bankruptcy
wiLL not operate 1^1ithout posing certain criminaL Law probLems as regands
the prosecution of frauduLent bankruptcy and infrigements treated on the
same footing in countries other than the one'in which the bankruptcy  was
initiated where the law of those States considers the opening of the
bankruptcy to be a constituent facton of the infringement/ which must
take pLr." in nationaL territory.  The soLution of these questions t,Jas
however, outside the tlorking Partyts terms of reference (Cf; above p- 16).-  75 -  rrL/D/222/80'EN
whether the creditors or the bankrupt can be heard as uitnesses in
the proceedings;
whether the defences which can be invoked against the bankrupt can be
invoked against the Liquidator. This question is  Linked to that of
ascerta'ining in urhat cases the Iiquidator can cIaim to have more rights
than the bankrupt  h'imseLf62;
in the case of countries which draw a distinction in this connection
between civiL and commerciaL  cases, what forms of evidence may be
adduced against the Iiquidator in disputes where the Latter acts
either as the representative  of a bankrupt trader or as the representation
of the generaL body of creditors.
Having restated the generaL orincipLe in ArticLe 18 of the convention,
the provisions of Artic[es 29 to 33, which specify appLication of the taw
of the State in which the bankruptcy has been opened and the Law of the
other States where the bankruptcy is enforced, respectiveLy,  appear
sufficiently cLear to make any detailed commentary  unnecessary.  hle wiLL
therefore confine ourseLves to providing some exptanations regarding each
of these arti cLes.
ArticLe 29
The first  paragraph of this articLe mereLy elaborates, in retation to the
Liquidator, on the ruLe mentioned above, which makes reference to the [aw
governing the bankruptcy to define the extent of his powers in States other
than that which the bankruptcy hJas opened. As the second sentence of para. 1
states, these powers wiL[, of course, have to be exercised'in accordance
with the ruLes Laid down by each LocaL Law regarding impLementation of the
procedures which the Liquidator wiLl. foLlow (the same provision is also
contained in Artic',Le 33). The scope of this articte is  made cLear by the
provisions of ArticLe 33 on reatization of the assets and by the system of
automatic recognition and enforcement of bankruptcy judgments (Articles 50
et seo. ) .
62 }tten, under current
of the general body of
nationaL Iiquidator:
iudicatum sotvi".
case law, the fact that the debtor or the majonity
creditors are aIiens Limits the powers of the
to the "caution Cf. parti cuIarLy in reference-76- III / D/ 222l 80-EN
Thus,aLLuncertaintyastothepowersofafore.ignLiquidatorbefore
any eXequatur decision is dispeLLed. Under French Law, for exampLe,
even though the question is stjLL disputed, it  is wide[y acknowIedged
that foreign bankruptcy judgments in themseLves constitue an authenti c
form of evidence conl'erring on the Liquidator the power to be party to
legaL proceedings  on behalf of the general body of creditors, to take
certain protective merasures, to cLaim in a concurrent bankruptcy opened
in France, etc.
To heLp the Liquidator to fuIfiL  his task abroad the document provided
for in ArticLe 29(2) wiLt enabLe him to estabLish his status- However'
this certificate which caLls to mind the modet document annexed to the
Hague convention of 15 November 1965 on the service abroad of judiciaL
and extrajudiciaL documents in civil  or commerciaL matters, is no more
than an identity docurment. LegalLy, the bankruptcy  judgment, automaticaLLy
recognized and enforceabLe, is the soLe document authorizing the tiquidator
to act.
r,rrith the same concern for effectiveness/  ArticLe 29(3) aILows the
ljquidator to be assisted, in regard to acts to be carried out abroad,
by one or more co-Liquidators chosen from among persons who carry on
this act.ivity in the country concerned, or to detegate certain of his
pou,ers/ where the law governing the bankruptcy authorizes such a procedure
at national Luu"l63. This provision which is mereLy a "lacitity"  to enabLe
the ,'princ.ipaL',  liquidator to overcome dif f i cuLties arising f rom his
possibiLity Limited knowLedge of the Laws of the other countries in which
he has to carry out his duties is drafted jn such a way that it  ne'ither
prejudices nor effects, even indirectLy, appLication to "LegaL activities"
to the orovisions of rhe EEC Treaty on the right of establishment and
freedom to provide senvices.
63 Belgian, French anrj Dutch law permit the appointment of severat
L.iquidators. Italian  Law does not recognize  such a possib'iLity, but
authorizes the liqu'idator, to a certain extent, to deLegate his
pohrers to carry out certain acts on condjtion that th'i s is
authorized by ihe bankruptcy court (Art. 32 i.f.)"  Genman taw
provides for the appointment of severaL Verwalter onLy where the
undertaking  engagel; in separate business activities'-77- rrrlD/222l80-EN
In oractice such assistance wiIL be justified  by the extent of the assets
to be reaLized abroad, the foreseeabte difficuLties of enforcement or
those pertaining to fuLfi[ment of the obLigations incumbent on any
Liquidator, under the Laws of the other Contnacting States, tor exampte
in fiscaL, customs, sociat security or redundancy  tatters64.
It  w.iLL be for the Law governing the bankruptcy to determine whether the
tiquidators must act coLLectivety or whether each of them may act separateLy.
SimiLarLy, the fees of the co-Liquidator(s) wiLI be fixed in accondance
w'ith the [aw of the country in which the bankruptcy  was opened. FinaLLy,
it  shouLd be borne in mind that, in accordance with the prov'isions
of ArticLe 15-7, any poss'ible tiabiLity of these co-Liquidators wiLL be
a matter for the courts of the State in which the bankruptcy was opened.
ArticLe 30
Which reLates to a particular aspect of the debtorrs being depnived of the
power to deaL with his property, provides for the redirection of his maiL
to the Iiquidator by the postaL authorities.  The tatter,  when consuLted
by the Working Party, requested that, for the sake of convenience,
redirection of maiL to the Iiquidator shoutd atways be the subject of a
speciaL order of the court, as is the case in Germany (Sec.121 K0) and
that it  should be for a Limited period (six months with the possibil.ity
of nenewa[).
Under the terms of ArticLe IX of the Protoco[, the postaL authorities witt
be 'informed by the t'iquidator of the need to redi rect mai t and of the
termination of this measure. As has aIready been pointed out, the Liquidator
has the powerf conferred on him by the law governing the bankruptcy;
neverthetess,/under that Law, redirection of maiL has not been expressty
ordered by the court, the tiquidator witI have to obtain an express decision
from the authority specified in ArticLe 30.
64 cf. Sections 103 and 104 of the Reichsabgobenordnung and ArticLe  41
of the French Decree of 1967.-78- rl"r/D/222/80-EN
ArticLe  31
modifies to some extent nationaL Laws in favour of creditors residing abroad,
aIbe.it onLy within the EEC, in that firstLy'it  introduces the requ'irement of
individual notifi cation of known creditors and secondLy it  considerabIy
s.impIifies the ruLes governing the Lodg'ing of cLaims. The opportun'ity  for
such creditors to Lodge their cLaims by writing informaLLy to the authorities
r^eferred to in ArticLe X of the ProtocoL is  intended to Limit possibLe
difficult'ies they might face where, for exampLe, the Law governing the
bankruptcy requires the presence of creditors Lodging cLaims or speciaL
for"maLities for the Lodging of cLaims. There are, however, no changes to
the arrangements regarding the evidence nequi red for the verifi cation of
cLaims, nor to the procedures for contesting cLaims.
Although it  is stipulated that creditors wiLI be free to draft their  cLaims
in the.ir ourn Language, for exampLe, the transLation being a matter for the
bankruptcy authonities, it  is not, however, Laid down that any correspondence
sent to foreign creditors by the bankruptcy authorities must be transLated
by the Latter. These are, however, minor points. The probLems of substance
reLating to the Lodging, verification and admission of.L"its65  (time Limits,
not.i fication of creditors as to the position regard'i ng cLaims, whether or
not credjtors are subject to the pnocedures for  Lodging and verificat'ion,
the Legal nature of the verification of a claim, the probLem of cLaims
maturing at a future date, joint  and severaL debtors, debentune hoLdens,
provjs'ionaL admjssion of a cLaim, etc...)  in respect of which the Convention
makes no special arrangements,  form part of the conduct of the bankruptcy
procedure itseLf which under Ar^ticLe 18 is governed by the [aw of the
country in which the bankruptcy was opened-
65 C|. the comparativ,e Law study carried out by Mr. VAN DER GUCHTz oP. c'it.
1964, p. 1 93 et se,q.Because of the
these matters,
informed as to
in proceedings
they may appLy
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differences between the various nationaL Laws regarding
it  wiLl be desirable to keep interested parties weLL
the steps they wiLt have to take to safeguard their rights
opened in another State and as to the LegaL officers to whom
in this connection.
Lays down a rule which in practice wiL[ have to be tempered in accordance
with the binding ru[es [aid down by the Law of each State. ALthough it  is
Legal-[y certain that the bankruptcy authorities have the power to refuse,
for example, to authorize the continuance of a business, the tiquidator
wiLL have to respect LocaI administrative procedures or obtain the
necessary  authori zation to di smi ss 
"oak"aa66'
Article 33
The f.irst paragnaph of Articte 33 reiterates the princip[e aLready embodied
in ArticLe 29 in regard to the measures for protect'ing and realizing assets
that are to be impLemented by the Liquidator.
The orotective measures referred to in ArticLe 33(1) may incLude making
the jnventory, reg'istration of mortgages, recovery of certain items and,
more particutarLy,  the affixing of seaLs and the saLe of movabtes which
are per.i shabIe or cost l"y to preserve (merchandi se, busi ness assets where
appropriate). The Last two points demonstrate the marked differences between
the national laws regarding the authority from which the necessary
authorization ru.t  .ot"67.
66 Directive T5/129/EEC of 17.2.1975 on the approximation of the laws of
the Member States reLating to colLective redundancies  does not appty
to workers affected by a cessation of business resutting from a court
judgment. However, Directive ?7/187/EEC of 14.2.1977 reLating to the
iafeguarding of emptoyeest lights in the event of transfers of
undeitakingi, businesses or parts of businesses appties in the case of
coLlective proceedings.
67 Ct. in particu[ar vAN DER GUCHET, op. cit.1964, p. 164 et seq.
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In this connection, conflicts are to be expected  between the Lex concursus
and the Lex rei sitae,. In accordance with the generaL principLes atready
referred to above, the formen wiLL aLy down the extent of the Liquidatorrs
powers and wiLL stipulate by whom and how he is to be authorized to act
(enabL'ing  fonmaLit jes) .
The Lex s'itus
to empLoy, for
wiLt determ.ine the tocal procedure which it  may be necessary
example to affix  seaLs (pureLy 'impLementing formaLities).
The saLe by the Liquidator of moyabLes and, above aLL, of immovabLe
property s'ituated abroad highLights this conflict of Laws. Two systems
are equalty conceivabLe:
- the form of sa[e is determined by the Law governing the bankruptcy.
As these forms are not identicaL in bankruptcy matters in the Member
countries, however, it  w"ilL be necessary to choose the procedure in
the country in r,,ih'ich the property is situated which is ctosest to
that which may br: Laid down by the Law governinq the bankruptcy;
- the form of the saLe'is determ'ined by the bankrr.rptcy Law in force
in the country wltere the propet'ty is situated.
The t^/orking party dec'ided in favour of the f i nst system/ since onLy the
Law under wirich the bankruptcy was opened shouLd govern its  conduct.
ArticLe 33(?) therefore makes a distinction between, on the one hand, the
poss'ibi Lity of neaL'izing assets and the forms in which this is done -  both
being determined by the Lai"i governirrf the bankruptcy -  and, on the other,
the proceduraL  rules gtoverning reaLizat'ion, wh'ich wi t.L be those of the
Law obta'i ning wherd tfre property is situated. Thus,'i f  a debtor whose
bankruptcy has been op'ened in BeLgium possesses immovabLe  property in
Germany and if,  under BeLgian bankruptcy  Law, immovabLe  property can be
soLd onIy by auction, the property situated in Germany wiLL have to be sotd
by auct'i on even if  German lat,,i provides that 'i n bankruptcy matters'property
may equaLLy welL be sotd by plivate treaty as by auction. However/ the
saLe by auct'ion in Germany  wiLL be conducted in accordance wjth the
procedure Lajd down by German Law for this purpose. ConverseLy, if  the
law of the country where the immovabLe property is situated Lays down-81 - TTT/ D/222/ 80-EN
that the sa[e must be by auction, the property nay nevertheLess  be sotd by
private treaty or by some other means where under the [aw govern'ing the
bankruptcy, the Liquidator has the right to decide.ObviousLy,  the Law of
the country in which the immovabLe property is situated wiLL determine
whether or not a mortgage to which the property is bubject is canceLted
by  the saLe etc...  More precisety, and to take account of certain national
ruLes on the respective  pou,ers of disposaL of the Liquidator and of a
mortgagee or secured creditor (Art. 57 FW; Arts. 83 and 84 of the French
taw), paragraph 1 in fine Lays down that the Liquidator may himseLf d'ispose
of property subject to a charge only insofar as this is permitted by the
law of the State in which the property is situated or from the time [aid
down by that Law.
Whether in regard to protective meaaures or measures to reaIize assets, it
1"1as considered essentiaL to make express provision in the Convention (Articte
33, Last paragraph) for the possib'iIity, in order to safeguard Iegitimate
interests, of recourse to the Local procedures avaiIabLe in regard to urgent
matters. Thus, where the Liquidator wished to selt an item of movabLe
property which he considers pelishabLe, aLthough in fact it  is not, any
interested person, for exampLe the owner who has hired out the property
or the debtor himself, may apply to the courts of the country in which the
bankruptcy r.las opened which wiLL have soLe jurisdiction to rute on whether
such an appIication is admissibLe and weLL founded. However, if  it  pl'oves
necessary to stay execution as a matter of urgency, the opposing panty
wiLL be abte to bring the matter before the court of the place of enforce-
ment to obtain, possibLy, a stay of execution untiL the d'ispute has been
decided by the court having jurisd'iction in the country in which the
bankruptcy t,tas opened.
Section IV -  Effects of the bankruptcv on the estate of the debtor
ArticLe 34
The first  paragraph of this articte affirms in the cLearest fashion the
principLe of universaLity of the bankruptcy. ArticLe 20 aLready provides
that cessation of the debtor's power to deaL with his property applies
automaticaLLy  in aLI the Contracting States independentLy of any formaLity
as to recognition or advertisement of the judgment. ArticLe 34 deveiops
this principLe in reLation to assets thus affected by cessation of the-  82 -  rrr/D/222/80'EN
debtor,s power to deaL with his property in terms of both space and time'
NaturaLly, property of which the bankrupt is not the owner or which can be
cLaimed by others (property held as security, in trust) does not form part
of the assets.
contrary to the situatiorr under certain nationaL laws of Section 238 K0)
the movabLe and immovabLe,property  of the bankrupt situated in the other
Contracting States wiLL {'orm part of the assets which the L'iquidator is
required to seize and rearL.ize. The same wilL apLLy to property situated in
third states (aLways prol,iding that the Liquidator is abLe to actuatLy seize
it)  onty to the extent larid dor^rn by the laul governing the bankruptcy (of
Art. 19(Z) and 43(D68. J'he Convention admits onLy the two exceptions to
this orincipLe examined under Articles 10(2) and 66. (The case where,
because of the speciaL status of the debtor, the bankruptcy cannot take
effect'in aLL the Contrac;t'ing States; a bankruptcy which is pureLy territoriaI
in the event of a success;fuL chaLLenge in one country)'
The principLe of universaLity is,  however, tempered somewhat by ArticLe 34
Q) and 3) reLating resperctiveLy to future assets and assets which cannot
be se'i z ed .
In eight of the nine Member States, cessation of the debtor's power to deaI
91ith his property affect:; not onLy the bankruptrs existing assets but aLso
those to which he may become entitLed whiLe he is in the state of bankruptcy
(inherited property, assets acquired as a resuLt of a net,J business activi ty168"
but this is not the case in German Law (Section 1(I) K0). It  was important
therefore to specify whir:h Law was to stipuLate whether or not future property
forms part of the assets when a debtor declared bankrupt in BeLgium, for
exampLe,  possesses proper'ty 'i n Germany. Thi s requi red a choi ce between
BeLqjan Lat^l, the Law govern'ing the bankruptcy, and German Law, the tex rei
sitae. At the suggestion of the German deLegation itseLf, the t'Jorking Party
decided in favour of the Law governing the bankruptcy; it  appeared LogicaL
to the Working Party thali the Law, which governs cessation of the debtorrs
powen to deaL with h'is property, shouLd aLso govern its  extent' Thus, when
the bankruptcy is opened in the FederaL RepubLic, cessation of the debtor's
Dohrer to deaL with his property wiLL not affect future property no matter
where it  is situated.
6g cf.  NADELMANN, preLiminary Draft EEC Banknuptcy convention: assets situated
abroad and the probLerns t-hey pose. Riv. di diritto  internazionaLe privato
e processual-e, 1970' P. 501 et seq-
69 Cf. Art.  4t+t+, BeLgian Commerciat Code, Ant. 15 of the 1967 French Law,
Art.2740 of the civiL code and 42(D of the ItaLian bankruptcy Law;
Art. 20 of the Dutch FtJ.  '/ '-83- III/ D/222/80-EN
The confLict between the provisions of the Law governing the bankruptcy
and those of the Lex situs does not concern future property atone; under
the majority of the national tegaL systems, certain assets, the list  of
which may vary from one country to another, are not affected by the cessation
of the debtor,s power to deaL uith his property by virtue of the fact that
they cannot be seized. In most cases, this is on sociat grounds peculiar to
each State. Article 34(3) therefore refers onLy to the Law of the State in
which the property is situated.
There i s Litt Le danger of thi s
estates of unseizabLe assets,
to the debtor and his famiLY -
saLaries and pensions arer'i n
more than one State.
69 Cf. Art - 56 of the 1967
Federa L Const i tut i ona  L
soLution Leading to the aggregation of nine
because most of them -  those which are indispensable
are smaLL in number.0ther  assets, such as
practice/ very rareLy pa'id to the bankrupt in
French Law; Section 45 K0 was annu[led by the
Court on 24.7.1968 (BGB1. I,  9- 994)-
FinaLLy, it  shouLd be pointed out that ArticLe 34 (3) does not empLoy the
term "property which may not be seized" but detiberatety adopts the wider
expression of property "excLuded from the banknuptcy"'
Article 35
LegisLative authorities have generaLLy been severe with regard to the
bankrupt's spouser'in part'icuLar with regard to the wife. This severity
usuaLLy takes the form of certa'in restrictions on the rights and benefits
which the spouse may claim in order to avoid any attemted fraud to the
detriment of the creditors.
First of a[1, the bankruptcy of a debtor considerab[y curtaiLs any opportunity
for the spouse to regain possession of personaI proDertY. Thus the taws of
the Contracting States, with the exception of France and Germany"', ?ecognize
in principte the "Muc'ian presumption" according to which property acquired
for vaLuabLe consideration by the bankruptrs spouse since the marriage is
presumed to have been acquired with his funds and, consequent[y, is  incLuded
in the bankruptcy assets. In the United Kingdom there is no genenal presumption,'E4-
but the Law lays down that funds advanced
spouse in respect of professionaL activit
assets of the Latter and may be recovered
.  .,70
been pa'l o
This presumption, which is a provision
of Law qoverning matrimc'niaL property
pub L i c po L i cy and app L'ie's whatever t he
the Law governing the serme-
of bankruptcY Law and not a ruLe
rights is considered to be one of
matrimoniaL  proPertY rights and
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by a married person
ies form pant of the
only after atL the
to hi s or her
bankrupt cy
creditors have
Those nationaL Laws which recognize such a presumption differ,  however, 
z1
with reqarrj to its  appLi cation. some appty 'it onLy w'ith regard to the w'ife
whereas the others appLy it  to both the husband and the wi f"72 '  However,
.it js above aLL the nature of the proof intended to rebut the presumption
that has given rise to a difficuLty, with the soLution under Betgian Law
which requires, as a generaL ruLe, an inventory or authentic document
Listing the property cLaimed separateLy according to its  nature, and the
time and manner of its  ircquisition.
such differences const'i'tute serious obstacLes to straightforward  appLication
of the law governing thr: bankrupt_cyl recommended  unanirnousLy in  LegaL works
77
and generat.Ly  adopted in case Law'--
Thus the fniorking Party ruLed out operation of the "Mucian presumption"
that miqht apply under the Law governing the bankruptcy to property
situated in Contract'i ng States whose Law does not admit such a presumpt'i on,
unLess the Law governing matrimoniaL propenty rights reintroduced  such a
2t. .  t+
oresumpt  1 0n
70 Bankruptcy Act 1914, Paqe 36-
71 Belg'ium (ArticLe 553 et seq. CommenciaL Code) and Luxembourg'
72 ItaLy (ArticLe 70 of the bankruptcy Law) and NetherLands (ArticLe 61,
Ftrl and 205 8|,rl).
73 Ct. TROCHU op. cit-  page 215; see aLso 0rL6ans 17'7'1895  CLUNET  1895'
page 1038 and Bruss€Ls 2.7-1902, CLUNET 1904 p' 202'
74 There is therefore cumuLative appLication of the Lex conqursus and the
Lex rei sitae possibrLy  adj usted by the Lex matrimfriJl-1p-pLi  cation of
T#-ifiter  lJw is surprising since tfre tutucian presumption is,  as we
nave seen, an institution pecuLiar to bankruptcy'-85- IIT/ D/ 222/ 8O.EN
Moreover, the Working Party drew up a uniform law according to which aIL
modes of proof to the contrany ane not,r admissible (Articte 1 of Annex I).
The scope of this  Law shouLd be made clear: it  constitutes onty a ru[e of
evidence intended to rebut the Mucian presumption where the Latter woutd
have had to appLy under the system referred to above.
The question of "tes avantages matrimoniaux" and disposa[s of property to
a spouse without vaLuabte consideration  which is deaLt with in ArticLe
35(2) also shows up legisLative differences  which do not concern onLy
bankruptcy  Law:
-  Under BeLgian Law (Artic[e 557 of the CommerciaL Code) and French
Law (Articte 58 of the Law of 1967), "Les avantages matrimoniaux"
ane, under certain conditions, void as against the generaL body of
creditors who, by way of compensation,  cannot avaiL themseLves of
those granted to the bankrupt;
-  Under United Kingdom tawr gifts  and certain Iife  assurances are void
'  as against the Liquidator if  the donon becomes bankrupt within two
or ten years according to the case in point (Bankruptcy Act, Section
42). Moreover, where property is purchased by a married person and
transferred to his or her spouse, it  is presumed, in the absence of
proof to the contrary, that the property has been donated or settLed
under a trust;
-  Under NetherLands Law, onLy promises of matrimonial benefits are void
as against the generaI body of creditors (ArticLe 62 FW);
-  Under German taw this question is covered by the provisions governing
the suspect period: under Secti on 32(2) K0, tnansactions carried out
1^1ithout vaLuable consideration by the bankrupt in favour of his or
her spouse during the two years preceding the bankruptcy,,may  be
annuL Led;-86- TII/D/222l8O.EN
-  Di sposa Is of property effected without vaLuabLe consideration  during
the tt,,ro years preceding the bankruptcy are declared invaLid as against
the creditors under Article 64 of the ItaLian Law on bankruptcY,  which
makes no dist'inction between the spouse and other benefi c'iaries. This
provision is,  hourever, reinforced to a considerabLe  extent by the
prohibition of gifts  between spouses Laid down in ArticLe 781 of the
Civi L Code which may be invoked by the Liquid.tor75.
The drawing-up of a common Law Limited to bankruptcy Iaw couLd have given
rise to excessive difficulties.  Thus, the Working Party considered it
pref erabl.e to simpLy cc,me down in f avour of the speci f i c prov'isions of
the Law governing the bankruptcy'in accordance with the solution most
often acceoted.
FinalLy, those nationaL taws wh'ich make provision for a statutory charge
in favour of the married woman generaLLy impose restrictions, in the event
of the bankruptcy of the husband, as regards its  subject matter and the
cLaims serured where the husband was a trader at the time of the marriage
or became one within a certain period thereaft"r76. The Convention  contains
no express  pnovi sions c,n thi s point.
FirstLy, there is no doubt that the solution based on apptication of the
law governing the materiaL'interests  of the spouses shouLd be rejected  as
in the pr^eceding case, since this problem does not come within the normal
framework of situations governed by the Law govern'ing matrimoniat property
rights which at the most has a creative power insofar as the spouse may
cLaim certain advantages or secured riEhts onLy where these are permitted
under the Law governinE the pecuniary'interests  of the spouses. The
LeqjsLators  are dividedi between appL'ication of the Law governing the
bankruptcy and that of the State in which the encumbered property is
77 situated".
For the combination of these two provis'i ons, cf.ProvinciaL'i ,  ManuaLe di
FaLL., ivliLan 1953,pa9€ 358 and for that between ArticLe 781 of the CiviL
Code and the Mucian presemption.  Cass. ItaL. 20.3.1959' Gir. it.1964,
I,  T- col. 49.
This is the case under BeLgian Law (ArticLe 64 of the Mortgage Law of
16.12.1851 and 559 of the CommerciaL Code) and ItaLian Law so[eLy in
respect of the dowery of the wife (ArticLe 2817 of the CiviL Code and
69 of the Iar^r on bankruptcy).  Since the reform of matnimonial property
rights, effected by the Law of 13.7.1965, French Law now provides for a
statutory charge on the part of spouses, but the Law of 1967 repealed
ArticLe 544 of the CommerciaL Code which contained provisions almost
identicaL to those of ArticLe 559 of the BeLgian CommerciaL Code.
Cf. TR0CHU, oF. cit.  pages 211-213.
./.
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For the reasons aLready stated in the introduction, to which we wiLt return
in connection with Section VI, the subject matter and scope of secured rights,
whether generat or speciaL, are, under the Convention, determined by the
Lex rei sitle.  It  wilt  therefore be the provisions of the Lex rei sitae
specific to bankruptcy which witt define any restrictions p[aced on the
wifers statutory charge over the immovable property of her husband, subject
of course to the ruLe re[ating to the suspect period with regard to the
vaLidity as against the generaL body of creditors of the reg'istration of
such a charge.
Section V -  Effects of the bankruptcy on past acts and on !urr€n.L-!-qn!-Ce-qll
ArticLes 36 to 41 of the Convention contain the essence of the provisions
of TitLe IV wh'ich are the subject of the reservation contained in ArticLe
18(2) insofar as the object of the Latter is to derogate from application
of the [ex concursus to the effects of the bankruptcy.
In fact, onLy certain provisions of Section V tay down ruLes for resoLv'ing
confLicts which make reference to a Law other than that governing the
bankruptcy: this is so for the Iaw appLicabIe to recovery actions (ArticLe
37), contracts of empLoyment (ArticLe 38), Leasing and hiring (ArticLe 39)
and saLe (Articl-e 40). These cases are derogations from the principLe
embodied in Artic[e 18(2) dictated either by the normaI operation of the
ruLes of private internationaL  Iaw or by speciaI considerations  concern'ing
social poLicy or the security of transactions.
The uniform Laws provided for in ArticLes 36 (and 41) have a different
purpose, however, which is to resolve the present uncertainties with to
determining the Law applicabLe to centain matters, such as set-off and
cIauses containing a reservation of titIe,  where severa[ [aws confLict
the [aw governing the bankruptcy, taws governing cLaims, the Law of the
State in which the property is situated, and, moreover apptication of one
or the other, or even a combination of them, would not have produced a
sat i sfa ctory resu Lt .-  88- r.rr / D/ 222/ 3A-EN
The technique of the unification of the nationaL bankruptcy  Laws has
thenefore been adopted in matters where such Laws provided very diffenent
soLut'ions,  because of the serious economic  consequence that any other
soLution  1^rouLd have aLLoured to persist or wouLd have creat"d78.
ArticLe 36 deaLs with thg position regarding set-off in cases of bankruptcy'
Set-off in bankruptcy prgceedings,  between t1tro reciprocaI obIigat'ions whi ch
have arisen unden two d'i1'ferent system$ of Law, gives rise to a problem
whi ch i s parti cuLarLy d'i1'f i cuLt to resotve mereLy by the operation of the
nuLes of private internationaL Law. Determination of the appLicabIe  Law is
aLL the more difficuLt as; there is aLready disagreement in case Law and
LegaL works on this point even where is no bankrupt ryTg'. Moreover, since
the substance of the natrionaL Laws differs,  adoption of a simpLe confLict
rule wouLd.inevitabLy create unacceptabLe'inequaLities  between credito.r80.
Under aLt the LegaL systelms that faLL to be considered, however, set-off
'is aLways shown as having a duaL noLe; it  is a simpLified method of
settIement and a guarantee of payment. However, whereas'in France, BeIgium
and Luxembourg no impL'ication is denied from the guarantee function, the
authors of German, ItaLi;tn and Dutch LegisLation have, in contrast, emphasized
the idea of security which set-off affords to creditors and debtors, without
negLecting the simpLifyirrg effect on accountancy aspects of set-off. The
two tendencies give rise to a complete contrast in the event of bankruptcy;
when viewed as a guarantere, set-Off becomes firmLy anchored, or is even
R1
deveLopedo',  wheneas vievled as a means of payment, it  is frustrated by
cessation of the debtorrs; power to deal with his property and the rule of
equaLity of creditors.
78 VAN DER GUCHT, Draft HEC Bankruptcy Convent'ion, J. Comm. BeLgique 1968,
Ifi,  361 et seq.
79 C+, the anaLysis of Lergal wonks made by TR0cHU, op. cit.  p.181, which
are div'ided on the res;pective appLicabi lity  of the Law govenning  each
of the cLaims and of Lrankruptcy Law.
80 cf . vAN DER GUCHT, op., cit.  196t*, p. 274; and CoPPENS, for set-off after
bankrupt cy, in Id6es louveLLes dans Le droit de La failLiterp.  201 et
seq. and Jur. com. beLge 1968, II  205.
81 Cf. Sections 54 et secl. K0 and ArticLe 53 et seq. Ftd; ItaLian Law aILowed
set-off in 1942, cf. ArticLe 56 l.f.  and FOSCHINI, La compensazione neL
faLLimento,  fvloRANO, 1965. As regards United Kingdom Law, cf.  Bankruptcy
Act 1914 o. 31 and Companies Act 1948' p- 317--89- IIT/D/222/80-EN
Thus, in the Latter case, no set-off, whether statutory, judiciaL or
contractual, is admissib[e for the benefit of a person who is both a
creditor and debtor of the bankrupt from the time of the judgment opening
the bankruptcy. As a debtor, he has to pay everything he owes; as a
creditor he is subject to the tall on dividends. By way of an except'ion,
however, Betg'ian and, above a[[,  French case Iat^l recognize that set-off
may operate after the opening of the bankruptcy, i.e.  even though the
conditions concerning Liquidity and tiabil'ity  for payment of the two
debts are met only after the bankruptcy, where the claims and debts are
in the same account or if  the two debts anise from the same contract.
The need for a minimum degree of uniform law was evident. However, the
drawing-up of commol taws, even when restricted jn scope, presupposes
rec'iprocaL concessions,  each country showing some hesitation in giving
up traditionaL sotutions which have their own raison drdtre. A choice
had to be made.
The minimum uniform Law contained in ArticLe 2 of Annex I  represents a
compromise  between German, Dutch and ltalian  taw.
Under ArticLe 2(1) -  and this is the onty reaI objective of the uniform
Iaw -  set-off is possibIe where the conditions concerning tiabiLity for
payment or [iquidity of the ctaims to be set off or one of them are met
onLy after the opening of the bankruptcy. The uniform taw confines
itseIf  to removing the prohibitive effect of the bankruptcy. Set-off
established at the time of decLaration of the bankruptcy, in particulqr
statutory set-off which generatty comes into operation automaticaLty,
'is not the subject of the text.  For set-off to be possible under the
uniform Law, the ctaim and debt must at [east exist in the same estate
at the Latest at the date when the bankruptcy was opened. Consequent[y,
the uniform law does not cover set-off in the event of the acquisition
of a c[aim or debt subsequent to the bankruptcy, for exampLe by inheritance;
or again, in the event of a ctaim aris'ing after the opening of the
bankruptcy  (cl.aim in respect of a debt incurred on behaLf of the generaL
body of creditors).-90- ITT / DI 222l 8O-EN
ALthough the un'iform Law no Longer contains a stiputation to this effect
as contained in a previous version, it  is  reasonabLe to assume that
set-off wiLL aLso apply'in the case of debts where one is not stipuLated
in the contract but arises from the non-performance of the latter  subsequent
to the bankruptcY.
The unjform Law then deals with cases in which the conditions regarding
fiabiIity  lor payment or Liquidity are not met at the time of bankruptcy'
First of aLL there are those cLaims that wiLL mature at a future date'
FoLlowing in this respect those Legal systems which aLLow set-off in the
event of bankruptcy, paragraph 2 of Ar"ticte 2 in a way effects an
acceLeration  ofpayment with regard to the creditor whereas as a general
ruIe acceLeration of payment appl'ies only'in respect of the debts of the
bankrupt. The claim on the bankrupt wiL[ be evaLuated on the date of the
opening of the bankruptcy in accordance with speciat ruLes to this effect
provided for under the law governing the bankruptcy if  they exist (cf'
Section 65 K0; ArticLes 130 and 131 Fltll) and in the absence of such ruLes,
by the transposit'ion  of those relating to the Liabi L'ity for payment of
debts of the bankrupt which are not due (cf- Article 450 of the BeLgian
CommerciaL Code),
Set-off will  aLso apply in the case of claims expressed in foreign
x)
currencies".  St'i puLation of a foreign currency constitutes'i n most cases
simpLy the seLection of a money of account that results in payment'in the
currency of the forum, the mechanics of which are similar to those of an
jndex-tinking  cLause. It  was Log'icaL that the same soLution shouLd appLy
where the debt of the bankrupt is a debt in kind, wh'ich is not evaLuated
in money (Cf. Sections 54-4, 69 and 70 K0)-
By contrast, the uniform Law does not refer to set-off for claims to which
a suspensory condition attaches. The probLem here is different from that
of cLaims payabLe at a future date. A cLaim subject to a suspensory
condition does not ex'ist untiL the condition has been satisfied,  and the
opening of the bankruptcy does not change this in any way. The tdork'ing
82 Cf. European Convention on foreign money LiabiLities concLuded in 1967
under the auspices clf the Counc'iL of Europe. See also with regard to
conversion, ArticLe 37(2) of the Fnench law of 1967-
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party decided not to go as far as German and Dutch Law which facititate
set-off in the event of bankruptcy often beyond even the provisions of
civiL Law. This point, Like aLL those not dea[t with in Article 2 of the
Annex, is a matter for the nationaL law, and wiLt be resoLved in accordance
with the confLict ruLes of the court adjudicating the bankruptcy (ArticLe
18(2)).
ArticLe 37
The Laws of alt  Community countries make provision for the invaLidity
(FederaL Republic of Germany  and France), nuLtity (Belgium, Luxembourg,
NetherLands) or ineffectiveness (ItaLy) of certain acts performed by the
debtor before the open'ing of the bankrupt.y83.
The nationaL systems differ,  however, on the balance to be achieved  between
equaL treatment for creditors and the credit requirements and consequentLy
the technique to be apptied. Whereas the BeLg'ian, French and Luxembourg
LegaL systems, which Link invaLidity to the cessation of payments, are
intended primari Ly to re-estabLish equatity betr,leen the creditors, by
stiputating that transactions LikeLy to benefit one of them, even if  he
acts in good faith,  to the detriment of the general body of creditors are
invaLid, Dutch and, to a Lesser extent, German, ItaLian and United Kingdom
Law, which incLine more to the concept of the action to set aside frauds
on creditors, attach greater importance to the security of transactions,
which normaLLy  may be chaLLenged onLy'in so far as the other contracting
party t,las aware of the precarious situation of the debtor84-
In the case of BeLgium and Luxembourg, ArticLe 445-49 of the CommerciaL
code; France, ArticLes 29 to 34 of the taw of 1967; Itaty,  Artic[e 64
et seq. of the Bankruptcy  Law; NetherLands, ArticLes 42 to 48 F|.j;
FederaL Repubtic of Germany, Sections 29 to 42 KO 222 K0, Sectjon 342 HGB.
HEENEN, Les nuLLit6s de La p6riode suspecte dans Les pays de La CEE Liber
amicorum Baron FREDERICQ/ 1965, page 557 et seq.; VAN DER GUCHT, J.  Comm.
BrusseLs, 1964, page 219 et seq. and GANSH0F,  Le droit ...  op. cit'
page 67.
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Moreover, very great diff'erences exist with regand to tfre definition and
duration of the "suspect period" preceding the open'ing gf the bankruptcy
and durinq which acts which may be LegalLy set aside have to have been
executed. The concept on date of cessation of payments are not recognized
everywhere.  Above aLL, however, the periods vary from 40 days in the
Nether"Lands to two years'i n ItaLy; Belg'i um, Luxembourg  and German Latat
generaLLy  adopt a period of six months whereas French Law, untiL 1967,
provided for a period.that was theoreticaLLy  L'imited to that of the
period of Limitationo'. LJnder Danish arrd United Kingdom Law, the period
is caLcuLatecl not from the bankruptcy, but from the petjt'ion.
Encouraged nevertheless  by the finding that aLL the nationaL Laws recognized
to a greater or Lesser degree a system of de jure'i nvaL'i dity (for
transactions executed w'ithout consideration, abnonmaL payments -..)  and
opt'ionaL invaL'1dity, the working Party in'itiaL Ly drew up unifonm
substantive ruLes, one oli the merits of which was to tighter up, reLevant
per iods. The initiaL agreement did not, however, survive the negotiations
that foL[owed enLangement of the EEC and faced with the excessive  numben
of reservations which clestroyed the uniform nature of the substantive Laws,
the i,r1orking party preferred the Leave the matter to be resoLved in accordance
with the confLict ruLes provided for in Article 18 which wiLL probabLy resuLt
in d.irect aprtL'ication of the nationaL l.aw governing the bankruptcy having
regard tc the aim pursued"
It  is highLy desirabLe that an approxirrration of  Laws shouLd be carried out
on this pojnt at a Later date to avoid the continuation of excessive disparities,
which give rise to serious difficuLties'in trade within the Commun'ity.
Actions brought in regarrl to the suspect period are parilicuLarLy severe in
nature in tl"rat they can ief f ect even payments whi ch unden ondinary law ire
not covered by PauLjan ar:tions that penaL'i ze the proven fraud of the
debto r .
85 Since the Law at 1967 (ArticLe
Party, the date of cerssation of
t he bank rupt cY bY morr: t han 18
20), based on the work of the Working
payments cannot precede the opening of
months.-93- III/ D/ 222l80-EN
Under no nationaL Law do the provisions specific to bankruptcy precLude  the
blinging, in the course of the bankruptcy, of a Paut'ian action under
9A
ordinary Law"'. In fact, this  Latter remedy is the only one which aLLows
acts prior to the suspect period and those executed between ratification
a4d termination of a composition to be set aside. It  may aLso be brought'in
the case of acts carried out during the suspect period, and aLthough the
c.onditions which have to be met for it  to be brought are generaLLy stricter,
it  wiLL be possibte for the two remedies to be empLoyed simultaneousty.
Ar.t.icLe 37 compLements  the rute of excLusive jurisdiction Laid down in
ArticLe 15(1) of the Convention with a stipuLation as to the appLicable
Law, whichr'in the first  pLace, can only be the [aw governing the bankruptcy.
If  that Law contains no specific provisions in the event of bankruptcy for
the recovery action in question brought in the interests o faLL the creditors,
reference in made to the provisions of the Law governing the disputed act
which are, however, appLicabIe in the event of bankruptcy. Thus a "suspect
period" system can be reintroduced by this means. FinaLLy, it  shouLd be
stated that the Law to which Articte 37 refers may be that of a non-Member
St ate .
86 Cf. in particuLar Artic[es 1167 of the French, Belgian and Luxembourg
CiviL Codes, 2901 of the ltalian  Code and 1377 of the Nethertands CiviL
Code. t^Jhere they ane brought in connection with a bankruptcy (cf- ArticLe
448 of the Betgian CommerciaL Code, 66 of the ItaLian bankruptcy taw,
12 of the Netherlands  FW and 31 KO) such actions are often subject to
proceduraL  changes which make them simiLar to actions in respect of the
suspect period; thus, under French Law (com. 7.6.1967, BULL. III,  page
224), as under other Laws, the PauLian action becomes an action arising
from the bankruptcy and an action on behaLf of the generaI body of
creditors which can be brought onLy by the Liquidator and before the
court adj udi cat i ng t he bank rupt cy.-94- rrr/ D/222/ 80-EN
ArticLes 38 to 41
A. Genera-[ considenations
Apart fnom possibLe appLication of the suspect period rutes, bankruptcy
may have two types of effect on contracts and acts executed by the debtor
before it  is opened. It  may either Lead to their termination or modify
thei r effects.
In princ.i pLe, onLy contracts entered'i nto intuitu personae (agencies,
partnersh.ips ...)  are automaticaLLy terminated by the opening of the
bankruptcy. As regards other bi LateraL contracts, the Liquidator  has in
most cases the riqht to choose whether they are to be maintainedin  force
or canceLLed. If  he is'in  favour of the contracts being performed the other
contnact'ing parties are incLudedrin regand to the consideration  they are to
received, in the generaL body of creditors, whereas if  the contract is
canceLLed,  the damages which may be accorded constitute a cIaim in the
87 estate
As it  is a question of establishing  whether, by whom and under what
condit'ions current contracts may be canceLLed or maintained in fonce/ or
again whether cLauses providing for canceLLation in the event of bankruptcy
have to be impLemented,'it  wouLd be naturaL to resort excLusively to the
Law of the State in which the bankruptcy was opened. Since these points
caI L into question the powers of the authonities admirristering the
bankruptcy, in part'icuLar the Liqu'idator, it  wiLL be that  Law which
wi [. I determine, in principLe, the consequences of canceL Ling contracts
or majntaining them in force (ArticLe 18(Z>88,
87 Ct. the very {Jener.aI prov'isions of Art'icLe 38 of the French Law of 1967
compare w.ith Sectiorrs 17 et seq. K0 and 50 Vg0; ArticLes 72 to 83 of
the ItaLian bankruptcy law and 37 et seq of the FW which aIso contain
provisions specific to certain contracts.
88 The Law governing tl"re bankruptcy, which as has been stated is understood
to be the Law of ther State in which the bankruptcy  hras openedjncLuding
possibLy.its ruLes of private internationat Law, may refer to a Law other
than the national  L;rw of that State, fon exampte, the Law which governs
the company's instrument of incorporation since it  is for that Law onLy
t6 determine whether the bankruptcy of the company or that of a member
qives rise to its  dissoLution. In generaL, these two Laws are the same
io.  rorpunies whose registered office is within the EEC, given the
criterion for deternrining j uridi ction empLoyed.-95- TTT/ D/ 22?/ 80-EN
Here the question at issue is that of ensuring the equaLity of creditors,
in accondance with the very objectives of bankruptcy. 1f the principLes
are strictty  adhered to the nationaIity and domici[e of the part'ies, the
pLace where the transaction was concLuded or executed and the Location
of property should not be of any significance, just as one shouLd not have
to refer to the Law governing the contract since the charges made to the
rights of the other contracting parties do not resuLt from the intrinsic
terms of the contract but from an externat factor, the oocurrence of the
bankruptcy of the debtor.
For the reasons already set out, however, the tJorking Party was unabLe to
appLy these principLes strictLy and had to derogate from them in the case
of certa'in contracts which, moreover, had the advantage of providing
objective connecting criteria that generaL[y enabte the competent court
and the appL'icabLe  law to coincide (cf.  for the exceptions referred to,
for the vis attractiva concursus, ArticIe 15(8))  -
It  should be pointed out that Artic[es 38 to
and preferentiaL  cLaims which are deatt with
do not apply to secured
Sections VI (ArticLe 42).
41
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B. ArticLe 38
AppL.ication of the Law govern'ing the bankruptcy as regards the effects of
the bankruptcy on contracts of emp[oyment has in principle been ruLed out
subject to a reservation which uriLL be examined beLow since the LegaL
position of emptoyeesS9 
"nd their rights in the event of the bankruptcy
of the emptoyer (cf.  Section 22 KO: ArticLe 2119(3) and 2778(1) of the
ItaLian Civi L Code; Artic[e 40 Ft^J) differ greatty f rom one nationaI tegat
system to another. For exampLe, and to ant'icipate Section VI, under French
Iaw, wage-earners have a "super-preferentiaL ctaim" which appIies in the
event of a "Liquidation des biens" ou "169Lement judiciaire" and which
enabIes them, notwithstanding the existence of any other preferentiat ctaim,
89 The contract of employment referred to in ArticLe 38'is a generic term
which must be understood to mean both contracts for the hire of services
and contnacts of employment  or apprentieship, i.e.  any Legat rationship
of subordination of an empLoyee to an empLoyer, whatever the nature of
the remuneration and the intervats at wh'ich it  i s pa'id.-96' rlr/D/222/80-EN
to rece.ive out of the.in,itiaL receipts of funds the unattachable  portion of
the sums due (Articles 50,51 and 155 of the Law of 1967); the L'iquidator
must also pay them immed'iateLy,  as a temporary measure, and before the
amount of the super-preferentiaL  cLaims is estabLished, a sum equaL to
the unattachabLe por^tion of one monthrs unpaid wages (ArticLe 51); in the
FederaLRepubLicofGerm,any,sinceareforminlgT4(Section5g(1)no3-4K0),
part of the unpaid wages is considered to be a debt'incurred  on behaLf of
the qeneraL body of cred'itors (MasseschuLden) in addition to the generat
right of preference.
one shouLrj however note the recent assumption of responsibitity in aLmost
a[L countries for part of the wages and atLowances due in the event of the
insoLvency of an empLoyer by guarantee funds which are then subrogated  to
the riqhts of the employees; a directive is being drawn up on this subject'
Moreover, the Laws on enrPLoYment
poLicy of each State for' them to
are too cLoseLy connected with the sociaL
be changed even in the event of bankruptcy'
It  is therefore the bank:ruptcy  provisions (if  they exist, and faiting th'is
the generaL pr^ovisions) of the Law appLicabLe to the contract of empLoyment
wh.ich wiLL determjne thel effects of the bankruptcy on the contract of
empLoyment  if  it  is the Law of the Contracting State'
0therw.ise, it  wiIL be the private internationaL  Law of the court having
jurisdiction which wi Ll determine the Law governing the contract of
empLoyment.  Pend'ing Comrnunity hanmonization  (in progress) of the substantive
ruIes or confLict ruLes consequent  upon the free movement of workers in
the EEc90, we shaLL mergLy state here that in generaL one finds more or
Iess, Limited recourse 'to the principLe of autonomy and fai Ling th'is, a
fairly  definite preference for the Law of the pLace where the work is
carried out rather than that of the pLace where the contract was entered
90 As neqards conflict nutes, the measures in question are the draft
Convent'ion on the Law rppiicabLe to contractuaL  obLigations (ArticLe 6)
and more especiaLLy for workers empLoyed  w'ithin the EEc, a draft
regulation on the basis of Articles 38 and 235 o't the EEC Treaty;
study of the harmonization of the substantive ruLes does not appear
to have been continued by the commission apart from the d'irectives
of  1975 and 1977 referred to above in footnote 66'-97- r7r/ D/22?/ 80-EN
into, e.e. that of the p[ace of engagement  which again becomes appLicabLe
only.if  the work has to be carried out in an unspecified Location or if
it  is not possibLe to determine a principaL Location for the execution cf
However, the free movement of workers and freedom of estabLishment  and
freedom to provide services aLready have repercussions on the contract
of emptoyment,  both on probabLe devetopments  of nationaL  Law in the
Member States of the EEC and on the outLook for the private internationaL
Law of those States, For workers who obtain employment with an empLoyen
in another EEC State and atso fon those who work for an employer who,
whiLe having h'is principaL pLace of business in one country has an
establishment in another, ArticLe 7 of CounciL ReguLation (EEC) no 1612/68
of  j5.10.1968 Lays down a presumption in favour of the appLication of the
Law of the  country in which the work is carried out; these workers enjoy
the same protection and treatment as nationaLs as regards aLL conditions
of emptoyment both inteLlectuaL and manuaL.
C. ArticLe 39
By way of derogation from the Law governing the bankruptcy, the hlorking
Party made the effects of the bankruptcy of the Lessee or lessor on Leases
or tenancies of immovabLe property and farm Leases subject to the tex rei
sitae and more preciseLy to the provisions of that Law specific to bankruptcy
(cf.  the detaiLed provisions of Sections 19 to 21 K0 and ArticLe 39 Fhl).
RuraL Leases or tenancies and [eases of immovabte property for commerciaL
or orofessionat use or use as dweLLings are, in Some countnies, too closeLy
connected with land Law for it  to be advisab[e to apply a Law other than
that governing reaL estate. The poLicy of the LegisLators in this respect,'
as with that of the contract of empLoyment,  was to give speciaI protection
to lessees and tenants by means of pubt'ic poLicy provisions, which are
often very comptex, any djsputes being for speciaIized courts to settte
(cf . ArticLe 15(8)).-98- trr/D/222/80-EN
The ruLe is expressly extended the cases in which the contract reLates to
a coLLection of items of movabLe and immovabLe  property which is often the
case with agri cuLturaL c'r commerciaL  undertakings'
It  shouLd finaLLy be pointed out that the prior question of the characterization
of property is deaLt with in ArticLe 19'
According to the majority of national Laws, it  is noh, scarceLy disputed'
since the work of Kahn and Bartin, that confLicts of characterization  are
in princ'ipLe resoLved bll reference to the Lex fori  uhere such characterization
requires designation of the appLicabLe Law' Thus at first  sight' the
characterizat'ion  Lege rr:i sitae adopted in ArticLe 19 is surprising even if
it  can be based on cert,ain precedents such as the Benelux Treaty ol  1969
(ArticLe 12). In fact, the soLution arJopted is not reaLLy an exception to
the generaL principLe described above if  it  is borne in mind that disputes
concerning immovabLe property (ArticLe 16(1) of the GeneraL Convention  and
ArticLe 15(8) of th'is conventjon) come within the excLusive jurisdiction  of
the courts of the Contracting State in which the immovabLe property is
s.ituated. The ruLe therefore had to be extended to movabLe property aLso
in order to avo'id confLicts of characterization'-99- III/  D/ 222/ 80-EN
D. Arti c te 40
ArticLe 40, Like ArticLes 38 and 39, deals onLy with the right to choose
enjoyed by the liquidator, subject to reservation of titLe  cLauses (ArticLe
42) and preferentiaI rights (Section VI). Some additionat comments on this
point wiLl not, however, be amiss.
to
The guarantees afforded/an  unpa'id vendor are, of necessity, d'ifferent
where the transfer of titLe between the vendor and the purchaser is
subject to different ruLes in the countries of the common market ano
some of those guarantees foLtow the rules reIating to transfer to title
or are based on ther91.
under BeLgian, French, rtalian and Luxembourg Law, wh'ich are consensuaL
Laws,thepurchaserinpninc.ipLebecomestheowner@eVen
before he has actualLy taken possession of the object soLd, whereas in
6ermany, whose law has remained cLoser to Roman concepts in this respect,
it  is necessary,  under Section 929, sentence 1 of the BGB, for the
purchaser of movable property to have taken possession of the thing soLd,
and for the two parties to have agreed to the transfer of title.  Under
certain conditions, there may not be a handing over of the property, or
an agreement may replace it.  As regards the transfer of tit[e  to immovable
property, Section 873(1) and Section 925() of the BGB Lay down that the
vendor and the purchaser must have agreed to the transfer of ownership  and
the change in the LegaL status of the property must have been recorded in
the Land register. The contract of sate in itself  gives rise onLy to a
right hav'ing the character of an obLigation. ActuaL handing over is aLso
necessary  under Dutch Law (ArticLe 639, 667 et seq BW).
The effects of the bankruptcy of one of the parties to the contract of sa[e
can therefore only be governed differentty under the Laws of those countries.
91 Cf. the comparative study by Mr VAN DER GUCHT, R'ights of the purchaser or
vendor in the event of the bankruptcy ol either of them, as opposed to
the nights of the creditors of the bankrupt. J. Com. BrusseLs 1965 page
213 et seq.IUU  - TTI/D/222/80.EN
These systems are stiLL <lpposed as far as their generaL approach is
concerned,  since the laws of the former cLearLy Limit the unpaid vendorrs
prerogatives  in the even| of the purchaserts bankruptcy,, whereas German
Law and Dutch Law pLace him in a much rnore favourabLe  posit'i on. These
differences are mainLy apparent in reLation to:
- the conditions for^exerci s'ing a right of recovery (verfoLgungsrecht
'J/
and rec Lamerecht) '-;
- the vaLidity as against the generaL body of creditors of cLauses
contain.ing a reservation of titLe,  which is deaLt with in ArticLe 41;
- the preferentiaL right of a seLLer of movables that have not been p
paid for,  which is non-existent  under German and ItaLian Law (except
in the case of a seLLer^ of machinery cost'ing more than 30 000 Lire),
and wh.ich, in the event of the purchaserrs bankruptcy' continues to
exist under Dutch Law if  the object is stiLL in the purchaserrs
possession, but not under French (Art. 60, bankruptcy  Iaw), BeIgian
or Luxembourg  Law (ArticLe 546 of the CommenciaL Code' save for an
exception Laid down in favour of suppLiers of professionaL
equipment  ) ,
From this brief survey it  can be seen that the difficulties  mentioned above
witI continue to exist as Long as the unification or harmonization of the
Law reLatinq to saLes has not been achieved. The Hague Convention of 1 JuLy
1964 (LUVI) and the conv,ent'ion concLucjed 'in Vienna in Apri L 1980 under the
auspices of the UN (CVIlvl ) have no s'i gnificant effect on the matter we are
cons.idering.  They are Limited to the internationaL  saLer of tangible movabLes.
t^lhat i s more, they do nc)t govern transfers of ownership. It  i s certain that
unification of the law vriLl one day have to be achieved between countries
which have endeavoured to set up an ec;onomic union, in an area in which
security of the main contmerciaL transactiOns -  saLes -  is at stake.
Un.i fication was conce'i vabLe'i n a bankruptcy Convention onLy in regard to
the effects of the bankruptcy aLone on the contract.
92 Ct. Section 44 German Bankruptcy code Arts. 546r 566 et seq. BeLgian
Commerc'iaL Code, 59 et seq. of the 1967 French Law, 75 of the Itatian
bankruptcy Law and 2-30-32 of the Dutch CommerciaL Code, See atso TROCHU,
op. cit.  pp. 176 et seq.After much discussion and in view of
to be incorporated in Section V, the
as few derogat'ions as possibIe from
which the bankruptcy was opened. For
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The choice of the taw appL'icabLe therefore had to satisfy two essentiaI
nequirements: to maintain as far as poss'ibIe the equaIity of creditors
and to ensure the security of commerciat reLations.
the Limited scope of the provisions
Working Party finaIty decided to make
apptication of the law of the state in
ArticLes 39 and 15(8) were based, the
immovabte property wiLL be determined
reasons simitar to those on which
effects of bankruptcy on saLes of
by the Lex rei sitae.
ArticLe 40 expressly treats in the same hray as saLes simiLar contracts,
which are in an intermediate position between Leases and sates, such as
Lease/sa[e, "cr6dit baiL" and Ieasing. The same wiIL app[y to mixed saLes
concerning both immovabLe propenty.  Whatever the name given either to the
contract or to the property to which it  relates, onty one system wiIL
therefore appty under the Lex situs ruLe.
E. ArticLe 41
The nationaL bankruptcy  [aws are in radicaL opposition to each other with
regard to the efficacy of ctauses subordinating the transfer of ownership
to payment in fult  of the price, incLuded in contracts for the saLe of
goo'ds. In BeIgium and Luxembourg,  such ctauses, which are lawfuL in
themseLves, are, according to present case Law, invalid as against the
generat body of creditors of the purchaser by reason of the principLe of
apparent soLvency  evidenced by the possession of objects purchased. Ita[y
requires writing bearing a definite date. In Germany, Denmark and the
Netherlands, and in France since the taw of 12 May 1980 was adopted,
reservation of titLe  may be invoked against the bankruptcy. In EngLand,
the vaLidity of the cLause depends on the Court's decision as to whether
the property acquired subject to reservation of titte  was, in fact, acquired
in circumstances ulhich wouLd indicate that the purchaser is the owner93;
93 See on this subject the reports presented at th€ lVth Jean DABIN Legat
seminar "Id6es nouvetIes dans te droit de La faiLIite"  BrusseLsr 1969.
See also WAELBRoECKT  "Le transfert de propri6te dans La vente drobjets
mobiLiers corporets en droit compa16; Unidroit study on hire purchase
saLes and credit sates of tangib[e movabtes in the member countries of
the Councit of Europe, 1968, pp. 51 et seq; particularly pp. 86 et seq.
As regards EngL'ish Law, see atso ALuminium Ind. VAASSEN v Romatpa
A[uminium (1976) CA, tdLR JuLy 2,1976, and as regards Irish  Law, High
Court 7.3,1975, in re Interviet,l Ltd and 12.1?.1978, in re Stokes &
McKierman Ltd.  ./.- 102 - IIT/D/222l80-EN
The considerabLe development of saLes of movabLe property on hire purchase
or credit, in regard to which these cLause are most frequentLy encountered,
as 1,1eLL as the economic advantages which certain taws attach to the fuLl
effect'iveness of reservat'ion of titLe in the event of bankruPtcY94, miLitate
in tavour of a unification of bankruptcy ruLes on this point since the
confIict of taws soIutions are uncertain and far too divergent on matters
of substance.
The tlork'ing PartY was
the resuLt that it  is
f rom wh'ich a choi ce w'i
taws soLut'i ons, whi Le
which was favoured bY
unabLe to reach agreement in the end, however with
subm'itting to the Counci L three poss'ibte soLutions
IL have to be made. Two of them are pure confLict of
the th'ird is the soLution of uniform substsnljvs Law,
the l,,orkinE Party unti L 1975.
1. The f irst  van'i ant consists
appears in ArticLe 3 o1' Annex
and is based on ItaLian  Law.
uniform substantive Iaw solut'i on, wh'i ch
minimum scope as in the case of set-off
of  the
T  h:c
The Wor.king party did not intend a unification of the provisions of nationat.
laws concern.ing  the copditions necessary for a cLause containing a reservation
of titLe to be vaLid, fiut only a unification of bankruptcy Laws so that a
reservation of titLe which is vatid under the lahr governing the contract of
saLe miqht iie invoked in bankruptcy mattens. Two conditions therefore have
to be met 'i n turn:
-  Thg contract of sale must be valid and fulfil  the requirements of the
Law governing its  concLr.ion95. Thus the mandatory provisions of
certain Laws on consumer protectiOn,  which may go so far as to
prohibit cLauses contain'ing a reservation of titLe,  are fuIty
safequa rded.
Cf. J. BASTIN, "Les cons6quences 6conomiques de La r6serve de propri6t6"
.in ,'Id6es nouveL Les dans Le droit de La f ai L Lite", pp. 333 et seq.
However/ matters couLd be different if  German Law'is appIicabLe, for
the "E'inigung" which cOnstitutes the agreement for the transfer of
ownership is a contract independent of sale (Kaufvertrag) and, th'is
being so, it  is pos,sible that the "Ein'igungt may be vaLid despite
the"irreguLarity of the casuaL document-
9t*
95- 103 - TIT/ D/ 222/ &O-EN
-  The conditions as to form set out in Artic[e 41(1) wiLL have to have
been met if  the cLauses containing a reservation of titLe referred to
in the text are to be effective. In the case of certain nationaL Laws'
these conditions may be more rigounous than those [aid down under
the Law governing the contract'
The authors of the convention nevertheLess sought to exercise caution. The
unj fonm Law retates onIy to "simpIe" reservations (einfache E'igentumsvorbeha Lte) '
that is to say those which concern the object soLd and which guarantee  only
payment of the price, to the excLusion of other types of clause found
partieuLarty in German taw such as cIauses providing for "prolonged"
(vertbngerte Eigentumsvorbehalte) or "transferred"  reservation (weitergeLeitete
Eigentumsvorbehalte),  which can appty in the case of a transformation  of
the object or its  nesaLe or wh'ich guarantee c[aims other than the pri '"96'
The vaLidity of such clauses as against the generaL body of creditors wi[[
depend on the Law governing the bankruptcy'
ArticLe 3(1) of Annex I deaLs with the bankruptcy of the purchaser-  NationaL
Laurs on bankruptcy uriLL henceforth have a minimum content' Reservations of
tjtLe evidenced in writing before delivery of the object wiLL have to be
recognized as vaLid as against the generaL body of creditors' They wiLI
therefore most frequently be contained in the contract of saLe itsetf'
writing be.ing understood to be not onLy the contract document but aLso
any exchange of correspondence,  such as an order fonm or confirmation  and
acceptance of the order, which cqn be either verbaL or take the form of a
pro forma invoice, teLegram or teIex. This cLause must therefore  be
ctearLy specified or accepted by the purchaser and cannot be stipuLated
at the time of delivery of the object'
The text does not, however, contain the condition required under ltalian
[aw of writing bearing a definite date prior to the open'ing of the
bankruptcy  (Art'icLes 1542 and 2o74 of the civiL code), as this condition
does not fit  in weIL with commerciaL practice. It'is  simpLy recaLted that
the Liquidator may prove by any means the inaccurate or frauduLent
character of the writing or its  date'
96 Ct. Sections  946
de propri6t6"  in
et seq.
et seq. BGB; Stump "Lrexpdrience aLlemande de La r6senve
"Idees nouve[les dans le droit de [a faiILite"  pp' 287Nor did the Committee beLieve that it  should take up the idea -  attnactive
.in or"incip Le - of making the va L'idity as aga'inst the genera L body of creditors
of cLauses conta'ining a reservation of titLe dependent on their advertisement.
Providing for effective advertisement  wouLd have been no easy matterl where
wouLd it  have had to be done? tnihere the centre of administrat'ion is situated
no doubt, but what if  onLy estabLishments  exist within the EEC? And as
advert.isement wouLd have to have been effected prior to deLivery to pLay
its  part fuLLy, the resutt wouLd have been not onLy the incurring of expense,
but deLays that ane difficuLt to accept in the worLd of business.0nce  reser-
vat'i ons of titLe are fuLt.y accepted and become common practive, it  wi LL be
necessary to presume that possession of goods and equipment can in itseLf
no Longer be considered  by anybody as an assurance of soLvency. Contracting
States which aLready recognize reservations of titLe in bankruptcies have
not experienced  the disadvantages  feared in certain circLes and are opposed
to the creation of new forma Lities-
ArticLe 3(Z) of Annex 1 reproduces the basic provisions of ArticLe 73(2) of
the Ita L.ian barrkruptcy Law. In the case of a sa Le with reservation of tit  Le,
the bankruptcy of the seLLer subsequent to deLivery does not entitLe the
L.i quidator to eLect to r,escind the contract as in the case of the bankruptcy
of the purchaser.  The purchaser wiLL therefore be abLe to continue his pay-
ments and acqu"ire ownership of the articLe at the end of the agreed period'
Th"i s soLution aLso resuLts from the second variant.
Z. It  is/  on the other hand, the private internationaL Lan soLution which appears
to be the most wideLy accepted, that is  aCoptecJ in the second variant.
As.in the case of the first  variant, the second variant makes a distinction
between the Law appl'icabLe to the vaLid'ity of the contract and that appLicabLe
to 
.i ts ef f ect.i veness as against the genera L body of creditors. The former
wiLL be determined  by the confL'ict ruLes of the court hearing the bankruptcy
(which has excLus'ive jurisdiction under ArticLe 15(5), and these witL determine
whicfr Law governs the ccrntract of saLe. Since the Latter Law is not otherwise
defined, as this is a g€lneraL question the two sub-variants for the first-  105 -
paragraph of ArticLe 41 must be considered not
and constitute, in reaLity, onLy two drafting
jurisdiction of the private internationaL Law
the bankruptcY.
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to be variants of substance,
variants on the'inescaPabLe
system of the court hearing
The Law appLicabLe to the vaLidity of the cLause as against the creditors
of the purchaser wiLL be the taw of the State in which the object soLd
is situated at the time of the abnk.rpt.y97.
3. The third variant consists in inserting no speciaL provision in the
Convent.ion, wjth the resutt that the whoLe question wi LL be governed by the
orjvate internationaL  Law of the State in which the bankruptcy has been
opened (ArticLe 18(2), which may either narrot"t down the choice to the sbLution
proposed in the second variant or render the Law of the bankruptcy appLicabte98'
0n this subject, where divergent soLutions are unacceptabLe  as they wouLd
seriousLy affect the trustworthiness and security of transactions, it  is
essentiaL that, if  one of the two Latter variants is finalLy adopted, an
attempt to approx'imate Laws shouLd be made by means other than the present
convention. Both the Commiss'ion of the European Communities and the CounciL
of Eur.ooe seem to wish to give this matter their attention,
e7) cF., in this connection, civ. 8. 7. 1969, CLunet,1970 p.917, note by
Deruppe and oLG Hamburg, 2. 6. 1965, RabeLs Zeitschrift fur ausLbnd.
und internat. Privatreiirt 1968, p. 536. The Hague Convention of 15 April
1958 on the Law appLicable to the transfer of ownership  conta'ins a
simi Lar provision.
(9g) Cf. with regard to the app['ication of the internaL Law of the bankruptcy,
Trib. com. BruxeLLes 27. 10. 1958, Jurisp. Con. 1959, p. 81 and Trib.
Com. Seine 9. 11. 1964' Journ. Ag16es, 1965, p'15'-  tuo - ITI/D/222/80-EN
Section VI -  Preferent'ia L cLaims and secured cLaims
ArticLes 43 to 52 reLate to the formidabLe  probLem of secured cLaims and
preferentiaL c[aims from the point of view of a singLe bankruptcy at European
LeveL. As atready po'inted out'in the introduction, the basic principLe wh'ich
the t^/orking Party has aclhered to in th'is regard i s that of tenritoria Lity. It
is undeniabLy an impainment of the guiding principLe of the Convention, nameLy
the unity of the bankruP'tcY.
This being so, befone expLaining the nrachinery designed to avoid as far as
possibLe in th'is respect the partitiorring-of f of the d'if f erent estates thus
constituted for accounting purposes,  t^le must first  consider the reasons for
the choice made.
I.  Determination of the Law appLicabLe: the Law of the State in
,Url-tt^"  "tt"at  "."  t,
In theory, the statutory or contractuaL secured cLaims asserted by certain
creclitors can be governgd, in the event of bankruptcY, not by one, but by
three Laws: the Law which govern the obL'igation, the Law of the State in which
the encumbered asset'is situated and, finaLLy, the Law of the country in which
the bankruptcy was opened.
LegaL writers are, howerter, divided on the primacy to be accorded to one or
other of these Laws". Case law on the question of generaL pneferentiaI
cLaims is aLmost non-existent. The systems proposed by authors or contained
jn internationa L conven'lions app Ly:
-  the princ'ipLe of territoniaLity ( Lex rei s'itue)100;
-  simuLtaneousL,y, the Law govc"rn'i ng the bankruptcy and the Law of the
1n'1
s; tate where tl're assets are situatedr'"',  but the Latter Law wouLd not
have to be in'tended either to engender or not to engender preferentierL
c Laims;
(99) Cf. De Boeck, "Les confL'its de Lois en mati6re de droits 16eLs dans Le
cas de faiLLite", Rev. DIP 1913, p. 301; Travers, op. cit.  No 11.425;
Trochu, oP. c'i t.  PP.08l+ et seq.
(100) Despagnet, Pr6cis DIP 5th ed. No 434, Code Bustamente, Art. 42O' and
ph. KLeintjes, "Het Fai LLissement in het internationaL privatrecht",
Leyden 1890.
('101) RoLinn op. cit.  p. 100 et seq; Travers, op- cit.  No 11 434.-107- t rr/ D/222/ 80-EN
the law governing the bankruptcy to preferentiaL claims relat'ing to movabLes
and the Law of the situs in respect of those reLating to'immovabL"r102;
the taw governing the cLaim in the case of generaL preferentiaL  cLaims and
the Law of the country in which the assets subject to the charge are
situated in the case of speciaL preferentiaL cLai*.103. This system is
conceivabLe onLy between countries whose Laws on generaL preferentiaL cLaims
taLLy to a Large extent, wh'ich is not the case at present with the nine
common market countries;
- the Law governing the bankruptcy in the case of generaL preferentiaL cLaims
and the Law of the country'in which the assets subject to the charge are
situated in the case of speciaL preferential  cLaims, this distinction  being
the one most generaLLy appLied or advoc"ted104.
In view of the muttipl'icity of soLutions and the compLexity of the subject,
the Commission  asked Mr. SauvepLanne, Professor at the University of Utrecht,
to carry out a study. After a very detailed anatysis of the Laws of the member
countries of the common market, Mr. SauvepLanne  came down in favour of distinguishing
as a princ.ip[e, between speciaL preferentiaL cLaims and generaL preferentiat
cLaims105. 1n1ith regard to the Latter -  incLuding preferentiaL  cLaims of the
tax authorities and empLoyees -  he proposed the [aw of the country in which the
bankruptcy had been opened. Those same Laws shouLd govern distribution between
creditors accord'ing to the nature of their preferentiaL cLaim. FinaLty, the
ranking as between generaL preferentiaL cIaims and speciaL preferentiaL cLaims
in respect of a particuLar asset should be governed by the Law of the country
in which the asset is situated, or by the Law governing the cLaim where the
subject matter of the preferentiaL cLaim is an intangibte asset.
(102)
(103)
(104)
De Boeck, op. c'it, p. 303/ BeneLux Treaty of 24 November 1961r Art. 25.
Draft Austro-German  Convention of 27 January 1938, Arts. 14 and 15.
Draft Hague Convention of 19?5-1928' Art. 10; Frankenstein Code Art. 783
et seq; Jitt",  "Codification of internationaL bankruptcy  Law", The Hague
1893; Mei Li, Manua L of internationa L bankruptcy Law, Zuri ch 1909; D'iena,
quoted by RoLin, op. cit.  p. 101; P.L. de Vries, I'The extra-territoriaLity
of bankruptcy in private internationaL Law, Amsterdan  1926; Franco-Austrian
Convention ol 27 February 1979, Art- 15.
(105) EEC Commission  document No 8838/IU/63-  108 - rrrl D/ 222/ 80'EN
Even though  a L L the de Legat'ions immediate Ly expressed  reservat'ions regarding
the soLution put forward by Professor SauvepLanne in respect of generaL
preferentiaL  cLairns and unanimousLy consirJered that preferential claims of the
tax ar-rthorities  shouLd remain ter^ritor"iaL  and that it  was inadvisabLe,  given
the disparities between the nationaL Laws, to make the preferentiaL  cLaims
of empLoyees  who are covererj by d'i fferent ruLes, subject to the Law govering
the bankruptcy, the l,iorking Party nevertheLess  decided to study the matter
in detait. The examination showecj that if  the law governing the bankruptcy
were to be appLjed to generaI preferentiaL cLaims and to distributions  between
the creditors having such cLaims, the Convention  wouLd have to contain a- set
of extremeLy complex provisions invoLv'ing difficult  options, bearing in mind
aLL theoossibLe combinat'ions, if  the foLLowing  probLems were to be resoLved:
the case of a preferentiaL  cLa'im in respect of immovabLes according
to the Lay governing the bankruptcy, whiIe the Law of the situs treats
it  as pertaining onLy to movabl.es, or vice versa;
probLem of cLassify'i ng generaL preferent'i aL cLaims where some are
governed by the LocaL Law (preferentiaL cLaims of the tax authorities)
and others by the Law governing the bankruptcy  (ot.her generaI preferent'iaL
cLaims);
the probIem of cLassifying generaL preferential  cl.aims (governed  by
the Law of the counrtry in wh'i ch the bankruptcy r"ras opened) and spec'i a L
pref erentiaL cLaims; (governed by the Law of the s'i tus).
The t^lor.king Panty rapidLy came to the concLusion that as far as this probLem
1n1as concerned no confLict gf Laws soLution hJas fuLLy satisfactory  and that the
onLy way to reaLLy settLe the probLem  wouLd be through unification of the Law
Eoverning secured rights. l-lowever, the framing of a uniform Law of this nature,
quite apart from that fact that it  went weLL beyond the t^lorking Partyrs terms
of reference, t^louLd have invoLved quite unacceptabLe  deLays.-  109 - ITT/D/222/80-EN
The t.torking Party therefore concentrated on finding the Least'imperfect
and Least compLex soLutions possible, and thus gave de facto sanction to
the status quo of the national systems of  Law by deciding to make aLt
secured rights subject to the taw of the country in which the assets are
i  1nA situated''".  To do this,  the princ'ipLe of the unity of the bankruptcy has
to some extent been'impaired by the formation of as many sub-estates  of
assets and LiabiLities as there are Contracting  States in whose territory
there are assets to be reaLized. It  shouLd be noted that it  is onLy after the
assets are reaLized thatthe Liquidator, acting under the supervision of the
court adjudicating the bankruptcy, w'i tL proceed to form these sub-estates
pureLy for accounting purposes (ArticLe 43). Fairly detaiLed ruLes govering
distribution then became indispensabLe  to take into account the fact that a
cLaim couLd be secured in severaL countries for unequaL  amounts or by charges
differing in nature and rank.
II.  ImpLementation  of the Law of the country in which the assets are
si tuated
A.  GeneraL rights of preference and cLaims of debts incurred  on
behaLf of the generaL body of creditors: ArticLes 44r 45 and 50
These articLes govern "Community recognition" of debts incurred by the
generaL body of creditors and of generat rights of prefer"n."107 
"hich 
do
not reLate to any rlefinite object but encumber a generaL category of (aLL the
movables or aLL the immovabLes  or both together) assets which may be situated
in the territory of severaL States and which make up aLL or part of the
debtorrs estate considered as a whoLe and constjtuting the common
(106) Economic and pnofessionaL circLes have usuaILy taken the same view in
their opinions (Paris Chamber of Commerce and IndustrY, Association  of
Registrars of the French CommerciaL Courts) or have advocated, as an
exieption to the Law governing the bankruptcy, appL'ication of the Law
governing the branch office deaLt with (European Insurance Committee,
Aanking Federation of the EEC),0thers, such as the Permanent Conference
of Chambers of Commerce  and Industry of the EEC, propose apptying the
soLutions contained in Artic[e 25 of the BeneLux Convention. The Sanders
draft of the European Company statute also pnovides for exclusive appLi-
cation of the Law of the situs (ArticLe 1X-B-5).
(1OT) General preferentiaL  cLaims do not exist in the FederaL RepubLic of
Germany.  The Bankruptcy Code provides for a certain hierarchy of ctaims.-  110 " TII/ 2?2/ D/-80-en
surety for the creditorsl'lB. Ausing itseLf simuLtaneousLy  on the unity of
the debtor's estate, lhs universaL'ity of the banknuptcy and the anLysis
of the very concept of generaL right of prefererlce, ArticLe 44 confers on
foreign cLaims in nespect of assets s'ituated in each Contracting State,
whether they arose before or after the bankruptcy, the same rights of
preference as those attached by the Law of each of those States to anLogous
109 cLatrs  .
But this principLe couLd not be generaL, as everything  depends on the purpose
and sociaL funct'ion of the generaL light of preference. Articte 44 therefore
chooses  'i t  orrLy for civ'i L and commerciaL cLaims (paragraphs 1 and 2) '  to
the excLusiorr of pubLic cLa'i ms, which are mentioned in praragraph 3. BeLgian
workers can therefore, for eXampLe, invoke in respect o1'assets situated in
France the generaL rights of preference of French empLoyees accor^ding to the
various rankings Laid ciown by Fr^ench Law (extended rights of preference  and
generai. rights of preference), in Germany treatment as'if  debts due to them
had been jncurred the generaL body of creditors, and generaL rights of
preference under German law, et....110. ConverseLy, Gernan empLoyees  wiLL be
paid out of assets situated in France Like French empLo;rees,  in BeLgium
L'i ke BeLg'i an empLoYees, e'tc.-.
108 G*uuruL rigrhts of prerference urithin the meanjng of the convention incLude:
- "f loating charEes" under common l.aw, whi ch are secured r^ights granted
by companies over a coLLection of assets/ both present and futurer'in
such a way that thery "cr"ystaLLize" when the secuned right becomes
operative.
-  "MassenschuLden"  pursuant to Sec" 59(1) Nos 3 and 4 of the German
f3ankruptcy Code re5lresented by certain debts owed to employees (for six
months) and socia L secur.'i ty or pe"nsion organ izations whi ch arose bef ore
the bankruptcy  and which, before a refonm carried out in 1971'
enjoyed onLy generaL preferentiaL rights, Such debts wi LL hereinafter
be ca L Lecl "quasi dr:bts incurred by the genera L body of cred'i tors"'
Bodies  wh.i ch can'i nvoke subrogation exercise onLy the earLier generaL
right of preference.
109 Cf. Patarian, Reg. DaLLoz de Droit lnternationaL, Vo PreferentiaL rights,
No 31 and Hoge naad '15. 6. 1917l N.J. 1917, p. 812, where it  was heLd
that, in a Dutch bankruptcy' a foreign creditor couLd exercise a pre-
ferentiaL right under Dutch Law, even though it  had not been provided
for in the foneign L,aw govenning the cLaim. This case invoLved a spec'iaL
preferentiaL right and the Hoge Raad appLied the Law governing the
bankruptcy  and it'.'ut c+ the p Lace where the property b/as situated.
14n
"'Cf.  for- BeLgium, Art. 20, (Q of the 1851 mortgage Law; for France, Arts'
L. 1/+3-10 and 143-11 of the Labour Code and Arts. 2101' (4) and 2104,(2)
of the civjL code; for the FederaL RepubLic of germany/ Art. 61, ()
of the Bankrupt cy code; for Italy Art. 2778, (1D of the CiviL code;
for the NetherLands, Rrt. 1195, (4) Bhl. Cf. a Lso 1979 F ranco-Austrian
Convent'i on, Art. 16-  111 - TITI DI 222l 8O-EN
The Committee has neither specified what must be understood  by i'.t-'|."
and commerciaI matters", nor sett[ed the  prob[em of quaLification by
determining the Law according to which the meaning of this express'ion
must be assessed. In this respect it  conforms to the method adopted in existing
conventions, and especiaLLy in the generaL convention of 27 September 1968.
The opposition between panagraphs  1 and 2 of Artic[e 44 nevertheLess per-
mits the inference that it  is not the category of the creditor that must be
taken into consideration but the nature of the cLaim invoked. CLaims in
orivate taw come under paragraph 2, whereas those in pubLic Law, as weLL
as fiscat and sociaL security cLaims, even uhere they arise from a professionaL
activity,  are covered by paragraph 3. There is no doubt, therefore, that
a cLaim arising, for exampLe, from a works or suppLy contract entered into
by the State on a Local authority acting as a private person and not with the
prerogat.ives  of pubLic power, is a civiL or commerciaL cLaim within the meaning
of Article 44. The same ought to be true of debts of public bodies who are
subrogated to the rights empLoyees, whose cLaims they have satisfi"d'111
paragraph i  departs from the rules contained in the l;hrt  preceding paragraphs
in regard to fiscal and sociaL security preferentiaL rights and, broadLy,
.in regard to aLL generaL preferentiaL rights securing cIaims other than civiL
or commerciaL, that is to say cLaims in pubLic Law. Precise[y because, of
their sociaI function, these must remain subject, without restriction,  to
the principLe of territoria Lity, without any possibi Lity of accepting  them
in countries other than the one where the ctaim originated or where the
encumbered property is sitr"ted112.
111
The draft CounciL Directive (Doc. 7060/80  SOC 156) on the protection
of emptoyees in the event of the insolvency of the'ir emptoyers  does not
deaL with such subrogation, which is therefore governed by domestic Laws.
112 ff,, question whether such claims, where they arise after the bankruptcy
and hence in the interests of the continuation of the debtorrs activity
must benefit from the same arrangements as the other cLaims on the generaL
body of creditors (paragraph 1) has not yet been decided.-  \1',? - II,I /0122?/80.FN
Forf.iscaLpreferentiaLr.ights.andthesamemightbesaidofotherdebts
in pubL'ic Law - there 1"1as scareceLy any question of f ind'ing another soLution'
s'i nce f .i sca L Law, expressing an aspect of State sovereigntYr  i s territoria  L
.i n.i ts scope. Law-makers have never taken'i nto consideration property situated
outside the natjonaL territory,0ne cleLegation dicl indeed propose the choice'
foLLow'ing the exampLe of certain bi LateraL conventions on administrative
assistance in fiscaL matters, of the "assimiLation"  system whereby the tax
authorit'ies of the State where the bankruptcy was decLared wouLd act in the
commc)n interest of the tax authorities of the other States, who wouLd conse-
quentLy have lights of preference of the same rank as that of the tax adm'inis-
tration of the country where the bankruptcy  r^ras opened113. But, to be appLicable,
this system presupposes the possibi Lity of estabLishing  tabLes of concordance
for aLL the taxes of the Contract'ing States enjoying a right of preference' which
wiLL be the task of other EEC working parties. Such a sclLution wouLd, moreover'
constitute an .impontant cle- facto extension of the general preferentiaI rights
of the tax authorities, whereas in some Member States (r:'g' Denmark) they have
been aboLi shed.
The preferentiaL fiscaL r;La'i ms refernecl to are not onLy those of States but aLscr
those of IocaL authorititls, such as prnv'inceS, departments,  communes, etc',
irrespective of the nature of these cLaims, be they direct or ind'irect taxes'
The preferent'iaL rights trlossessed by tlre various sociaL security organizations
and institut ions, undeps'iood  'i n the wirJe sense, f or the recoveny of various
types of contribut'i on (sociaL insurance,  fam'i Ly aLLowances,  industrial accidents)
shouLd be tneated as fiscaL preferenti,aL  nights, s'i nce social security contri.-
but.i ons can in fact be tr,eated on the same footinE as tax payments. A speciaL
mention mention was nevertheLess  required owing to the fact that, in certain
countries such as France, soc'iaL secunity contributions are connected w'ith the
bus'iness activities of the debtor and have a commercia L character'
113
Cf. in this connection, CounciL Directive 76/308/EE:C of 15 March 1976
on mutuaL assistance for the necovery of cLaims resuLt'i ng from operat'i ons
forming part of the system of financ'ing the EAGGF, and of agriculturaL
Levies and customs duties (Art.6);  but the authoriities asked to intervene
cannot exerc'i se thei r pref erentia I  r'i ghts (Art'  10) '-113- TII/ D/ 222/ 8O-EN
It  shouLd be noted Lastly that, in the FederaI RepubLic of Germany, sociaL
security debts incurred prior to the bankruptcy have become "debts incurred
by the general body of creditors" (Sec. 59, Ir  3 of the Bankruptcy  Code)'
The territoriaL soLution must not, however, impair the appLication of Artic[e 92
of CounciL Regutation No. 1408/71 on sociaI security for migrant workers, where-
by,,Contributions  payabLe to an institution of one Member State may be cotlected
in the territory of another Member State in accordance with the administrative
procedure and with the guarantees and priviieges appLicabLe to the coLLection
of contributions  payabLe to the corresponding institution of the Latter state.
The procedure for the impLementation of /-tnis provisiod shaLL be governed  by
agreements  between Member States 1in:cn7 may aLso cover procedures for enforcing
.l,1L
paymenttt"".
ALthough, therefore, ArticLe 4413) in no way changes the current situation in
internationaL  Law as regards fiscaL and sociaL security preferentiaL rights,
it  does introduce a definite innovation by authorizing tax and sociaL security
authorities (irrespective, in the case of the Latter, of what has just been
said) to prove abroad, as unsecured creditors, the unsatisfied portion of their
cLaims115. th" procedure for admission wiLI be that of the Law governing the
bankruptcy, though it  must be remembered that disputes reLating to such cLajms
wiLL remain subject to the jurisdiction of the courts of the State under whose
authority these authorities and bodies faLl (nrticLe 15(7)(a) of the convention).
114
The Franco-BeLgian  Agreement of 30 Qctober 1977 was thus concLuded on the
basis of these Provisions.
115 Thjs is a step forward, as it  has been heLd that the fiscal debt of a
foreign State couLd noi "u"n 
be proved: MarseiLLes  CommerciaL Court' 4
.tune i962, Rev. Trim- Dr. com. 1963 '  p'  661 'The fo L Lowi ng examp Le, whi ch
in ArticLe 50(1) and (2), i L
-114-
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di:;t ri bution contai ned
of A rt'i c Le 44:
UNITED KINGDOM
CLAIM A of 1000 units arising
after the opening of the bank-
rupt cy
CLAIivl B of 4000 units, in a
c'i vi L and commercia L matter,
arising before the opening of
the bankruptcy (wages)
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other 'lhan civ'i I and commercia L,
ari sing before the opening of the
bankruptcy (sociaL securi 'lY)
GERMANY
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The ruLe contained in Articte 45, after having determined the taw appticabLe
to the satisfaction of generaI preferentiaL rights is expanded in ArticLe 50
by means of ruLes on distribution among the sub-estates and envisages the
various situations that might ari se.
Accord'ing to ArticLe 45, it  is the Law of the Contracting State where, at the
time when the bankruptcy was opened (subject to what wiLl be said in ArticLe 52),
the property is situated or the cLaims are tocated which must govern the generaL
preferentiaL rights encumbering them. It  is therefore necessary to app[y the
bankruptcy provisions of the Lex rei sitae to determine, not onLy the ranking
of these preferences, but aLso the extent of the secured cLaims as to amount
and time, and whether they extend to movabLe or immovabLe  property.
ArticLe 45 is si[ent on the subject of the [ocation of cLaims or the situation
of property wh'ich may be moved. These probLems wiLL be broached in ArticLe 51,
which contains some nuLes on this subject. However, ArticLe 43 envisages the
case where the Liquidator cou[d come into Oosqlssion of property situated
in the territory of a non-contracting  State: this property or the net proceeds
of its  reaLizat'ion witL have to be incLuded in the sub-estate in the country
where the bankruptcy was opened.
ArticLe 50 concerns the methods of distribution, with a viet"l to the satis-
faction of preferentiaI cLa'ims, of the sums resutting from the reaLization
of assets which are.situated in trro or more countries and which form as many
"sub-estates" where rights of preference are exercised over severaL of these
sub-estates in accordance with Arti cLe 44.-  116 - rrr/ D/ 22?/ 80-EN
(1) The case of a cLerim secured by a genera'. right of pref erence
i n di f f erent sub-.estates  f on the same amoun! ol 1iqr di f f erent
amount s
The ruLe Laid down in paragraph 1 is as foLLows: where a cLaim can be
satisfied simuLtaneousLy out of ear:h of the sub-estates, it  is sat'isfied,
either in equa I shares if  the pref errentia I  r'ight attaches to it  f or the
same amount or, if  the amounts secLtred are different, start'ing from
the highest amount'in proportion to aLL the sums to which the right of
preference attaches. The pnoport'ionaLity  based on the amount of the debt
t6 which the right o1'preference attaches, and not on the assets avaiLabLe
for payment of the debt, was finaLLy adopted as it  hras two advantages:
first,  the distribut'ion dividends refLect the amounts secured by the
generaL right of prelierence in each sub-estate, thereby ensuring a h'igher
degree of compLiance brith nationaL Laws; secondLy, this method is  independerrt
of the immediate  and definitive knowLedge by the Liquidator of how the
assets are constituted after the bankruptcy has been opened.
It  is cLear, however,, that any method, whether proportionaI  on in equaL
shares, cannot be appLied fuLLy unLess the assets availabLe in aLL the
sub-estates concernecj  are sufficient to satjsfy the preferentiat debt
comp LeteLy. If  thi s 'i s not the case, the sums avai L,abLe are to be used
for the (partiaL) sa'Lisfaction of the debt and nothing wiLl be Left
for  Lower-ranking creditors. It  goes without saying that the creditor
can claim from each sub-estate onLy the amount of his debt that is secured
tnere.
If  the assets avaiLabLe 'in the sub-estates are insufficient to pay the
debt, the same ruLes wiLL give r"ise to as many successive distributions
as are necessary to achieve, within the Limits of the assets stiLL avaiLaLrLer
in each sub-estate  and after each distribution, the compLete satisfaction
of the oreferentiaL part of the debt.-117- ITI/ D/ 222/ 8O-EN
Let us take three examp[es, each of which iLLustrates one of the cases en-
visaged in ArticLe 50(1)' which concerns the instance where the same generaL
preferentiaL right can be satisfied simuLtanepusIy  from severaL sub-estates'
ExampLe No. 1: the toal amount of wages
for three months (3 x 1 000) in France
The distribution in equaL parts wiLL be
cLaims (10 OOO) i s equaL Ly preferentia L
(A), in BeLgium (B) and in Ita[Y (C)'
as foLLows:
Assets avai IabLe
CaLcuLation
First distribution
(R1 )
500
Remaining assets
avai LabLe
Second di stribution
(R2) 1/2
10.000  5.000
(13> 1.000  (1/3)1.000
1.000  1.000
remain to be distributed  fn
500
(1/r 1.ooo
500
equa L parts
Tota L
1 5.500
3.000
2.500'
between  A & B
9.000
1/2 =  250
4.000
1/2 =25Q
1.?50
3.750
-  500 1 3.000
500*
3.000
12.500
R1+R2
Remaining assets
ava i LabLe
1,250
8.750-  118 - III/D/222/9O.EN
ExampLe No. Z: the same wages debts, amounting to 1 O0() a month, are preferentia
unequaLLy for three months'in France (A), five rnonths in BeLg'ium (B) and two
months in ItaLy (C). The successive proportionaL distributions wiIL be as foLLc'w
starting from the highes;t secured amount, that is to sily the subject matter
of the pref erentia L right in BeLg'ium (5000)  :
A B Tota L
Genera L preferentta
right fot" 3.000
tr
5 .000 ;2.000 5.000 in
10/ 10
Assets ava'i LabLe
,t
Ca LcuIation (5000)
First distribution
(R1)
Remain'i ng assets
avai Lable
Second di stribution
(R2)
1 0.000
(:,/ 1A) 1 .500
1 .500
50() remain t
500
(3/5)  300
2 .000
(5/ 10) 2.500
2 .000
be recovered
500
0
5 .000
(2/ 10) 1 .000
1.000
fromAandC(A
000
(2/5)  200
1 7.000
5 .000
4.500
+ C = 5/5)
12.500
500
R1+R2 1 .800 2.000 1.200 5 .000
Rerna"i ning assets
avai LabLe 8. 200 U :i.800 1 2.000ExampLe No. 3: highLights
the amount of assets avai
sub-estate.
-119- 7rr/ D/ 222/ 80-EN
further the duaL territoriaL  Limitation based on
LabLe and the amount of the debt secured in each
Tota t
6.000 in 8/8 GeneraI preferentiaL  righ! 6.000
for
Assets avai LabLe
Ca LcuLation (61000)
First distribution (R1)
1.000
(6/ 8) 4. 5 00
1.000
1 0.000
(2/8) 1.500
1 .500
1 1 .000
6.000
2 .500
4500 remain to be recovered from B, but the sub-estate must
not contribute more than the amount of the debt that is secured
therein, with the resutt that there is on[y partiaL satis-
faction despite the fact that sub-estate B contains sufficient
assets for paYment of the debt
Remaining assets avai LabLe -  3.500
Second distribution (Rl) t  0
in fuL [.
8.500
.000-1 .500=500
8.500
500
R1+R2 1.000 2.000 3.000
Remain'i ng assets
avai labLe 0 8.000 8.000-120- III/ D/222/ 3O-EN
(D  Case 'identicaL with the re ced i Ld  Jg but where 'i n certain sub-estates
the debt attains equa Lit wit r'ore erentiaL debts of the same
rank'ing
Th.is case.is deaLt with in ArticLe 50(2) and necessitates  a distribution
first  of aLL from the:;ub-estate  where the various debts are equaL, of the
assets avaiLabLe in pr6portion to the amounts secured by the respective
prefenentia L rights. Examp Le No. 4 i L Lustrates thi s method.
Examp Le Ng. 4: r,iages dr:bts represent a tota L amount, that i s to say tweLve
monthst pay at 300 a mr:nth; they ane pneferentiaL  for three months in
BeLgium (A) and six months in the United Kingdom (B), where they compete with
a f j sca L debt of the same rank'ing amount'ing to 1.800'
Assets avai L-
abLe for the
wages debts
Assets avai L-
abLe for the
f iscaL,debt Tota I
Tota L assets avai LabLe
Distribution in the reLation-
ship of equa Lity provided
for by the Law
lnlages: 1,,800 and taxes 1.800/
1  0  t-  I
Shane payabLe to the
tax authorities Limited
to the amount avai LabLe
A sset s ava'i Lab Le f or
hiages
(/2)  400 (/2)  400
400
800
800
400
400 n 400-121- IIII D/222/ 80-EN
The preferentiaL debt in respect of wages (1.800 being the highest secured
amount) wiLL then be satisfied as foLLows:
A B Tota L
Genera L preferentiaL  right
of emp Loyees
Assets avai LabLe
R 1: Debt of 1.800 to be
distributed in the ratio 900
to '1.800, i .e.,  1'2
900
7.000
(2/3
(/3)  600
1 .800 1.800
400
Limited to
400
7.400
1.000
R 2: BaLance of the wages
debt (1.800 -  1.000 = 800)
payable by A but uP to the
amount secured bY the Law
( 900)
6.400
300
6.400
300
R1+R2 900 400 f.300
Remaining assets avai LabLe 6. 100 0 6. 100
3. The case of different dq$s-99-q-V-reg-! enera L referentiaL rights not
having the same ranking
In this case, each debt cannot be paid simuLtaneousLy  out of each sub-estate,
in contrast to the situation referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2. The ruLe
adopted in Articte 50(3) is tantamount to saying that each sub-estate wiLL
heLp satisfy first  of aLL and as a matter of priority  the cLaim which is
secured therein by the preferentiaL right which has the highest ranking.-1?2- rrr/ D/ 22280-EN
A B
I Tota  L
Rank i ng: 1  Wages  t'lages  Taxes
2  Taxes  Count costs Court costs
3  Court cost s  Taxes  l"Jages
P refe rent i a L amount :
Wag es
Court costs
Taxes
(1 )  1.800
(3)  900
(2> 1.000
(1) 1.200
(2)  900
(3) 8.000
(3) 3.600 (2)  900
( 1 ) 3.550
3.600
900
( 4.550)
Assets avai t abLe 3.000 1 o.ooo  4.000  1 7.000
1 t"t*",  "t **t
A and B first  of
(Arti cLe 50(3) (1 )
irr
atL
(3/5)1.080 (2/ 5) 720 1 .800
Assets avai LabLe
2. Payment of fiscaL
ciebts on a terri-
toria L bas'is in
tnFtYcte 44G)
1.920 9.280 4.000 1 5.200
1 .000 3.550
Assets avai LhbLe
3. Payment of court
costs
(ArticLe 50(1)
920
300
9.280  450  1 0.650
300 300  900
Assets avai LabLe
4. Payment of the
debt in B
Remaining assets
avai LabLe
620 8.980
8.000
980
150 9.750
f i sca L
620 150 1 .750-123- IIT/ D/ 222l80-EN
However imperfect they may be, the soLutions adopted in ArticLe 50 are
the onLy ones that are LogicaL given the disparities in the fieLd of preferentiaL
rights and that are LikeLy to improve the current situations as they wiIL enabLe
preferentiaL  debts to be satisfied out of assets situated in other countries,
even if  they must be cLassified there according to the ranking provided for
by the Law of those countries.
B. Speciat secured rights: ArticLes 46 to 48
Speciat lights relate either to certain movabLes, whether they be tangibLe or
intangibLe, or certain immovabLes. In most of the IegaL systems, such
preferentiaL rights are distinct from a pLedge and a mortgage, even if,  part'icutarty
in French Law, a pLedge confers a spec'iaL preferential right over a movabLe
(cf.  Art.83 of the 1967 French Law). In German Law, on the other hand, such
preferentiaL rights, conceived as statutory rights of ptedge and
permit the creditor to obtain a "separate settlement" (abgesonderte Befriedi-
gung -  cf.  Secs. 47 et deq. Bankruptcy Code) which withdraws from the bank-
ruptcy the objects to which such rights retate. The creditor can therefore
pay himself out of the price of the object and is onty bound to remit the
suroLus to the Liquidator.
Furthermore, in certain tegal systems, creditors who enjoy speciat rights of
preference must prove their claims in the bankruptcy; certain creditors are,
however, empowered to seLl the object and recover their debts from the
proceeds.
According to the system recommended by the majority of authors and adopted,
moreover, in the majority of treaties, preferential rights and,'in generaL,
aIL speciaL secured rights, whether they be over movabLes or immovabLes,
are subject to the Law of the country in which they are situated at the time
when the bankruptcy is opened (subject, as in the case of ArticLe 45, to
what is said in ArticLe 52). Articte 46 of the Convention does not distingu'ish
any further in this respect between statutory secured rights and contnactuaL-124- rtv D l 2221 80- EN
secured rights, wh'ich include transfers of ownersh'ip as security under German
(sicherungsijrbereignung)  and Dutch Law (Eigendomsoverdracht tot  zekerr'"ia>'116
SpeciaL preferentiaL rights present a number of problems  such as the'increase'
decrease or Loss of the preferent'iaL right in the event of removaI of the
encumbered property. These questions are extremeLy important for the security
of transactions.  TheygeneraLty concenn a change of the law appLicabLe to the
preferentiaL rights due to the removaL of the encumbered property and couLd
therefone not be deaLt h,ith'in a convention reLating to bankruptcyt where
they do not arise alone. It  wiLL be for the Law of the situs at the time when
the bankruptcy is opened to provide an answer to these questions.
ArticLe 47 Lays down the special ruLes appLicabLe to rights of preference and
secured rights over ships, boats and aircraft (cf.  ArticLe 28)' This subject
is traditionaLLy deaLt with'in internationaL conventions, so that an effort
has been made to ensure consistency of the Convention urith the existing
spec i a I  convent i ons, whi ch ane:
-  the Brussels Convention of 10 Apri t  1926 for the unification of certain
ruLes reLat.ing to maritime tiens and mortgages (ratified  by BeLgium, France
and ItaLy). Th'is convention is to be graduaLLy reoLaced by the BrusseLs
Convention of 27 l4ay'1967 (ratified by no Member State of the EEC)'  A
convent'ion of the same date reLates to the negistration of rights over
ships trnrder construction;
1''l 6 Transfers of o1anership as security for a debt are current ppactlce'ln
financ'ing operations in Germany and the NetherLands,  where the constitutum
possessorum may be invoked against third parties and exempts purchasing
creditors from appLication of the Law on bankruptcy (cf- Sec.43 German
Bankruptcy  code). converseLy, French case Law considers that, where 'it
provides for the creditorrs 6enefit fon a reservation of ownership on a
pLedge securing a Loan, an agreement containS a commissoria  Lex pro-
hib-ited under irench Law, which'is aLone appL'icabLe to rights in rem
over movabLe property situated in France, even if  the agreement  was
concLuded in the FederaL Republic of Germany between two German
companies (cass. civ. 3.5.1973,  CLUNET 1975 P.74, note by Fouchard)'-125- TIT/ D/ 2221 80.EN
the Geneva Convention of 19 June 1948 on the internationat  recognit'ion of
the rights in aircraft (rat'ified by Denmark, France, Italy,  the NetherLands
and the FederaL Repub[ic of Germany);
protocoI No. 1 re[ating to rights in rem over inLand navigation  vesseLs,
annexed totheGeneva  Convention of 25 January 1965 concerning the regis-
trat.ion of such vesseLs (rat'ified by France and the NetherLands,  but not yet
in force).
These Conventions generaLl"y d'istinguish  between unregistered preferentiaL
nights and charges and mortgages, which must be registered in the state
where the vesseL'is registered. The former have priority  over the Latter,
which rank before (967 Convention) or after (1965 Protocol) preferentiaL
rights provided for sotely by nationaI Laws'
To take account of these ruLes and of the specia[ nature of actions in rem
under EngLish law, Arti cLe 47 draws a distinction: preferentiaL  rights are
governed by the Law of the State where the property is sold; registered
secured rights are governed by that of the state in which the vesset js
registered, in which case the State where the sa[e took place determines
the ranking between them.
The right of Lien in the bankruptcy is found in aLL the nationaL Laws'
However, white Belgiananci French taw-makers, for exampLe, have reguLated
the exercise of this right in the same restrictive  manner, German [aw has
a more extensive concept of it  and authorizes its  operation in a Large number
of ca.".117. th" majority of writers on the subject are in favour of the lex
rei sitae because a night of tien which can be relied upon by the person hoLding
the property possesses the characteristics of a preferentiaL right over it,  and
that preferentiaL right'is  generaLLy governed by the law of the ptace where
the property'is situated118. ArticLe 48 has adopted this idea' It  a[so has
the advantage that the same Law wiLL appLy to all  rights encumbering the
same item of Property.
(117) Cf.
Sec.
(118) Cf.
for
tex
570 BeLg'ian CommerciaL Code and Art.  63
49 German BankruPtcY  Code-
Diena cited bY Rotin, oP. cit-  P.',121 ,
the opposite view: Trochu, oP. cit'  P'
Loci contractus.
of the'1967 French taw;
who shares this oPinion;
180, t^rho recommends the-126-
a
rrr/ D/222/ 80-EN
c - 8r:agip!cs-g:ssten-!9-prglgren!j.e!-qnd-sesgrcd-cig!!s'
Ar!rg!cs-12-!e-!?
ArticLe_42
determ.ines the Law applicable for cl.assifying secured rights in or"der of
priority  irrespective of their nature. Having regard to the principte of
territoriaL.ity enshrined in ArticLes 41 and 43, the same principLe  shouLd
LogicaLLy detepmine  the ranking of generaL rights of preference and other
secured rights in each sub-estate-
AIL that may be statecl here is that as a general rute speciaL rights of
preference attaching to movabLes take precedence over generaL rights of
preference.  Some generaL rights of preference' however, have pliority
over speciaL rights of preference.
ArticLe 51
In accordance with the common prov'isions reLating to aLl secured rights,
ArticLe 51 Lays down that movabLe property, corporeaL  and incorporeal,
other than that already referred to in Articte 47 (urhich contains a speciaL
ruLe in paragraph 5), is deemed, for the purposes of the preceding provis'ions,
to be situated in the State in which it  is reEistered, inscribed or recorded.
This concerns mainLy industriaL property rights (invention patents, designs
and modeLs, trade marks etc.) as weLl as c'inematograph'ic f i Lms. R'ights
registered, insclibed or recorded onLy in an internat'ionaL."g'i.t".119
are deemed to be situated in the State of the bankruptcy.
119 Trade marks (Madricl Arrangement of 15-4-
Community patents (Luxembourg Convent'ion
1891, revised in 1957) and
of  1 5.12.1975) .-127- TTT/D/222/80-EN
Except in the case of registered movabLes, the Convention, which
consistentLy empLoys the expression "Law of the Contracting State in
which the property was situated" in ArticLes 45 and 46, does not contain
any provisions on the situation of  incorporeat property such as debts
and negotiable securities. Aften reviewing the various soLutions avai LabLe
(application of the tatll of the bankruptcy or of the Law govern'ing the
contract), the Working Party noted that this probtem was not pecuLiar to
bankruptcy and caLLed for an overalt solution. Consequentty,  they decided
that the convention shou[d be si[ent on thjs point, and that it  shouLd  be
Left to the onivate internationat law of the State in which the bankruptcy
i s opened.
ArticLe 52
This articIe deaLs with cases where the bankruptcy is decLared after other
proceedings have been opened initiaLLy. In' much circumstances, the sub-estates
crystal.tize on the day on which the last proceedings are opened, that is
to say the bankruptcy (stricto  sensu) or any other proceedings to deprive
the debtor of his power to deal with his property and to reatize the debtorrs
assets. The t,lorking Party did not wish to provide for the reconstitution
of the sub-estates as from the day when the initiat  proceedings were opened,
before the debtor had been deprived of this power, s'ince such a provision
would have entaiLed the payment of expertsr fees and disputes which it  woutd
be better to avoid.
Section VII -  Effects of t[e  bankruptcv on the debtorrs person
The effects of bankruptcy on the debtorrs person, which vary from one [egaL
system to anothe?, nay be of two kinds. Bankruptcy generatLy gives rise, for
the future, to a number of disabi Lities, disquaLifications and restrictions
of rights with regard to the bankrupt. Bankruptcy proceedings may aLso
invotve measures restricting the individuaL freedom of the debtor. Both
kinds of effects wi[[ be examined in turn.ArticLe 53
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1. Taking d'isabiLities, d'isquaL'ifications  and restrictions of rights fit"st,
several distinctions must be drawn:
- the bankruptcy of natural- persons may resuLt in their being prohibited
from directing, managing or administering  a commerciaL undertak'ing,
whether or not 'i n corporate form, or f rom practi sing centain prof es'i ona,
and may aLso entaiL disquaLifications and restrictions of rights of a
poLiticaL or civic nature. The Laws are fan from identicaL on this point
in the Nether"Lands, for exampLe, disquaLifications automaticaLLy  cease
once the bankruptcy is cLosed and discharged bankrupts are not prohib'it
from carrying on a bus'iness activity.  In EngLand, an order of discharge
reLeases the debtor from his undertakings and removes the absoLute or
part'iaL disabiLities to which he was subject. ln France and ItaLy, where
the Laws regarding d'isquaLifications and restnict'ions of rights are very
strict,  bankruptcy decisions, reaLization of assets, judiciaI arrangemen
and personaL barrkruptcy are entered in an individuaL's judiciaL record;
directors and manager of companies decLared bankrupt  may become subject
to speciaL restlictions of rights and d'isquaLifications, such as the rig
to administer or manage any commerciaL undertaki ng121. But these penaLt'i
are unknown in G,erman and Dutch Law, and ItaL'ian  Lavv recOgnizes a Limit
sanct'i on onLy, rramely dism'i ssaL of the directop or manager (Art.  146
Banknuptcy  Law and Art. 2393 CiviL Code), so that, save under French Law
those affected as directors and managers of compan'ies  seem to be treated
more favourabLy in this respect than naturaL persons-
120 it  shouLd be remembered  that, according to the wording of the French Law
of 1967, "reaLizat'ion of assets" is the new name for the measures affecti
a personrs property whereas "personaL bankruptcy" nol'r denotes aLL the civi
sanct'ions (disquaLifications and nestrictions of rights), in princ'ipLe
independent of any measure concerning propenty; wh'ich affect, either
compuLsoriLy or optionaILy, the natunaL persons referred to in Art.  104
of the Law.
121 1^1ith r.egard to French Law, see Art.10 of the Decree-Law of 8.8.1935  and,
more qeneralLy, Arts 54, 114,150 and 260 af the amended Law ol 24.7.2966
on commerciaL  companies, which refer back to Art. 105 et seq. of the 1967
Law. Civi L rights can be recovered, f oLLow'ing d'isquaLif icat'ion, onLy af ter
creditors have been paid in fuL L,-129- rrr/ D/ 222l 80-EN
Divergences between nat'ionaL concepts throughout this fietd and, above aLl,
the present lack of adequate and effect'ive means of information, such as
uroutd be afforded by a generaL w'idening of the practice of registration in
an individuaIts judiciaL record or from the establishment at European LeveL
of a commerciat record, mititated against the incIusion in the convention
of a rule whereby a decLarat'ion of bankruptcy in one of the Contracting
States, in accordance with the convention, woutd automatical[y  entait in
the other States the disqualifications provided for in the taws of those
States, as though the debtor had been dectared bankrupt there. ALready,
Community directives adopted in the fieLd of freedom of estabLishment  and
provision of senvices which encountered the same difficuLties  mereLy require,
where the Law of the host country stipuLates that the beneficiary shouLd
not have been declared bankrupt, an affidavit by the party concerned  when,
in the country of orig'in, proof that he has not been decLared bankrupt
cannot be given in the form of an extract from his judiciaL record or of
a similar document draw uup by a judiciaI or administrative  authority.
Thus, under ArticLe 53 it  is for nationat Law to determine whether and how
far banknuptcy decisions g'iven in other States shatI entail disabilities,
disquaLifications and restrictions of rights. CLearty, it  woutd not in any
event be possibLe to ascribe greater effects to foneign judgments than to
nationaL deci rionr122.
2. The Laws of some Member States aLso provide that the bankrupt may be
imprisoned and forbidden to move to another pLace during th proceedings
without authorization. It  was impossibLe to achieve unanimity on the
inc[usion in the convention of a system of mutuaL aid between courts which
woutd enabte effect to be given in States other than the one in which the
bankruptcy rlras opened to orders made by the bankruptcy court, requ'iring
the banknupt not to  Leave his pLace of residence, or for his arrest and
return to the country of the bankrupt.y123. fh" objection was raised, in
part'icular, that extradition was possibLe only in the case of criminal
offences.
122 With regard to Fnench Law, see particu[anLy Art. 7 of Decree-Law  of
8.8.1935 and Art. 3 of the Law of 30.8.1947 on the improvement of
commerciaL  and industriaI management.
123 See ArticLes 467 and 482 of the Betgian commerciat code; Art. 101 K0;
ArticLe 49 of the ltalian Bankruptcy  Law; ArticLe 87 and 91 of the
Dutch F.W.Section VIII  -  S
130 -
Moreover, the question i s c Losely Linked with the
committed in bankruptcies, The Contract'ing States
time conclude an agreement between themseLves for
50 and 54, the ruLes retating to the recognition
wi l' I  consequentLy not appIy to coercive decisions
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pnosecution of offences
may, i f  t hey w'ish, at any
this purpose. Under ArticLes;
and enforcement of judgments
reLating to persons.
eciaI rovi sions for certain roceedin s other than bankr tc
ArticLe 54
Is one of the cases in which Article 1(2)
its  adaptation to proce'edings other than
of the convention appL'ies, where
bankruptcy stricto sensu was
necessary. This articLe'confines  to the territory  of the State where one of
these proceedings  has b,een initiated the validity as against preferentiaL  or
secured 124.."ditors of any extens'ions of time for payment and compounding
of debts granted to the debtor.
The reasons for th'is are as fo[Lows: in German, Belgian and Dutch Law, the
"Verglei chsverfahren", the "concordat judi ciai re" and the "surs6ance van
betaLing", as weLl as any moratorium  aLLowed to the debtot", are invatjd as
against preferentiaL creditors, who retain thei r right to institute
individuaL  proceedings. This is not true particuLarly of French and ItaLian
L aw:
124 Creditors enjoy'ing er Vormenkung under German Law must be treated as
secured creditors (hrt.883 BGB). Such registration in the Land register
(Grundbuch)  ensures priority  over secured rights regi stered subsequent Ly.-131- rlt/D/222l80-EN
-  In the French Leh, on judiciaI arrangements (Artic[es 69 and 71 of the 1967
Law), preferentiatcreditors, who are in any case (even when assets are
reaLized) obL'iged to Lodge cLaims and submit them to scrutiny (ArticLe 40
of the 1967 Law), a?e requested to indicate within a period of three months
whether they are prepared, in the event of the proposed scheme of arrangement
being approved, to grant the debtor extensions of time for payment or
compounding of debts and, if  so, which. If  the composition is approved,
they are bound by extensions of time for payment or compounding of debts
to which they have agreed. But they can refuse to grant either and the
compos'ition  remains comptete[y invaL'id as against them.0nLy if  they
faiL to repLy are they subject, whitst retaining the benefit of their
secured rights, to the compounding of debts and extensions fixed by the
composition, a[though emptoyees cannot be forced to agree to any compounding
of debts or extensions of time for payment exceeding two years.
In the case of "preIiminary compositions", an order provisional[y  stay'ing
proceedings suspends atL individuaL proceedings by any of the cred'itons,
incLuding the PubLic Treasury (ArticIe 16 of the Ordinance of 23.9.1967)
t"rith the soLe exception in principLe, of emp[oyees (ArticLe 27(2)). 0n
the other hand, no compound'ing of debts is  imposed.
-  In the Italian  Law on "concordato prevent'ivo", the latter is vaLid as
against preferentiaL  creditors as fan as extensions of time for payment
are concerned, but it  must be possibIe to satisfy preferentiaL creditors
in f uL L for the pre['iminary composition to be approved. Sim'ilarLy,
moratoria may wetL be imposed in connection with "amministrazione
st raordi nari a" .
Since recognition, in States other than the one in which the preLiminary
bankruptcy proceedings have been opened, of the vatidity as against preferentiaI
cneditors of extensions of time for payment and compounding of debts
encountered the strongest misgivings on the part of deLegations of countries
whose laws do not recognize such vaLidity, it  was necessary to stretch the
principte of universaLity in this respect. Moreover, it  was pointed out that
any rule wouLd have run counter to the provisions adopted on the suspension
of procedures for enforcement and on rights of preference.Accord'in9 Ly, Art i c Le 54
preL iminary proceedings
the rights of preferent
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CHITPTER VI - RECOGNITIOf'I  AND ENFORCEMENT
In view of the basic princ'iples of the unity and the universaLity of the
bankruptcy and of the very strict  ruLes on direct jurisdiction Laid down in
the convention,'it was possibLe in TitLe V to faciLitate to the maximum the
recognit'ion and enforcement of judgments. This r,las necessary sincer'in order
to be fuLLy effective, the bankruptcy must not on[y be recogn'ized but aLso
enforced with the utmo:;t speed wherever the debtor has assets and creditors.
In the introductory paFt, the reasons for the choices  made by the t^,orking Part
have aLready been pointed out and need onLy be recaLLed here: automatic
recogn'ition of a L L judgments coming within the scope of the convent'ion,
reduction to a minimum of the number of grounds which can be reLied upon
against recognition an,C enforcement of judgments, aboLition or s'impLification,
depending  on the circumstances, of the means of enforcement common to the nine
countrjes"
Under ArtjcLe 55" which corresponds to ArticIe 25 of the generat convention,
recognition and enforcement apply to any judgment irrespective of the term
used to describe it.  It  has already been pointed out that this may inctude
dec'isions taken by administrative authorities (particularLy  in the case of
speciaL proceedings in Germany reLating to cnedit or insurance estabtishments,
and of "amministraz'i  one stnaordinaria"  in ItaLy) as t,,/eLL as by the members of
a company in generaL meeting (in the case of creditorsr voLuntary winding-up).
These decisions are Listed in ArticLe V of the ProtocoL.-133- rr.r/ D/222/ 80-EN
The concept of "judgment" atso embraces enforcement orders (VoItstreckungsbefehL
issued by a clerk of the court, see Art.699 ZPO) and orders as to costs of
proceedings (KostenfestsetzungschLuss  des Urkundsbeamten,  see Art. 104 ZP0)
wh'ich, in the Federal Republic of Germany, are made by the cLerk or the
,l t<
Rechtspf leger '".
Section I -  Recognition of bankruptcy judqments
ArticLe 56
The effect of recognition is to confer on judgments the authority which they
enjoy in the Contracting State in which they were given. The convention
accords immediate recognition to every judgment that comes within its  scope
even if  it  is the subject of appeaI proceedings. As a generaL rute, judgments
in cases of bankruptcy or simiLar proceedings are either provisionaILy
enforceabte, or etse not subject to appeat.
ArticLe 56, couched in the same terms as ArticLe 26 of the generaI convention,
Lays down the principLe of recognit'ion as of right; this occurs without there
being any need to resort to preLiminary proceedings. Recognition is therefore
automatic and does not require a decision by a court in the State where the
apptication is made, to enabLe the L'iquidator or the beneficiary of the
judgment to rety on it,  as against any interested party, as though it  were
a judgment given in that State. This provision invoLves, as in the case of
the generat convention, setting as'ide legal ruLes which in certain countries
like ltaLy subject the recognition of a foreign judgment to a speciaI
procedure (dichiarazione di efficacia). The system adopted is therefore the
reverse of the one incLuded in numerous conventions whereby foreign judgments
are conctusjve on[y if  they fuLfiL certain preconditions which are moreover'
often identicat with those for granting enforcement  by means of "exequatur".
0nLy the procedure for chaLLenging the bankruptcy referred to in ArticLe  61
can stand in the way of recognition.
l2S C'f. aIso Art. 18(2) ol the Hague Convention of 1.3.1954 concerning cjvit
procedure. In France, secretary-cterks (secr6taires-greffiers) may aLso
issue enforcemerit orders for the recovery of costs (Art.702 of the new
Code of Civi L Procedure).-134- rrr/D/222/80-EN
In v.i ew of the new mecl.ranisms thus created, there was no need to'i ncorporate
the provisions of the s;econd and third paragraphs of Article 26 of the generaL
convention prov'idinq for the formaL recognition of the foreign judgment,
either. as the princ'ipat. issue or as an incidentaL question.
AccordingLy, under Art'i c Le 56, automati c recognit'i on wi I L be accorded inter
alia to the state of bankru1tcY, cessation of the debtorrs power to deaL
with his property, suspension of individual proceedings and enforcement
procecJures and the staitus of the Liquidator'  The progress achieved by the
convention in these matters has already been pointed out'
Recogn'ition  wi lL Likew'ise be accorded under the terms of ArticLe 56 to
compositions approved oy the court and, in the'interests of efficiency, to
deci sions on d'i sputes reLating to the powers of the Liquidator.
Converse Ly, Art'i c Le 56 does not cover:
-  decisions which do not come within the scope of the Convention,  such as
those given in proceed'ings not ment'ioned in Arti cte 15, or those g'iven
.in proceedings  not affected by the suspension of individuaL proceed'ings,
jn accordance  with the provisions of ArtieLe 22, or those concerning the
individuaL Liberty of the debtor;
- clecisions referred to in ArticLe 67 in nespect of which recognition (and
enforcement) of€ eXprfegsLy governed by the generaL convention. These are
bankruptcy decis'ions; other than those reLating to the opening and course
of the bankruptcy (s;ee beLow);
-  decisions  wh'i ch, ther convent'i on prov'i des, shaLL have onLy tenritoriaLLy
Limited effects- Such are the cases referred to in ArticLes 5 (jurisdiction
based excLusiveLy on nationaL Law), lA(D (non-traders and smaLL undertaking
and 66 (territoriaL bankruptcy 'in the case of successfuL chaILenge).-  135 - III/D/22?/80-EN
ArticLes 57 to 59
The purpose of Anticles 57 and 59 is to determine which of tt"ro or more
judgments shouLd be recognized and, consequentLy,  enforced.
These two articLes correspond more particuLar"Ly to the two sets of circumstances
set out in ArticLe 13(1) and (2) respectiveLy concerning positjve confLicts of
jurisdiction. In the first  case, a judgment given on a preferable basis of
jurisdict'ion (centre-estabtishment)  witL aLone be recognized; in the second
case, where the judgments in question are g'iven on the same basis of
jurisdiction (centre-centre,  estabtishment-estabLishment ...),  onLy the one
given first  wi[[ be recognized. In the Latter set of circumstances,  Anticte
58(2) Lays down a ruLe on the order of precedence where, exceptionaLty,  two
judgments have been given on the same day. This rule is modetLed on Dutch
Law (Antic[e 2(5) Ft^t). Admittedty, it  is arbit?ary, but the Working Party was
unabte to find a better one, since reference couLd not be made, for the
purpose of choosing  between the decisions, either to the date on wh'ich they
became concLusive, in view of the fact that decisions opening bankruptcy are
automaticaLLy provisionaLLy enforceabLe, or to the date of the petition (in
view of the possibitity that the court may take up the matter of its  own
mot i on) .
In this way, for exampLe:
-  where the same debtor is decLared bankrupt first  in Germany, the country
where one of his estab[ishments  is situated, and then in BeLgium,  the
country where his centre of administration is situated, the BeLgian
judgment aLone wiLL be recognized if  the rules in ArticLe 13(1) or 14
have not been complied with (ArticLes 3, 13()  and 57);-136- ITI/ D/222/ 80-EN
-  b/hen the debtor ha:; transferred his centne of administration  from the
trletherLands (Maastni cht) to France (Li L Le) and the Maastricht court,
seised u|ithin the 6-month peiliod provided fon in Articte 6(1), grants
the debtor "surSeance van betaLing", whereas the tiLLe court, seised
within the same period, orders the reaLization of the debtorrs assets
two days Later, ther Maastricht decision aLone wiLt. be recognized
(ArticLes 6, 13Q) and 58(1)). If  by chance the tt^lo judgments are given
on the same day, precedence  wiLL be given to the judgment of the LiLLe
court even though in Dutch, LilLe is caLLed R'ijsseL (Art.58(2)),
The machinery of pssc,gnition created by ArticLes 51 and 52, as t^teLL as the
machinery of enforcenent, therefore Leads to the folLowing s'ituation: where
a bankruptcy judgment takes effect under the convention in the different
Contract'ing States, 'its recognition and enforcement  may not be impeded,
even on grounds of pubLic poLicy, because of the existence of a nationaL
judgment aIso decLaring the debtor bankrupt. Simi IarLy, a nat'ionaL judgment
cannot take effect when a foreign judgment exists which takes precedence
under the conventionl26.
In this r:ase, as'i n every other where there are conflicting judgments, th'i s
raises the probLem of the procedure for the annuLment or decLaration of
invaLidity of a decision which may have become concLusive, but which must
not be recognized or take effect even jn the countny where it  was given.
The soLution of this crobLem is a matter for nationaL Law, since Articte
59 mereL), states that the judgment is ineffective.
By anaLogy with the sr:tut'ion adopted by nat'ionaL LegaL systems jn the event
of the amendment or revensaL of a bankruptcy dec'ision, ArticLe 59 lays down
that acts oerf ormed irr the meantime by the liqu'idator on a thi rd party
remain vaLid.
'126 Subject, however, to what wiLL be said in the commentary  on Art.78  in
reLation to internationaL agreements  concLuded with non-member States
before the entry into force of this convention--137-
Section II - Enforcement  of bankruptcy judgments
Art'i c Ie 60
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In the case of the judgments referred to in Article 56, the machinery of
enforcement  inctuded in the convention differs sharpLy from that of the
generaI convention. tJhereas the Latter, atthough providing in princ'ipLe
for recognition as of right of the judgments that come within its  scope,
subjects their enforcement to an exequatur procedure - aLbeit a high[y
simpLified one (Art. 31 et seq) - Art. 60 [ays down that recognition, wh'ich
need not be formatLy decided, entaits enforcement, also as of right.
Section III  -  Pnoceedings to chaLLenge the bankruptcy
Artictes 61 and 62
An action to chaLlenge the bankruptcy is the converse of an action for
enforcement. The party seeking enforcement  requests prior authority to enforce,
in the State in which the appIication is submitted, a judgment g'iven in another
State.0n the other hand, an action to chatLenge the bankruptcy is a request
not "to enforce" but "to refrain from enforcing" a judgment. In other words,
the airn of an action to chalLenge the bankruptcy is to ensure post facto
that the bankruptcy judgment shoutd "cease to be recognized or to have effect"
in another Contracting State (Art. 65(4)). The fundamentaL;'esuLt of this
difference is that the initiative  for taking action to chaLLenge the bankruptcy
Lies with the person who wishes to oppose recognition and enforcement, whereas,
in the case of enforcementr'it is for the Iiquidator to take action.
The Working Party was express[y'in favour of this procedure remaining
exceptionaL. To achieve this,  it  restricted the action to chaLtenge  the
bankruptcy  soLeLy to judgments opening the bankruptcy or other simiLar
pnoceedings and reduced to a minimum the cases in which these proceedings
might be instituted.-  138 - r7r/ D/ 222/ 80-EN
1. Restriction of ments which ma be decLared invaLid
An action to chaLLengei the bankruptcy'is admissibLe onLy in the case of
judgments decLaring the debtor bankrupt or other similar measures/ to the
excLusion of the other judgments indirectly referred to in ArticLe 60- The
Latter may be chaLLenqed for the purpose of term'inating their effects onLy
by recourse to the [egal remedies avaitable in the country where the judgment
were g'iven. The tJorkirrg Party did not consider it  wouLd be justified  in
making the action to ,chaLLenge the bankruptcy avai LabLe 'in respect of such
judgments, unLess it  a lso affected the dec Laration of bankruptcy itself,
on which these judgmernts are directLy based-
The f act that nationaL LegaL remed'ies remain avai LabLe aga'inst a judgment
decLaring the debtor bankrupt does not constitute an obstacLe to the
admissibitity of an action to chaILenge the bankruptcy, since the judgment
takes effect as soon as it'is  given. NevertheLess, there is nothing to
prevent a court seised of action to chaLLenge the bankruptcy (ArticLe 63
and XI of the ProtocoL) from stay'ing its  proceedings untit the judgment
open.ing the bankruptcy has become conclusive and ordering that the proceeds
from the reaLization of the debtorrs assets be impounded'
Art'icLe 62 Lays down onLy two cases in which such proceedings may be institut
failure to observe due process and vioLations of public pOL'icy, and in certai
c'ircumstances even the Latter case is excLuded'
Let us examine these two Points:
(a) Fir.st case: faiLure to observe due process. This invoLves an assessment
of the "LawfuLness  at internationaL tevel of the procedure"  followed in
the country where the bankruptcy was opened-
Restri ction of
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InitiatLy,  the Working Party had considered the possibiLity of aLLowing an
action to chaLLenge the bankruptcy, in this type of case, to be instituted
only before the court of the bankruptcy, but on condition, firstLy,  that
the principLe of compuLsori[y summoning the debtor to appear shoutd be [aid
down in the convention and, secondLy, that there shoutd be an effective
system for service and notification of judiciaL documents abroad.  However,
it  had to recognize that it  was difficuLt to change nationaL  Laws on such
matters as the courtrs right to entertain bankruptcy proceedings of.its  own
motion127 
"nd 
on the means for notifying the public prosecutor. AnticLe 62
(1) covers these two cases in panticuLar but provides for their appl.ication
only in the absence of any fautt or neg[igence on the debtorrs part. The
debton's ignorance of the proceedings must have prevented him from "preparing
his defence" and "avaiLing himseLf of any LegaL remedy". These two obstactes
are cumutative, which is refIected in the dual conjuction "neither...  nor...".
To restrict this case in which action may be taken to chatlenge the bankrugtcy,
whiIst ensuring safety and speed in the transmission of judiciaL documents,
the Working Party adopted the system set out in Articte VIII of the protocot,
which is identicaL with ArticLe IV of the protocot to the generaL convention
of 27 September 1968. This articte adds a net.l method of transmission to those
aLready provided for in the Haggue Convention on CiviL Procedure of 1 March
1954 or in agreements  between the Contracting States under this convention.
It  corresponds, moneover, to the option provided for in Article 10(b) of the
Hague Convention of 15 November 1965 on the service and notification abroad
of judiciaL and extra-judiciat documents in civi L and commenciaL matters.
Under the system prov'ided for in the protoco[, documents may be transmitted
directLy by the pubLic officers of one Contracting State to their cotteagues
in another Contracting State, who forward them to the addressee or to his
domici[e. As in the case of ArticLe 10(b) of the Hague Convention, Article
VIII of the protocoL aLlows a Contracting State to object to this method
of transmi ssion.
1?7 Cf. however, with regard to French Law, Article 2(2) of the 1967 law and
ArticLe 6 of the 1967 decree; see ArticLe 442 of the Belgian Commercial
Code; Articte 6 of the ltaLian Bankruptcy Law; in Dutch law, the couft
is entit[ed to entertain proceedings of its  own motion only in exceptionaL
ca ses .-  140-
(b) Second case: Violations of oublic potricv  The question of public policy
in conrrection with proceedings to challenge the the bankruptcy ltas debated at
length wj.thin the working Party. After d.iscard.ing two possible solutions
(exclusion of this grou:rd and express provieion for it  in general terns), ttie
Worki.:ng Party consid.ered it  preferable to lnclud.e a provision allowing the
possibility of recourse to public policy in the international sense of
the terrn, specifying at the same time, five cases in which public policy
could not be relied. u.pon or be used to disguise another ground which had
been exclud"ed.
An illustration of a case in which a jud.gnent opening the bankruptcy night be
deemed. to be contrarl'to the jnternational Erblic policy of a country of
enforcement is that crf a eonmercial d.irlegation of a State with a pla'nned
economy or a monopoly, of foreign tra.de, or €un office, establishmentt  agency
or b:.anch of a  Stater body carrying on comnercj-aI activities being declared
bankrupt, where the delegation or office is regarded in the State in which
proceedings  have beerr instituted. as a governrnent body enjoylng {mrnunity fron
suit or fron enforcenent  and not as an establishnent governecl by private 1aw.
The various cases rellened to in Article 62(2), whene violation of public
policy may not be re.rtied upon, have alread;r been dealt with in connection
with the relevant articles of the convention and attention lE drawn here only
to the case set out :rn Article 62(2)(b).
As in the case of th<l general convention, the Working Party rejectedt at the
sta6e of enforcementn verification of the jurisd"iction of the court which
d.eclared the bankruP'[cY. As the action to challenge the bankruptcy is
not available on the grognd of lack of jurisd.iction of the court which
declared it,  the only means of ensuring that a bankruptcy judgutent given
by a court lacking jrgisdiction should cease to be recognized'  and ceaste-141-
and secondly that the machinerXr  contained in Articles 11, 57 anat J8 was
such as to provide a satisfactory solution in cases where several courts
belonging to different States considered they had jurisd.iction, expressly
excluded the possibiltty of resorting on this point to the concept of
Public PolicY.
ft  follows from this that the debtor or the party wishing to contest the
jurisdiction of the court will  have to d.o so jrr the State where the
bankruptcy was decfared. and utilize  the proced.ureE or legal renedies
provided. for this purpose r:nder the law of that State.
@.
These articles detennine which courts have jurisdiction to entertain
actions to challenge the bankruptcyr the parties to the proceedingsr the
tirne li-nits and the effects of the proceedings.
This action will  constitute a new procedure for the najority of the
Contracting States; they will  therefore have to aclopt internal measures
for the purpose of ttefining this procedure nore accurately tn relation to
those points which it  was umecessary to deal with in the convention.
However, to engure sone unity in the case law, the action to challenge
the bankruptcy will  always have to bs broughtr in each Contracting Statet
before the sane court (erticle  63 ana XI of the protocol). The rule
peculiar to the llnited Kingd.on which is  contained in Article 63(2) Iays
d.own a principle that is the converse of the one contained in the second
paragraph of Article 31 of the general convention.
According to Articls  64t the procedure is one in which both parties are
heard ancl will  often be, accord.ing to Article XI of the  protocolr the
one for urgent natters.  The action nust be brought against the liquidator
by the pubric prosecuto rl'8,  the debtor or any other intereeted. party,
with the exception of the person who tnstituted. bankruptcy proceedings.
Tt must be borrte in mind. that one of the reasons why the Working Party
preferred the action to challenge the bankruptcy to the exequatur procedure
waa precisely that the bankruptcy takes effeot ggg omngs and the only
party entitled to oppose a request for exeguatur would. have been the debtor.
roQ t'v  A reservation on this point in the case of the Federal Republic of
Germany is set out in Annex If.-142-
Article 64Q) lays dov.n that the action to challenge the bankruptcy nust
be brought within a duaf time li"nit:  three months fron the publlcation
of the bankruptcy  juclgrnent in the Official  Journal of the European
Communlties and, at the latest, 6 months from the opening of the banknrptcy
or until  the closure of the bankruptcy, so that enforcenent might not be
contested at a sta6'e when it  was irreversible.
Tn order to d.eprive the action to challenge the bankruptcy of any delaying
effect, its  operation ls not, according to Article 6Jr suspensory in charac
However, the rnecharrism  provided for in thig article is extrenely flexible:
the court entertaining the proceedings and the other courts of the State
of enforcement may, pending a decision on the alleged invalidity of the
bankrlptcy,  order a, stay of enforcement without prejud'ice to protective
neagrures  sucn as the sequegtration of the proceeds of the realization of
the debtorrs assets.
Article 65(3) places the judgtrent allowing or disnnissing the application
challenging the bankruptcy on the sane footing as bankruptcy jud.gnents
as far as most of its  effects, advertiserrent and legal remedtes are
concerned.
The effects of a successful challenge are twofold: they have in comnnon the
fact of bei.::g strictly  territorial,  i.e.  lirniied solely to the territory
of the State where the bankruptcy was declared invalid:
-  invalid-ity is an obstacle to both recognition  and enforcementr not
merely of the judgnent opening the bankruptcyl but also of all  the other
jud.gnrents which have their requisite 1ega1 basis in the openi"ng of the
bankruptcy: rulings given in the course of the proceedingsr  rulings on
actions arisi:rg from the bankruptcy (Article 61(4)'  II  the case of a
bankruptcy declared in Brussels, the only consequence of a successful
challenge in cerrnany is that the Belgian jurlgment will  cease to be
recognized. and" enforced in Gerrnany, but it  will  eontinue to take effect
in the other seven States of the Comnunity until  the bankruptcy has been
declared invalid in each of then.
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Adnitted.ly, one disadvanta,ge of this solution nay be that failure to observe
due process is determined d.ifferently in each individual Contracting Statet
but this would. also have been tine of enforcenent.  Acts perforned by the
liquldator before the declaration of invalidity do not, however, cease to be
valid ("a 3udgnent successfully challenged shall cease to be recognized").
-  The courts of the State where the bankruptcy has been declared invalid
nay open the bankruptcy or take other steps if  they have jurisdiotion  und.er
the law of that State (nrt.  661. Such a bankruptcy will  have no Comnunity
effect, in the first  place because the courts lack jurietliction wtder the
conventionr ad secondly, because the bankruptcy has alread;r been declared
in a,nother Contracting State.  Thus, there a situation could ariee in which
two or nore bankruptcies were opened on ffiC temitory, which constitutes
an exception to the princlple of the writy of the bankruptcy. However, the
Working Party was obliged to a€?ee to this solution so as to avoid a 1ega1
vacuum in the State where the bankruptcy was declared invalid.  It  woulcl.
have been extrenely disconcerting if  the debtor r,rere allowed in that country
to escape the consequences of his acts.
Section fV -  Reco$nition and enforcenent of other bankruptcy  judgpents
Article 6J provides that all  judgnents, other than those referred. to in
Article 16, shall be recognized  and. enforced. accordi.ng to the nachinery
of Tit1e IIf  of the general convention to which reference nust be made.
Since thege are eE sentially jud.gnents to be enforced against third partiest
the Working Party considered it  desirable to nake them subject to the same
system that would. apply where such jud.gnents were given independently of the
bankruptcy. The only difference, in practicer compared with the systen
contained. in the bankruptcy  convention, consists of the need. for the prior
apposition of the enforoement otd""l29.
1)O ''7  Accordingtyr  enforcement of thege jud.gnents nay be refused directlyt
i:r accordance with the machinery provided. for in the general convention
(disnissaL of the appl.ication to append the enforcement order or
successful appeal against the judgnent granting the enforcement order),
or indirectly on the gror:nd of the bankruptcy jud.gnent ts invalidity.-144-
The following will  i:herefore be subject to this procedure:
-  all  bankruptoy judgments other than those opentng the proceedings or
relating to the course of the bankruptcy;
-  jud.gnents in the iections or d.isputes referued to in Article 15t includin;S
those in sub-parEgraphs B and !,  but excluding those nentloned in
sub-paragraPh 3i
-  jud"gurents relating to company members and. to persons managing or
directing a fimr or company (Article 11);
-  transactions approved. by the court occurring during the bankruptcy
(cf. Article )1 of the general convention);
-  enforcement orders granted. to creditors whoge claims have been
admitted but remain unpaid. at the closure of the poceedings,  who
thus recover their individ.ual rights of action (see  154 KO and
85 vgfO; Articles' 159 and- 96 FW; Articles !O and 91(2) of the
French law of 196i? and. Article 90 of the French decree at Q6l).
Section V -  General. Provisloqq
Articles 68 and 6! have been taken almost word for word' from the
corresponding Articl]es Q/{)  of the general convention.
Alticlg 68 relates to the jud.icatr:m solvi security.  This was also dealt
with in the Hadue $onvention of 1 March 1954t which dispensed fron the
reguirement to lod.ge suoh security only nationals of Contracting States
who are douriciled. in one of those States (Art. t71.  Article 68 exempts
fron the sane lequirenent any party, irrespective of nationality and"
domicile,  who chal.Lenges, i:r a contracting state, a jud.gnent given in
another Contracting State.-145-
The Working Party regarded the lod.ging of such security as unjustified.
in the case of the action to challenge the bankruptcy. This was also
true with regard to the gra"nting of enforcernent orders, lrrespeotive of
the type of procedure eraployed. On the other hand, the Horking Party
considered that it  was unnecessary to depart frorn the rules of tt.e 1954
Convention as far as proce€cl.ings in the State of origin were concefloed.
Article 69
This article dispenses docunents produced in the course of proceedi.ngs
to challenge the bankruptcy fron legalization or other sixnilar forualitiest
that is to say particularly  the marglnal note provided for in the llague
Convention of !  Oetober 1961 abolishing the requirenent of legalization
in respect of foreign public documents.
cHAqrER VII -  TNTERPRETATIOII  BY THE Coun:r OF JIJSTTCE
Artlsleg__1q-:_f4,  entrusting the court of Jr:stice of the European
Conrnr:nities  wLth the interpretation of the convention in its  entiretyt
are taken aLnost word for word fron Articles 1 -,  of the tuxembourg
Protocol of 3 June 1971t as amended. on t  0ctober 1978t conoernjng  the
interpretation  by the Court of Justioe of the general conventionl reference
should be nade to the cornnentary th"t"orr.13o Accordingly, the writy of
the systen is maintainecl in this respect also.
13O Cf. Jenard. Report, op. cit.  p.66 et seq. and. the Schlosser Report,
op. cit.  No ZJJ and' 2J6.-146-
CHAI'TETR VIII -  TRANSITIONAL PROVISIOI{S
Article 7q
As a general ru1e, tireaties on enforcement have no retrospective effect
in ord.er tfnot to alter a state of affairs whlch has been reached on the
basis of Iega1 relat;ions other than those created between the two States
as a result of the irrtroduction of the conventiorr"131. Only the Benelur
Treaty applies to jud.grnents gtven before it  entered' into force.
A solution as d.rastic as that contained in the Benelux Treaty did not seem
acceptable for the reasons set out by Mr. Jenard. in his report.  The tert
ad.opted by the Working Party was therefore based on the first  para6raph of
Article 54 of the general convention, as well as on the rules of
transitional law enacted at the time of the tr"rench bankrrrptcy (Art.  160
of the Law of 1l July 1967).
However, a sirnilar provision to the one il  the second. para€raph of Article
54 of the general convention relating to jud.gnents given before the
convention ts entry into force could not be adopted. Iin the first  placet
the convention provides for wide powers to be conferred on liquid.ators in
possession of the certificate referred to in Article 2! andr secondlyt
the machinery of rec;ogrition and enforcenent has been simplified in
view of the introducrtion of uniforu laws and corunon conflict rules which
will  corne into force only with entry into force of the convention
(cr. ert. 81).
1 31 cf.  Jenard. Report t g. 57.-  '147 -
CI{AHMR IX -  RELATIOITSHIP TO OryI{ER INTERNATIONAL  CO$VUMIONS
Title Vflfr  adapted. fron Title VII of the general convention, concerns
relationships between the convention  and other international instrunents
which govetzr jurisdiction  and. the reoognition and enforcenent of bankruptcy
judgments. It  deals with:
-  relationships between the convention  and bilateral treaties
alreafur in force between certain Counr:nity States (ArticLes 76 arrd 77);
-  relationships between the convention  and. treaties alreadgr concluded
with nonaember  Statee (ertfcfe 78).
Articles ?5 and 77
Article J6 contains a list  of the conventions which will  be abrogated. by
the entry into force of the EEC convention. Such abrogation will  olrrate
only subject to;
-  the provisions of Article 76 itself,  that is to say these conventions
will  continue to take effect in rnatters to which the convention d.oes
not apply (insurance and siniLar urrd.ertakingsr  matters other than
bankruptcy,  compositlons and other sisilar  proceed.i:ngs,  as provid.ed
for in the protocol);
-  the provisions of Article JJ relatireg to proceedings opened before
the entry into force of the EEC convention.
A.lisJs.Jg
This article deals with the awkward. problen of the cornpatibiltty of the
convention with treaties alreadgr concluded between a Contracting State
and a third State.
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The working Party considered that it  would be difficult  to include
the oorrespondi:rg  provisions of the general convention (Articles
5? and !B), firstl.y,  since confltcts roight arise with treaties
involving direct jurisd-iction as with treaties involving i'nd'irect
jurisd.iction and, secondly, because of the basic principles of the
convention, which not only contain provisions on jurisdictiont
recognition and enforcernent but also deternine the applicable  law.
It  was consequently considered preferable to adopt a general
provision based orr the first  para€raph of Article 234 of the Treaty
of Rome.
Two sets of circurnstances nust be d.istinguished, according to the
nature of the treiaty concluded with a non-member state.
1) In the case of ttsi-rnple treatiestrl i.o.  treaties which contain only
rules of irrd.irect jurisdictlon, there should not, irn the working
Partyts opinion, be any conflict between the nrles of jurisd.iction
laid down jn thoee treatiee and those provided for in Title  If  of the
convention. At the recognition  and enforcenent stage, it  should be
possible for  jud.gnents given in non-.rrember states to be recognized
in conforrnity with the provisions of those treaties, on conditiont
however, that they are not trparalysedtt by prior recognition  accorded
earlier by a jud.grnent given u:der this convention. The Scandinaviart
convention of J Novernber 1!ll  on barrkruptcy cones within this
category.
2) "DuaI treatj-er;f' comprising rules of direct jurisd.iction
of barrkruptcy are very numeroua and. include the following
-  The treaty concluded on 1! Jr:ne 186! between France and the Swiss
Confederation on jurisdiction and the enforcement of juagments in
civil  matters, which lays d.own rules of direct jurisdiction, with
regard to disputes between French and. swiss nationals, tending to
favour the defendantts ftnatural courtn whose exclusive jurisdict
must be observed, where necessary, of the courtts owrt notion
(articte 11), and which ensures in the field  of bankruptcy  the
unity of the latter  (mtictes 6 to 9).
in
in
the field
particular:-149-
The Convention between France and the hincipality  of Monaco of
13 Septenber 1!t0 on bankruptcy  and. the realization of assets
by the courtl
The Austro-Belgian  Convention on Bankn:.ptcyr  conpositlons and
suspension of palrurents signed. i:n Brussels on 16 July 1969t
supplenented byfie Protocol of 13 June lpJl;
The Franco-Aubtrian Convention of 2l February 1979 on jurisdiction
and. the recognition and enforcement of judgnents in the field of
bankruptcy. Article 21 of that convention makes €m express
reservation for future rnultilateral conventions, including this
convention.
ft  should be pointed out that the abovenentioned. treaties, in contrast
to the Franco-Swiss treatXr apply irreepective of whether the debtor or
the cred.itors are nationals of the Contracting States.
The llnited Kingdom has also concluded. conventions applicable in the field
of bankruptcy with Norway (tz ,lune 1951), Austria (t4 .iofy ry61) and Itrael
(28 Octoter 1970), not to nention the arrangenents for mutual assistance
in force between the Cownonwealtb  States which have retained the Bankruptcy
Act 1914 in their legal systeme.
3e the case of these treaties, the proble,m must be subdivided into its
separate components. At the jurisdiction etage, a treaty alreadlr
concluded with a non.nember State takes precedence  over this convention
since the jurisdiction of the non.menber State is exclusive. Thusr in the
case of a French debtor having his centre of adslixistration in Sr*itzerland.t
an establishnent in France and another in Gemanyr the French courts have
no jurisdiction to declare hin bankrupt, although bankruptcy  proceedings
could be initiated. in Gemany under Article 4 of the EEC convention.
As far as recognition  and enforcement  are concerned, they can be granted
only in relation to a jud.gment given by a court of a non-rnernber  State
whose exclusive jurisdlctlon has been establishedr regardless of which
jud.grnent was given earlier.  Accordingly, returning to the exanple taken
from the Franco-Swiss treaty, if  the German jud.gment is given firstr  the
objection that it  is conclusive cannot be raised to prevent the Swiss
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judgrnent  from bei.ng relied upon and enforced in France; if  the Swiss
jud.gment was enforced in France before the bankruptcy was declared i:t
Germany, the German bankruptcy  carr take effect only in the EEC States
other than France.
Particularly with the Franco-,Swiss  Treaty of 1859 in mind', the Working
Party therefore expressed. in the Jojnt Declaration the wish that these
treaties might be suitably revined to eliminate any inconsistencies
between them and the rnultilateral Convention (cf.  the second. paragraph
of Art ,  234 of the Treaty of Rorae).t3t
With regard. to future conventions with non-.member Statesr the convention
does not contain any provisions correctponding to thoee of Article 59 ot
the general Conventio:n.
cHAPmn x - FINAL PROVISIONS
Articles ?4. 80 and 82 to 87
These Articles, couched in the same terms as Articles 60 to 68 of the
general convention, d.o not call for any particular observations.  The
Danish law on bankruptcy does not apply to Greenlandr  which has no
national  1aw on the subject.
| )L  Obviously it  wor:Lld be desirable if treaties concluded before the
entry into force of the FTFIC convention contained a reservation
identical with t;he one jn Article 27 of the Franco-Austrian
Convention of 27 February 1)l) fo the effect that the conventionfs
provisions in no way prejudice future nultilateral  conventions to
be concfud.ed by either of the two States.
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Article  81
The wording of this article,  which d.eals with the incorporation into each
national }aw of thc unifor^m laws referred. to in flr+tcte 41 urg  Annex f,
is based on that nost often used in connection with such matters in
international conventions containing a r:nifotm law.
Certain d.istinctions are drar,vn in Article B1(1) "td 
(Z) according to the
various proceedings listed. in Article 1 of the protocol:
-  every uniform law must be incorporated into every 1aw relating to
bankruptcy stricto sensu (Articfe 81(1)).  This also applieg to the
French law on judicial ananganents (.lrticle  91(Z));
-  the uniforrn laws nnust be incorporated i:tto laws relating to goceedilgs
other than bankruptcy stricto  sensu only in eo far as these rlriforn laws
can be applied (mt.8t  (Z)).  {hls applies }rith particular force in
France to judicial arrangements.
Two rernarks, howeverr are called fore
firstly,  such transposal will  be effected having regard. to the
constitutional rules and Iegal customs of each of the Contracting
States, which will  not be obliged to reprodnce  verbatim the wording of
the tert,s in Annex I.  Clear1y, incorporation will  be necessary only
in so far as the national law, in the strict  sense (excluding, therefore,
solutions derived purely fron case law which are always subject to
revision), of each State is not alread.y in confornity with the various
lnifor^n laws (paragraph 3).  h  this respect, the transposal or
incorporation of r:niform laws or the aligrrment of national law on these
laws will  be total or partial'  ft  rill  also be partial or adapted in
the case of Statee which declare that they nake the reservations  which
are available for each of them in Annex II  (paraeraph  4);
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secondly, the uniform laws constitute not merely an essential but a
decisive factor in the inplenentation of the convention (eee, above,
lrticle  ?5).  They nrust therefore be transposed intte ma,nner ind'icated'
above, if  this has not alread.y been effected as a result of, or by the
law implenenting  or authorizing the ratification  of the conventiont not
later than the first  d.ay of the sirth nonth following the lod-ging the
last instrunent of ratification,  which is the d.ate on which, according to
Article 8O(2), the convention enters i:rto force.
CHAPTER XI -  PROIOCOL
The protocolrs raison dr6tre lies essentially in the need for
flexibility  with regard to the indication of the titles  of the
proceedings  or ther designation of national authorities, which rnay change
in the future wittrout the machinery of the convention necessarily being
cal1ed into questi.on. It  is for this purpose that most of the artieles
in the protocol mely be anend.ed by a mere declaration  and not in accorda'nce
with the revision procedure provided for in respect of the convention
(lrticte  xrv).
Articls 1
The proceedings  which come within the scope of the convention aret at
present, the following:
1) BELc.r_W
-  La faillite  (Law of 18 April 1851, as amended., on ordinary and
criminal ban.kruptcies i:rcluded in Book fff  of the Commercial  Code
of 1! septenber 1867' Articles 437 to 572).
-  le concordat judiciaire (Consolid.ated.  laws ot 29 Jr:ne 1887 ana
10 Ausust 1946).
-  sursis de paienent (Law of 18 April 1811 on ordinary and criminal
bankruptcies included in Title 4 of Book fff  of the CornnerciaL
Code, Articles 59y614). These proceedingg  are virtually  obsolete.-  153 -
z) w4E5:
- Konkurs (Law tlo !1 of 2J March 1872, as amended several tines).  A new
law entered into force on 1 ApriL 1)18;
-  tvanrakkord  (Law of 14 April 1!0! and Decree-Law No 15! of 2 Apri] 19?1 ).
These are judicial arange'nents  which are not necessarily approved by the
court (Skifteretten);
-  likvidation af banker og sparekasser. der har stand.set deres betalinger
Wind"ing up of banks and savings banks;
- likvidation af penslonskasser -  winding up of pension flnds;
-  likvidation af legravelseskasser -  wlnding up of burial funds;
-  betalingestands  (Law of lJlJ  anending the Bankruptcy Law of 2J March
1872). llhe debtor declares to the skifteretten that he has ceased to
nake pa;ments and the latter nay then suspend ind.ivid.ual proceedings  to
enable the debtor to cone to an anicable arrangenent with his creditors
and. avoid bankruptcy.
3) TIS FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF GEEMAI\TY
-  Konkurs (Konkursordnr:ng  of iO February 1887 in the version of 20 May
1898, as amended, abbreviated to KO).-154-
gerichtlichs Vergleichsverfahren (Vergleichsordnr:ng of 26 February 1935t
as anended., abbreviated to Vg'10) -  Conposition by the court;
nachfolgendes  Verfahren bei freiwil_liger llnterrrerfrrr8  des Schuldners
unter die ltberwachyng durch einel Sachwal.ler -  Procedure following a
cornposition  by the court whieh involves the d.ebtor giving his consent
to supervision by a, trustee.
Verfahren des Vergleichsgerichts  Jrach Aufhebr:ng des Vergleiahsverfahres
ilber die Festellung d.er mutmasslichen llijhe einer bestrittenen Forderun8
od.er des Aqs{aJlg einer tefffqglsq gedec}ctet Forde  -  hocedure fol
the suspension of a composition by the court which relates to the calculati
of the amount of a disputed debt or to the d.ischarge of a debt paid in part
Massnalunen der Aufsibhtsbeh6rden filr Kreditfustitute und Versiche unt
zur Vermeidune des Konkurses. These are measr,Fee  adoptett by the Federal
Offiee for the cont'::ol of credit eetablishnents, pursuant to Article 46(a)(
of the KWG of 1976t and by the Federal Office responsible for i.neurancet
pursuant to Article 8!(1) of the VAG, to reetcue wrd.ertakings in difficulty
and to prevent them from becoming bankrupt (tenporary moratoriump  Don-
acceptance of new clients, prohibition against disposals and paynents).
These measures lapse after 5 months at the latest and, in the event of thei
failure, the rurd.ertaking may be declared bankrupt.
4) FRANCE
-  [iquidation rjes biens and rdgLement judiciairs (Law No 67 -  563 ot
13 Juty 1967 and Decree No 67 -  1120 of 22 December 1967 on judicial
arrangements,  realization of assets and personaL and criminaL
bankruotcies).-155-
c6dure d.e sion solre dea tes et d.ra t  collectif
(order t'to 67-8zo of 23 Septenber 1967 and. Deoree No 6T-1 zJJ of 31 December
1967 tw,Llitating the econonic and flnanoial reorganization of certain
und.ertakilgp;  Decree No 67-t254 of 31 Deoenber 1)61 d.eternining the courts
enpowered to entertain proceed.ings instituted und.er the grder of 2l
Septenber 1967). This is a procedure for reorganizing undertakings in
financial straits whiob have not,  however, ceased. to make palments and
whose collapse would. be such as to have a seri.ous effect on the econony.
Proceedings may not be provisionally suspended. for longer than four
monthsr to enable plans to be submitted to the court for the econonic
and financial reorganization of the r.rnd.ertaking and for the overall
settlement of its  liabiLities  over a perlod not exceeding three years.
These meaaurea are binding on the creditors, who, in contrast to their
position in judicial arrangenents, do not vote.
5)  rnELAr{p
-  bankruptcy (tristr Bankrupt and hsolvent Act 1857 ana Bankruptcy  Anendnent
lct  '1872). These fundanental statutes relatfuxg to the bankruptcy of
natural persons are supplernented.  by nuneroug statutes on specific aspects
of bankruptcyr including the Preferential PaSments in Bankruptcy Act 188!
(for preferential cred.itors)  and the Succession Act 1)6J which governs the
winding up of estates of debtors dying insolvent;
-  winjling up in bankruptcy of partnerships.  Bankruptcy  rulee are, by way of
exceptionr followed in the wind.ilg up of partnerships  where sone or all
of the partners are themselves bankrupt;
-  compulsory wind.ing-up (companleg Act 1963t sections 213, 344 and. 345)
Winding up by the court, on six gror:nds includ.ing insolvency, of registered
conpanies (conpanies, associations and partnerships  of more than 20 persons)
and rxrregistered companies (all  other companies, exclud.ing foreign companies,
with at least ei.ght members);
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-  creditorst voluntar.{ r"rinding up (Companies  Act 1!631 Section 2J6).
Voluretary winding up of tnsolvent conpanies by the creditors.  As in
the llnited. Kingdon, this forrn of winding up d.oes not require, in principle
and except where necessaryr recourse to a court;
-  arrangenent under the coptrol of ]he coutt (Bankruptcy and Insolvent Act
1857t Section 343). Anicable arrangenent concluded wtder the control of
the court which, in the neantime, suspend.s individual proceedings;
-  anrangements.  reconstructions and coqlpsitions of companies whethqlor
6) rrALY
-  fallitent-q (noyaf Decree No 267 of 15 March 1942r abbreviated to 1.f.);
-  concord.ato preventiyg (Rtt. 150 et seq of Royal Decree No 267 of 15 March
1942);
-  arnnjristrazione  controllata (,q"t. 187 et seq of Royal Decree lfo 267 of
15 March 1942);
-  Iiquidazio4e q>attq e4qi4ieggeig3 Gr+, Dq et seq of Royal Decree
No 267 of 16 March 1942). This forn of winding up occurs for reasons
other than the i-nsolvency of the d.ebtor, and for special categoriee of
qnd.ertakings  of najor econonic inportance. .An adninietrative stage nay
precede a true jud.icial stage: the judicial authority may establish that
a state of insolvency exists without any intervention on the part of
the a.drninistrative authorities.  Ae eoons this  judgnrent ie givenr it
gives rise to the sarne effects ae a bankrrrptcy judgment;
-  amrlnistraziole etraordinarta q.elle E:andi inprese ilcrigl  (Decree  Law
No 26 of lO January 19?9 transforned into Law I{o 95 of 3 April 19?9).
This is a reorganization procedu.re lasting three years at the most, which
constitutes a special form of liquidaziane  coatta arnnoinistrativa for
und.ertakings  whose d.ebts are flve time greater than their existing capit
provided the latter  anounts to at least Lit  20 thousand nillion.  It
conmences with a d.eclaration by the court that paynents have ceasedt
followed by a d.ecree of the Minister for }rdustry initiating  the proced
which gives rise to the usual effects (prohibition against dieposalst
suspension of proceedingsr invalidit$ ...).  The objectives of the
not in the course of liquidatioq whel:q sanction of the court ie
reouired and creditors rights are involved.-1r7-
procedure ares to replace the hea.d. of the und.ertaking  by Government
commissioners,  to erbend the procedure to all  the companies belonging
to the group, to cany on its  operations and to plan a new structure
for the group, possibly i.nvolving a guarantee from the Stateo
7 )  LrrxmdBouRc
- &e[ite  (Bantruptcy) (Law of 2
IIf  of the Connercial Code of 1l
concordat prdventif de la faillite  (Law ot 14 April 1886 supplenented
and arnended by the law of 1 February 1)11 and the Grand. Drca1 Decree of
4 October 19M)i
sursis de paienent (bw of 2 July 1870 included i:n Titte 4 of Book III
of the Comercial Code, Articles 593 to 614i Crarrd Duca1 Drcal Decree of
4 October 1%4)i
rdsime sp6cial de liquidation applicable aux notPires (Grand Drcal Decree
of 31 December 1938). This decree lays d.own, with regard. to notaries
trwhose credit is r:nde::mined or where the perfotrnance in full  of their
obligations is  jeopardizedfr, aSecial systen of rehabilitation (which
does not come within the scope of the convention) or winding up at the
option of the Adninietrative Courcil of the rehabilitation section of
the Luxembourg notarial profession, of its  own notion or at the reguest
of a notary or cred.itor'
tre addition, since the enactrnent of the law of 21 December 1)12, a
notary who has ceased to make palnoents and whose credit is underuined
is treated on the same footing as a trader for the purposes of bankruptcy
and the other proceedings; bankruptcy proceedingsr however, can be opened
only at the reguest of the Administrative Council and the notary cannot
seek the benefit of other neasures r:ntil the application of the special
system has been denied to him.  At the request of the Inxembourg
d"elegation, the application of the special system of winding up wilL
give rise only to restricted a.d.vertising arrangements at Comnwrity
1evel;
gestion controlde (controlled.  nanagenent) (Grand Drcal Decree of
2{ May 1935) is nodelled on the Belgian Royal Decree of 1l October
1934 which had introduced this procedure on a provisional basis; thie
procedure is now harcLly ever enployed.
JuIy 1870 included in Title  I of Book
Septenber  1807, Articles 437 +o 572)iB)
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THE N.ETI{ERLINIS
-  faill.issement  (wet 30 September 1891 op het faillisement en d.e surs6ence
va.n betaling, Titel I Art 1 -  212, abbreviated. to F.W. as anended several
times, nost recentlY in  1969);
-  sr4ls6ance van beta.ling (fitef  ff  of the Faillissementswetr  Articles 213
to  28y' , as arnended by the lew of I  February 1%5)i
-  regeling, vervat in d.e rlg9 op de velgjrdering van houders van schuldbrieven
aarr loonEr (of 31 May 1934).  I}nder this law, the provlsions of which ar
sel6om used., the rights of bondhold"ers nay be modified when a body which
issued bonds is r:nable to meet its  obligations in fuI1 (reduction of
capital and interest, postponement of pqlnment of dividends, etc).  Such
mod.ification may tre decided by an assembly of bondholders  neeting with
the authorization of the court; the decision must be taken by a two-thi
najority of the votes cast, and4proved by the court.
ngodlese}ing (wet toezicht kredietwesen, 1l April 1978). This 1aw on
the controL of credit establishnents  creates an rtenergency procedurer (whi
may fo1low a period of provisional supervislon) whereby the court, at
the request of the Nederlandsche 3ank, appoints a liquidator for a period
of 18 months and authorizes hin to transfer the finarrcail conmltnents
in whole or in part or to wi::d. up the establishnent. lloodregeling has
replaced, in the case of banks, sursdance van betaling, to which it
bears a strong reeemblance. It  nay be transforrned into faillissement.
g) uNrrEp KrNGpoM
-  bankruptcy; (in the case of Eegland and Wa1es, Bankruptcy Acte 1914 and
1926, Bankruptcy Rules 1952t 1956, 1963 and 1965i in the case of l{orthern
Irelarrd., Sankruptcy Acts 1857-1964).
natural persons and partnerships  are
receiving order (sequestration  of tte
(declaration of the bankruptcy);
Bankruptcy proceedings involving
di.vided into two sta,ges: a
assets) 
"nd 
an adjudication  order-159-
-  sesueetration (in tle  case of Scottrand.:  Bankruptcy  Act 1913) ScottiEh
variant of bankruptcy;
-  adninistration  in barrkruptoy of estate of persons d.ying ixsolvent
(Bankruptcy Acts 1914-1)26  and, Bankruptcy  Acts (Northern lreland)
1857-19@). Variants of bankruptcy applied to persons d.ying insolvent.
In Scotland, sequestration is applicable in such cases;
-  conpulsor.y winding*up (in ttre case of E:gland., Wales and" Scotland,
Courpanies Acts 194U1967  and. in the case of l{orthern freland, Cornpanies
Acts 196U1953).  Wind.i.ng up by the court of companies for insolvency
or onother grounds, at the reguest of the oompany, a member, a ered.itor
or certain public authorlties;
-  creditorst voluntary wind.inR up (see above for 1ega1 basis)
Voluntary winding up is available only to registered  companies which
are r:nable to pay their debts within one year.  The court intervenes only
in the event of difficulties.  Any credltor nay apply to the court for
compulsory winding up;
-  winding up under the supervision of the court (see above). This forn
of winding upr which is very rarely enployed,  occupies an intermediate
position between voluntary winding up, which is opened initiallyr  md
compulsory wind.ing up.
-  compositions and schemes of arrangement (in ttre case of Srglarrd. and
Wales, 3ankruptcy Act 1944t Sections '15 and,21). Conpositions by the
court during the bankruptcy, provided al1 the preferential creditors
are repaid and the other cred.itors can receive a d.ividend of at least
z5%;
-  compositions  (nankruptcy  Act (Northern freland) 185?-19q). ilorthern
frefa.nd variant of the preceding procedure.
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-  arrarreements  rmder thg @  (see above). Northern
freland procedure  enabli:eg a debtor to obtain a protection order
freezing his asse'l;s pendirrg the aceeptance of certain arrangenents
by the creditors iued their approval by the courtl
-  cleeds of arra.ngenent approved by the court (fn tire case of Northern
Ireland, Bankruptcy  Anendnent Act, 1929t Section 2).  fhese are
agreenents betweerr a debtor and his creditors for the arrangement of
the d.ebtorts affairs,  generally by the transfer of part of his assets
to a trustee responsible for repaying the creditors.  fhe deed rnust
be registered with the Departnent of Trade and d.eclared enforceable  by
the court.
-  judiciat composition  (Bankruptcy (Scotla.na) nct 1913). Scottj.sh
variapt of the pr,oced.ure for compositions and schemes of arraDgement.
Articles IfI  to XIf
These articles do not call for any special cornments. It  night therefore
be appropriate to consult the comments on the articles of the convention
to which these articles refer.
Articles XIII and X.IV
Article XIfI  creates a systen of mutual i.:rfornation on law refotms
which have Occuped or are in prospect in the law of bankruptcy that
are 1ike1y to affect the application of the conventionr Eo as to
enableenable any revision, as provided. for in Article 86 of the
convention, to be undertaken.
If  it  is nerely a matter of changing the national lists  or headingp
in  the protocol, other than those in Articles f which lists  the
proceedings  covered by the convention, this may be done, in accordance
with Article XIV, by means of a declaration addressed to the officer
with whom the convention is  lodged.-  161 -
ANNEX  I
Examples of the operative parts of cerlran judgnents (see pages 53 and 54
of thie report).
a) Order to restore the title  to i.rynovable propertu:
The d.efendant is ordered to:
1.  a€:pGe that the titre  to the innovabre.propgrty.registered.  in the
land register kept at the Antsgerlcht of ..o........  volune ......
folio  ......1  serial numbgr .........  shall pass to ..o...r.....rr
2.  consent to the registration of { in the land register as owner of
the funmovable property in question.
b) Order to release a mortgaAe contracted by the bankrupt in respect of
Iumovable property as securit.y for a debt:
The defendant is ordered to:
1. declare that he releases the mortgage of IM........o  r€gistered in
his name in the land. register of the.0rrtsgericht of ...ro....  volune
.......  folio  .o.....1  section 111 serial number ......  8nd transfer
the mortgage deed. to the plaintiffr  ed
2. approve the removal fron the land" register of the mortgage in question.
c) Order to renounce a claln to a mortgage debt contracted in respect of
innovable property belong:ing to the bankrupt:
The d.efend.ant is ord.ered to:
1. renounce his clain to the mortgage d.ebt of Dd .....o..  registered
in the 1and. register of the Antsgericht of ...........  volull€ ooroo
folio  .......1  section ffl  serial nr:nber .....ro..  €tnd.
2. approve the registration in the land register of the disclaimer
of the nortgage clebt in question.
1  fh" above d.etails relating to the d.esorlption of inmovable properry nay
in each individual case, be subject to srendnent. For exanpJ"e, it
should be pointeC out that in the greater part of the Land. of Baden-
WUrttenberg, responsibility for keeping the land register does not
devolve on the 'fArntsgerichterf .  The wordg nof the Antsgerichtrt are then
euperfluous. Oftenr land. registers are not refemed to by voh:me: in
such cases, the number of the volurne should be deleted and one number only
need be indicated i.e.  that of the folio  or of the section, since the latter
designation nay also be encountered..-I-
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